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Abstract

To understand the fluctuating world, we introduce probabilistic assumptions on microscopic
systems and study their statistical properties. It is known that for macroscopic systems in
equilibrium and in the relaxation to equilibrium, the principle of equal a priori probabilities
is useful to understand their equilibrium fluctuations and irreversible relaxation behavior.
In addition, a statistical thermodynamical theory, called stochastic thermodynamics, for
mesoscopic systems that are weakly coupled to equilibrium environments has been developed
over the past decades. In recent years, it was found that a game-theoretic approach to
stochastic thermodynamics based on martingale theory sheds light on novel properties in
non-equilibrium systems including the stopping times and extreme value statistics. In this
thesis, inspired by thesis works, we investigate problems in statistical thermodynamics from
the viewpoint of martingale theory.

Martingale theory is useful for studying two properties. First, as suggested by previous
works, martingale theory provides a useful tool to examine stopping time statistics through
several mathematical properties, e.g., the information inequality at stopping times. In Chap-
ter 2, by using this property, we derive a fundamental bound on first passage times for
accumulated currents in Markov jump processes. Second, the martingale processes are used
to characterize the randomness of the microscopic realizations through the condition that
we cannot make much money in a fair betting game. In Chapter 3, via a simple dynamical
model, we argue that random initial microstates characterized by martingale processes ex-
hibit irreversible behavior macroscopically. Moreover, in Chapter 4, we consider a repeated
work extraction from a small heat engine and find that the accumulation of the extracted
work is a martingale process. By using martingale theory and information-theoretic tech-
niques, we show that the second law of thermodynamics in this situation leads to the Gibbs
distribution.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Probability in Physics

1.1.1 Statistical Mechanics for Large Systems

One of the most important achievements of probability theory in physics is statistical mechan-
ics for macroscopic equilibrium systems. The purpose of equilibrium statistical mechanics
is to connect the microscopic dynamical properties of the large system with its macroscopic
behavior in equilibrium through probabilistic considerations. A fundamental assumption of
equilibrium statistical mechanics is the principle of equal a priori probabilities: Consider a
system with a microscopic Hamiltonian HN , where the subscript N denotes the system size.
The statistical properties of the equilibrium state specified by its energy E are then described
by the microcanonical measure,

µN ;E(dω) =
1

WN ;E

δ(E −HN(ω))dω, (1.1.1)

where ω is a microscopic state of the system and WN ;E =
∫
δ(E −HN(ω))dω is the normal-

ization factor. This probabilistic assumption allows us to obtain two important information
on the equilibrium state:

• First, by considering the consistency of the microcanonical form (1.1.1) with the vari-
ational principle in thermodynamics, we can identify the logarithm of the normaliza-
tion factor lnWN ;E with the entropy function up to the additive constant: SN(E) =
kB lnWN ;E+(const.). Since the entropy function completely determines the most prob-
able behavior of the equilibrium state, we can obtain all the typical macroscopic proper-
ties from the microscopic Hamiltonian through this relationship, called the Boltzmann
formula.

• Second, the probability distribution (1.1.1) provides useful expressions for macroscopic
fluctuations. As an example, we consider an isolated system with the total energy Etot.
We suppose that this system is separated into the left-hand side and the right-hand side
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12 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

by a diathermal wall and the position of the wall is fixed. By applying the principle of
equal a priori probabilities to this composite system, we find that the probability that
the energy of the left-hand side E deviates from the equilibrium value Ne∗ tends to
zero in the thermodynamic limit: For any ϵ > 0,

lim
N→∞

µN ;Etot

(∣∣∣∣EN − e∗
∣∣∣∣ ≥ ϵ

)
= 0. (1.1.2)

Here, the equilibrium value e∗ is determined by the variational formula: e∗ := argmaxes(e)
for s(e) := limN→∞(SN(E) +SN(Etot −E))/N . The law of large numbers (1.1.2) guar-
antees the reproducibility of thermodynamic observations, i.e., the outcomes in the
instantaneous measurements of the energy for different samples give the same result
with high probability. Moreover, we can obtain more detailed information on the de-
viation probability from the principle of equal a priori probabilities. The deviation
probability decays exponentially in the system size N and the decay rate is expressed
in terms of the entropy function:

µN ;Etot

(
E

N
≈ e

)
≍ exp

[
Nk−1

B (s(e) − s(e∗))
]
. (1.1.3)

Thus, the entropy function characterizes instantaneous fluctuations for macroscopic
observables as well as the most probable values. The expression (1.1.3) was found by
Einstein, and it is regarded as the large deviation principle for static fluctuations of
equilibrium states.

As well as equilibrium states, the idea of the principle of equal a priori probabilities
is useful when we consider the irreversibility paradox. Let us imagine a macroscopic sim-
ple fluid in an adiabatic container. According to the zeroth law of thermodynamics, any
thermodynamically isolated macroscopic system reaches a macroscopically stationary state,
called the equilibrium state, after a sufficiently long time. In this relaxation process, the
spatiotemporal change of coarse-grained density fields of conserved quantities is believed to
be described universally by deterministic and irreversible hydrodynamic equations. This
asymmetry in the direction of time is referred to as macroscopic irreversibility. In contrast,
the macroscopic system microscopically consists of many interacting molecules. If the system
is microscopically isolated, the time evolution of the constituent molecules is described by
deterministic and reversible equations such as the classical Hamiltonian equations or quan-
tum Schrödinger equations. This apparent inconsistency between macroscopic irreversibility
and microscopic reversibility is called the irreversibility paradox. To resolve this paradox, we
have to formulate the macroscopic irreversible laws within microscopic reversible dynamical
systems [Leb93, Bri96].

A crucial idea is again the principle of equal a priori probabilities and the associated law of
large numbers. Suppose that initial microscopic states are sampled from the microcanonical
measure corresponding to a given non-equilibrium macroscopic state. The validity of the
deterministic macroscopic law is then formulated as a result of the law of large numbers
[LPS88], i.e., there is a set of microscopic states satisfying the macroscopic equations with
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probability approaching one in a macroscopic limit. This is why the hydrodynamic equations
describe even a single experimental result with high accuracy. Although to prove the law of
large numbers for a given microscopic dynamics and initial probability measure is not an easy
task in general, the above scenario is believed to be valid for a wide class of models and it
is proved rigorously for specific models. Thus, the probabilistic assumption for microscopic
states and the appropriate choice of the measure describing the macroscopic system play
essential roles in statistical mechanics.

1.1.2 Thermodynamics for Small Systems

In contrast to macroscopic systems, small systems such as biomolecular motors are strongly
affected by thermal fluctuations. Therefore, whether or not the thermodynamic structure
can be found in small systems is a non-trivial problem. Nevertheless, a thermodynamic
theory for mesoscopic systems that are weakly coupled to equilibrium environments has been
developed over the past decades. For example, we can decompose the fluctuating energy
transfer into two contributions, work and heat, similarly to macroscopic thermodynamics, and
moreover we can verify the second law of thermodynamics for averaged quantities under this
decomposition. Thanks to this framework, we can discuss the energy balance at nanoscales
and a thermodynamic efficiency for molecular motors. This theory is now called stochastic
thermodynamics.

A remarkable achievement in this field is the discovery of the fluctuation relations gov-
erning the fluctuation of the entropy production in generic stochastic systems. While the
second law of thermodynamics claims only the positivity of the averaged entropy production,
the fluctuation relation reveals a symmetry in fluctuations of the entropy production. The
fluctuation relations can be applied to systems far from equilibrium and present a unifying
picture of existing results in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics such as the second law of
thermodynamics and the linear response theory. Moreover, the theoretical ideas and tools
found in the course of these developments provided many interesting results such as steady
state thermodynamics for small systems and information thermodynamic.

We must emphasize that the theory of stochastic thermodynamics has evolved with tech-
nological advances that allow us to observe and control micro- or nanoscale fluctuations.
While experimental techniques that can access nanoscale fluctuations validate stochastic
thermodynamics, the theoretical side provides novel methods to extract useful information
on thermodynamic properties of small systems. For example, Jarzynski and Crooks relations
can be used to estimate the free energy difference of a single molecule from nonequilib-
rium measurements of work fluctuations [LDS+02, CRJ+05]. Another application of stochas-
tic thermodynamics is the experimental estimation of heat dissipation. While the energy
dissipation into the heat bath is difficult to measure directly in experiments, the Harada-
Sasa equality [HS05, HS06], which connects the heat dissipation with the violation of the
fluctuation-dissipation relation, enables us to estimate it from measurements of the response
and autocorrelation function [ATM18].

Finally, we mention a novel inequality that has been intensively studied recently and
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called the thermodynamic uncertainty relation (TUR). A typical form of TUR is as follows:

(E[Jt])
2

Var[Jt]
≤ E[Σt], (1.1.4)

where Jt and Σt are a time-integrated current and the entropy production up to the time
t, respectively. As well as the fluctuation relations, this type of inequality is universally
valid for various non-equilibrium stochastic systems under various situations, particularly,
Markov jump processes and overdamped Langevin systems. This inequality is important in
two respects. First, this inequality gives a tighter lower bound on the entropy production
than the second law of thermodynamics if EJt ̸= 0. Second, this inequality expresses a
trade-off relation between the precision of the time-integrated current and the mean entropy
production: The smaller the dissipation of the system, the larger the uncertainty of the
current. In other words, this inequality provides a novel thermodynamic efficiency ηTUR :=
(E[Jt])

2/Var[Jt]E[Σt] ≤ 1, which may be useful in quantifying the efficiency of biomolecular
motors.

1.2 Thermodynamics meets Gambling

1.2.1 Stochastic Thermodynamics with Martingale

In a typical situation in stochastic thermodynamics, we observe a stochastic system in a
certain observation time interval and investigate the statistics of an observable at the fixed
time. Here, we address a complementary problem, in which we exchange the roles of the
observable and time, and study the statistics of the random time at which the observable
first reaches a fixed threshold. Such random times are called first passage times. The distri-
butions of first passage times, or more generally stopping times, are extensively studied in
various fields such as the theory of stochastic processes [Red01, vK07], reaction rate theory
[HTB90], biology [IBZ16, Ewe04], statistical estimations [GMS97], and finance [BBDG18].
Moreover, in nonequilibrium physics, the universal natures of the first-passage-time statis-
tics for thermodynamically relevant quantities were found recently, including the fluctuation
relations at stopping times [NRJ17, MSM+21], the universality of the asymptotic behavior
of the first-passage-time distributions [SD16, Pan18, SMG+19], and several tradeoff relations
concerning the first passage time [GH17, Gar17, FE20]. In particular, the thermodynamic
constraint on the precision of the first passage times, which is a topic of this thesis, may be
useful in measuring the efficiency of the biological clocks beyond merely theoretical interests
[MCH19] (see also [BS15, BS16, BS17]).

Among these studies, several interesting results including the integral fluctuation relations
at stopping times are obtained from applications of martingale theory in probability theory to
stochastic thermodynamics. Martingale theory also plays essential roles in topics we consider
in this thesis. Let us give a concise explanation on martingale theory below.
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Martingale

To understand a motivation to introduce the concept of “martingale”, let us consider a simple
situation. A gambler visits a casino with money M0 > 0 in his pocket and plays the following
gambling with a dealer. First, the gambler predicts the outcome of coin tossing and bet
his money on two outcomes, head and tail. After his betting, the dealer tosses a coin. We
introduce a variable x1 that takes 1 and 0 if the outcome of the first coin tossing is head and
tail, respectively. Let q1 and q0 be the amount of money the gambler bet on head and tail,
respectively. If x1 = i (i ∈ {0, 1}), the payoff is assumed to be πiqi. Then, the gambler’s
wealth M1(x1) after the first coin tossing is given by

M1(0) = M0 − (q0 + q1) + π0q0, M1(1) = M0 − (q0 + q1) + π1q1. (1.2.1)

How should we choose odds (π0, π1) to realize “fair” gambling if the probability that X1 = 1
is p? One reasonable definition is that we say that the gambling is fair if the gambler’s wealth
neither increase nor decrease on average. Since the average of the wealth is given by

pM1(1) + (1 − p)M1(0) = M0 + (pπ1 − 1)q1 + ((1 − p)π0 − 1)q0, (1.2.2)

the fair odds must be π1 = 1/p and π0 = 1/(1 − p). For instance, the coin is unbiased, i.e.,
p = 1/2, the fair odds are π1 = π0 = 2.

We now suppose that the gambler and the dealer repeat this fair gambling many times.
We only allow the gambler’s strategy to choose his betting money that depends causally on
the past outcomes and is independent of the future outcomes of coin tossing. We can identify
a strategy for the gambler with a sequence of functions Mn : {0, 1}n → R≥0 satisfying the
condition

Mn−1(x1, . . . , xn−1) = pMn(x1, . . . , xn−1, 1) + (1 − p)Mn(x1, . . . , xn−1, 0) (1.2.3)

for any n and x1 . . . xn−1 ∈ {0, 1}n−1. The value Mn(x1, . . . , xn) gives the gambler’s wealth
after n-th round of the gambling when the outcome up to the n-th round is (x1, . . . , xn) ∈
{0, 1}n. Therefore, Eq. (1.2.3) expresses the fairness condition similarly to Eq. (1.2.2) at
π1 = 1/p and π0 = 1/(1 − p). After extending the domain of Mn into Ω := {0, 1}N in the
trivial way, we say that the process {Mn : n ∈ N} is a martingale if it satisfies the condition
(1.2.3) for all n and ω ∈ Ω.

The concept of “martingale” is useful to study two problems in which the gambler is
interested.

• The first interest is when should the gambler stop betting. The gambler must decide
whether or not he stops betting based on only the information on past outcomes of
the coin tossing. If the stopping rule satisfies such a causality condition, the time at
which the gambler stops betting is called a stopping time. More formally, we say that
a random time T : Ω → N ∪ {∞} is a stopping time if

∀n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, {ω ∈ Ω : T (ω) ≤ n} ∈ Fn, (1.2.4)
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where Fn = σ({ω ∈ Ω : ωk = i} : 0 ≤ k ≤ n, i ∈ {0, 1}) for n ∈ N and F∞ = σ(∪nFn).
A typical example of stopping times is a first passage time:

T = inf{n ≥ 0 : Mn = m}
= “the first time for the wealth to reach a threshold m”, (1.2.5)

where inf(∅) = ∞. The following random time is not a stopping time because we must
know the future in order to stop betting:

T = inf{n ≥ 0 : n ≤ 10,Mn = max
0≤k≤10

Mk}. (1.2.6)

Indeed, {T = 0} = {M1 ≤M0, . . . ,M10 ≤M0} ̸∈ F0.

If the gambler stops betting at a fixed time, the average of his wealth neither increase
nor decrease because of the fairness condition, i.e., EMn = M0. How about when the
gambler applies a fluctuating stopping time. According to Doob’s optional stopping
theorem, we have that

E(MT ) = M0, (1.2.7)

if M is uniformly integrable, where MT := limn→∞MT∧n with T ∧ n := min{T, n}.
Due to this theorem, even if the gambler applies a stopping rule, his wealth cannot be
greater than the initial value.

• The second interest is how the maximum value of the wealth is distributed. For example,
the gambler may stop betting by the n-th round if his wealth exceeds λ > 0 times the
initial wealth. The gambler is then interested in the probability that the maximum
value of the wealth up to the n-th round becomes greater than the threshold value, i.e.,
{supk≤nMn ≥ λM0}. According to Doob’s martingale inequality, we have that

P
(

sup
k≤n

Mk ≥ λM0

)
≤ λ−1E(Mn1{supk≤nMk≥λM0}) ≤ λ−1M−1

0 E(Mn) = λ−1. (1.2.8)

In contrast to Markov’s inequality, Doob’s inequality gives an upper bound on a tail
probability of the maximum value. Since a martingale expresses a capital process in the
fair game under a strategy, this inequality implies that whatever strategy the gambler
applies, the probability that the gambler can quit betting while his wealth exceeds 100
times the initial wealth is smaller than 1%.

The above arguments can be extended to more general settings. Let (Ω,F , {Ft},P) be
a filtered probability space (the parameter t may be discrete or continuous). A stochastic
process Mt is said to be a (P, {Ft})-martingale (or simply, martingale) if M is adapted to
{Ft}, E[|Mt|] <∞ for any t, and

E[Mt|Fs] = Ms, a.s. ∀t ≥ s. (1.2.9)
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Examples of martingale processes that are important in this thesis are likelihood ratio mar-
tingales. We now have two stochastic processes P and Q such that Q is absolutely continuous
relative to P on every Ft and define a process Mt as a version of the likelihood ratio between
P and Q:

Mt :=
dQ|Ft

dP|Ft

. (1.2.10)

Then, we find that {Mt} is a (P, {Ft})-martingale. Since the likelihood ratio function mea-
sures the distinguishability between two processes, it mainly plays two roles in stochastic
thermodynamics.

• If we consider the original process and the time-reversed process, the likelihood ratio
between them quantifies the time irreversibility of the original process. Moreover, it is
identified with the entropy production characterizing the thermodynamic dissipation.
The theoretical idea on fluctuation relations is based on this perspective. Recently,
martingale property of the entropy production has been studied and several interest-
ing results are obtained: the integral fluctuation relation at stopping times, the work
relation at stopping times, a bound on the tail probability of the infimum of the en-
tropy production, the detailed fluctuation relation associated with the first passage
time distributions.

• If we consider the original process and the perturbed process, the likelihood ratio be-
tween them characterizes the response property of the system against the perturbation.
Indeed, the several response properties in Markovian dynamics can be obtained through
the Taylor expansion of the logarithmic likelihood ratio function with respect to the
small response field. A recent important finding based on the second perspective is the
fluctuation-response inequality, which provides a new tool to study universal bounds on
the response and fluctuations. For instance, the thermodynamic uncertainty relation
explained before is derivable from the fluctuation-response inequality. In this thesis, we
employ this technique with the martingale theory to study a class of universal bounds
on the statistics of the stopping times.

Thus, the likelihood processes play important roles in stochastic thermodynamics. How-
ever, the martingale aspect of the likelihood processes has been studied only recently. One
of the purposes of this thesis is to develop stochastic thermodynamics from the viewpoint of
the martingale.

1.2.2 Thermodynamic Uncertainty Relation at Stopping Time

We explain in more detail the second perspective on the likelihood ratio processes in the
context of stochastic thermodynamics. We are interested in the response property of a
stochastic dynamics, a Markov jump process or a diffusion process in many cases, against
perturbations. We use P and Pθ to denote the path probability measures for the original
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dynamics and the perturbed dynamics, respectively. Here, the parameter θ ∈ R quantifies
the amplitude of the perturbation, e.g., the external driving force on a Brownian particle.
We write the likelihood ratio between the original and perturbed dynamics as

pθt :=
dPθ|Ft

dP|Ft

. (1.2.11)

For an observable At that depends on trajectories up to the time t, we have an expression
for the expectation of At under the perturbed dynamics in terms of the original dynamics:

Eθ[At] = E[Atp
θ
t ]. (1.2.12)

The (linear response) fluctuation-response inequality provides an upper bound on the in-
tensity of the linear response. Here, the response intensity is measured by the ratio of the
squared response function to the variance in the original process:

R(At) :=
(∂θE[At]|θ=0)

2

Var[At]
=

1

Var[At]

(∫
At∂θp

θ
t |θ=0dP

)2

. (1.2.13)

According to the fluctuation-response inequality, this intensity is bounded above by the
Fisher information It:

R(At) ≤ It(0) := E[(∂θ ln pθt )
2]|θ=0. (1.2.14)

We remark that while the left-hand side depends on the choice of the observable At, the
right-hand side is dependent only on the likelihood ratio function. Therefore, the fluctuation-
response inequality gives a uniform upper bound on the response intensity. This inequality is
interesting and useful in two respects. First, although few results are available for non-Markov
processes, this inequality can be applied in principle to general stochastic processes, not
limited to diffusion processes and Markov jump processes. Second, the perturbations added
to the system are not limited to physical ones. For example, by adding a drift perturbation
that does not correspond to any physical operations, which is called a “virtual” perturbation
in [DS20], we obtain the thermodynamic uncertainty relation from the fluctuation-response
inequality.

It is known that even if we apply a stopping rule in the experiment, we can prove the
fluctuation-response inequality by employing martingale theory. Therefore, it is natural to
ask whether the extended inequalities may reveal novel bounds on fluctuations at stopping
times, in a similar manner that the thermodynamic uncertainty relation provides a measure
quantifying an efficiency of a fluctuating system in a fixed observation time. In Chapter 2,
we study this issue. Specifically, we derive the kinetic bound on the precision of the first
passage time for the time-integrated current and find that this kinetic bound can be relevant
far from equilibrium in contrast to the thermodynamic bound.

1.2.3 Randomness from Gambling

Until now we have reviewed martingale theory as a useful tool to study the stopping time
and extreme value statistics. However, the concept of “martingale” has also been studied in
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another context as a tool to characterize randomness. To see this, we return to the gambling
with coin tossing, i.e., stochastic processes on Ω = {0, 1}N. First, we review an important
observation by Jean Ville [Vil39]. For a martingale process Mn, let us take λ = 2n and define

Un := {ω ∈ Ω : (∃k ∈ N)(Mk(ω) > 2nM0)}. (1.2.15)

The maximal inequality (1.2.8) implies P(Un) ≤ 2−n. Then, we conclude that

U :=
∩
n∈N

Un = {sup
n
Mn = ∞} (1.2.16)

is a null set, i.e., P(U) = 0. This means that the probability that the gambler make in-
finite profits is zero. This consequence is consistent with our intuition on fair gamblings.
Conversely, for a given null set N , there is a non-negative martingale that is divergent on
N . Let us prove this statement. For a null set N , we have an open subsets {Un} such that
N ⊆

∩
n Un and P(Un) ≤ 2−n. We now define a process Mn,k as

Mn,k(ω) :=
P(Un ∩ C(ω1, . . . , ωk))

P(C(ω1, . . . , ωk))
, (1.2.17)

where C(ω1, . . . , ωk) := {σ ∈ Ω : ωi = σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. We can see that this process is a
non-negative martingale:

pMn,k+1(ω1, . . . , ωk, 1, . . . ) + (1 − p)Mn,k+1(ω1, . . . , ωk, 0, . . . )

=
∑
i∈{0,1}

P(C(ω1, . . . , ωk, i))

P(C(ω1, . . . , ωk))

P(Un ∩ C(ω1, . . . , ωk, i))

P(C(ω1, . . . , ωk, i))

=
∑
i∈{0,1}

P(Un ∩ C(ω1, . . . , ωk, i))

P(C(ω1, . . . , ωk))

=
P(Un ∩ C(ω1, . . . , ωk))

P(C(ω1, . . . , ωk))
= Mn,k(ω). (1.2.18)

Since Mn,0 = P(Un) ≤ 2−n, Mn defined by Mn =
∑∞

k=0Mn,k is finite and the process
{Mn : n ∈ N} defines a non-negative martingale. Moreover, since Mn,k(ω) = 1 for ω ∈ N by
definition, we obtain that supnMn = ∞ on N .

The above correspondence between null sets and martingale processes suggests that the
concept of “martingale” is useful to define “random sequences”. Approximately speaking, a
sequence ω ∈ Ω is called random if it satisfies no exceptional properties. For instance, consider
an experiment where we toss an unbiased coin many times. A sequence in which 0 and 1
appear at a rate of 1/3 and 2/3, respectively, is not random under this experiment because
its frequencies of 0 and 1 are exceptional. Exceptional properties are mathematically defined
as null sets. The correspondence between null sets and non-negative martingales motivates
the following definition of randomness: A sequence ω is random if supnMn(ω) < ∞ for any
non-negative martingales M . In other words, if we bet on the future bits by utilizing the
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knowledge of the previous bits of the random sequence, there is no betting strategy by which
we are able to make much money.

Since a singleton {ω} is a null set, there is a betting strategy = non-negative martingale
such that limn→∞Mn(ω) = ∞. Therefore, unfortunately, the above definition of randomness
turns out to be meaningless. We have to restrict the class of martingales to provide a
meaningful definition of randomness. Following the celebrated idea of Levin and Schnorr, we
restrict martingales to ones that can be performed feasibly in an algorithmic manner. They
specified such a feasible martingale as an effective martingale, more precisely, a lower semi-
computable martingale. Then, a sequence ω is called random if supnMn(ω) < ∞ for any
effective martingales. Remarkably, this randomness, which characterizes random sequences
from the viewpoint of gambling, is equivalent to other notions of randomness characterized by
typicalness and incompressibility conditions. As a result, this randomness, called algorithmic
randomness, is regarded as a natural notion of randomness.

Is the characterization of randomness through martingale theory relevant to statistical
physics? In the next two subsections, we introduce two problems, thermodynamic irre-
versibility and the second law of thermodynamics, and argue the relevancy of randomness in
statistical physics.

1.2.4 Thermodynamic Irreversibility and Randomness

In Chapter 3, we study thermodynamic irreversibility from the viewpoint of algorithmic
randomness. In subsection 1.1.1, we explain that the law of large numbers gives a clear
account of the emergence of macroscopic laws from microscopic dynamics. However, we
should notice that it refers only to the probability that the macroscopic law is satisfied and
does not tell us which microscopic states among all realizable states obey the macroscopic
law. When considering the reversibility paradox, one finds that this fact becomes problematic.
Loschmidt pointed out that if a microscopic trajectory satisfying the microscopic equation of
motion obeys the macroscopic law, the time-reversed trajectory is also a solution of the same
equation due to the microscopic reversibility, but violates the macroscopic law due to the
irreversibility of that law [Los76]. Thus, the apparent inconsistency between the macroscopic
irreversibility and the microscopic reversibility is relevant to individual trajectories. We
note that the recurrence paradox posed by Zermelo also refers to a single trajectory [Zer96],
but this paradox is resolved by considering the thermodynamic limit first. To resolve the
reversibility paradox, it is desirable to have a more direct formulation studying individual
microscopic states in the thermodynamic limit. In particular, we need a criterion to determine
whether a given microscopic state belongs to a set characterized by typical macroscopic
properties.

To this end, in Chapter 3, we apply the theory of algorithmic randomness to statistical
physics on the basis of its characteristics that the algorithmically random sequences satisfy
statistical properties such as the law of large numbers and of the iterated logarithm. The
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strong law of large numbers in probability theory states that

lim
n→∞

1

n

n−1∑
i=0

x(i) =
1

2
for almost all x with respect to P. (1.2.19)

In contrast, the counterpart in the theory of algorithmic randomness states that

lim
n→∞

1

n

n−1∑
i=0

x(i) =
1

2
for random x with respect to P. (1.2.20)

Although the former statement refers to only the probability that the law of large numbers
is satisfied, the latter refers to individual sequences. In the context of statistical physics, the
statistical properties of random sequences imply that the probability-theoretic statement,

“Almost all microscopic states with respect to a probability measure obey a
macroscopic law,”

can be replaced by the pointwise one,

“Random microscopic states with respect to a probability measure obey a macro-
scopic law.”

Since this statement is expressed at the level of individual states, the notion of algorith-
mic randomness may be useful to discuss the foundations of statistical mechanics beyond
probability-theoretic statements.

The formulation with the notion of randomness provides a new perspective on the re-
versibility paradox. From a measure-theoretic point of view, the microscopic reversibility
is consistent with our experience since the time-reversed state of a typical state with re-
spect to a probability measure violates the macroscopic law, but has only an extremely small
probability with respect to the same measure. In contrast, from a viewpoint of algorithmic
randomness, the microscopic reversibility implies that the time-reversed state of a random
state is not random because it is contained in a null set involved with a violation of the
macroscopic law. This fact has an implication in the relation between the randomness of
a physical state and the ease of preparation of that state. If we can specify a description
of a binary sequence completely in an algorithmic manner, the sequence is not random be-
cause we can easily predict the sequence by using the algorithmic description. In contrast, a
sequence we generate by a stochastic device such as tossing a coin many times is algorithmi-
cally random. Now, when we prepare a state of a physical system, we cannot avoid a certain
source of noise. Although the relation between a stochastic device and noises in preparation
of physical states is not obvious, we may say that it is difficult to experimentally prepare
the time-reversed state of a random state, which is nonrandom, because we have to avoid all
sources of noises to prepare a nonrandom state. In this manner, the theory of algorithmic
randomness clarifies a conceptually new aspect of the reversibility paradox. In Chapter 3,
we show a part of the results that the theory of algorithmic randomness reveals.
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1.2.5 Game-Theoretic Thermodynamics

The role of martingales in the study of thermodynamic irreversibility is only of secondary
importance. Indeed, in Chapter 3, we analyze it based on the measure-theoretic typicality
instead of martingale theory. Therefore, the connection of thermodynamic concepts with
martingales is indirect. In Chapter 4, we find that a process of the extracted work in re-
peated cyclic operations is identified with a martingale process. The combination of this
identification and Ville’s theorem reveals a novel relationship between the Gibbs distribution
and the second law of thermodynamics.

The problem we consider in Chapter 4 is formulated as follows. A fundamental assumption
of equilibrium statistical mechanics is that microscopic states are randomly sampled according
to the Gibbs distribution for the Hamiltonian. While we can obtain statistical properties of
observables, such as means and variances, from this probabilistic assumption, the assumption
is also consistent with the second law of thermodynamics. In fact, we cannot extract a strictly
positive amount of work through any cyclic process on average if the initial probability
distribution is Gibbsian [PW78, Len78, GP80, Dan81, Jar97, Cro98]. This result can be
regarded as a derivation of the second law of thermodynamics from statistical mechanics. It
is natural to ask whether the second law conversely characterizes the Gibbs distribution or
not. This question has been traditionally studied in terms of passivity [PW78, Len78, GP80,
Dan81]. These studies showed that the initial probability distribution is Gibbsian if and only
if any number of copies of the identical state satisfy the second law of thermodynamics. In
this approach, we crucially assume that the system is described by a probability distribution
on the phase space. In contrast, the question we consider in Chapter 4 is how the probabilistic
description based on the Gibbs distribution emerges from the second law of thermodynamics,
particularly the absence of the perpetual motion machine of the second kind.

A similar question was posed in the context of probability theory. In measure-theoretic
probability theory, we assign a real value in [0, 1] to each event under certain compatibility
conditions such as additivity. Although measure-theoretic probability theory is a useful tool
to analyze the random behavior of phenomena in nature, it does not provide a characterization
of randomness itself. As an alternative approach, Shafer and Vovk proposed game-theoretic
probability theory [SV01, SV19] whose fundamental idea is Ville’s theorem. In a gambling,
they say that the gambling is fair if the gambler never become infinitely rich in the limit
as the gamble continues and that the sequence of events obtained from such gambling is
random. Based on these ideas, they proved, say, the law of large numbers in terms of the
gambling, without using measure-theoretic concepts. If we think of the work extraction as
a certain gambling between an agent and the nature, the second law of thermodynamics
corresponds to the fairness condition in the gambling. If this reasoning is true, we can
expect that randomness of the microscopic states in an equilibrium system is characterized
through the second law of thermodynamics without using the probabilistic assumption in
statistical mechanics. The purpose of Chapter 4 is to validate this idea and to answer in the
affirmative based on the identification of the work processes with martingale processes and
the game-theoretic probability theory.



Chapter 2

Kinetic Uncertainty Relation on Fist
Passage Time

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Summary of results

In this chapter, we study the kinetic uncertainty relations (KURs) on the first passage times
for time-integrated currents. Whereas the thermodynamic uncertainty relation gives a bound
on the precision of an observable in terms of entropy production, the KUR [TB19] gives
a bound in terms of the time-symmetric dynamical activity [Mae20]. Garrahan [Gar17]
obtained a kinetic bound on the FPT for a stationary continuous-time Markov chain,

E[τ ]2

Var[τ ]
≤ nE[τ ], (2.1.1)

in the large threshold limit. Here E[τ ] denotes the mean time at which the time-integrated
current first reaches a threshold, Var[τ ] the variance of τ , and n the mean number of jumps
per time in the stationary state. This trade-off relation implies that the smaller the activity
of the stochastic system, the larger the uncertainty of the time to reach the threshold. The
inequality (2.1.1) was derived via the large deviation theory and verified only in the large
threshold limit. The main purpose of this chapter is to derive the KUR on the first passage
time that is valid for any finite threshold and to simplify the derivation based on the technique
recently developed in [DS20, TB19].

2.1.2 Outline of the chapter

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we review previous
studies and present main results of this chapter. In Section 2.3, we applies our results to two
examples and find that the kinetic bounds are relevant far from equilibrium. In Section 2.4,
we review the information inequalities at stopping times, which is the key ingredient in the

23
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derivation of our results, and present a proof of our main result. In Section 2.5, we end this
chapter with concluding remarks.

2.2 Main Result

2.2.1 Setup and previous results

Setup

We consider a time-homogeneous and continuous-time Markov chain on a directed multigraph
G = (S,E). Here S is a discrete state space and E is the set of directed edges between two
states. Let ke(x, y) be the transition rate from the state x to y via the edge e ∈ E and λ(x) :=∑

e

∑
y(̸=x) ke(x, y) the escape rate from x, where the summation is taken over edges starting

from x. For a fixed time t ≥ 0, X[0,t] = (Xs)s∈[0,t] denotes a single trajectory of the system
and is characterized by the discrete-time sequence (x0, t0 = 0; x1, t1, e1; . . . ;xNt , tNt , eNt),
which indicates that the total number of jumps for trajectory X[0,t] over [0, t] is Nt, and the
transition from xi−1 to xi(̸= xi−1) occurs via the edge ei at times ti for i = 1, . . . , Nt. We
focus on a time-integrated current Jt := J(X[0,t]) defined as

J(X[0,t]) =
Nt∑
i=1

gei(xi−1, xi), (2.2.1)

where ge(x, y) weights the contribution of the transition from x to y via the edge e. The class
of observables of this form includes many important physical quantities. Here we address two
significant examples, the number of jumps and the fluctuating entropy production. The total
number of jumps via edge f is obtained by taking ge = δe,f . This quantity measures how
active the system is on edge f and is called dynamical activity. Next, we consider two edges,
f connecting from x to y, and b connecting from y to x, with kf (x, y) ̸= 0 and kb(y, x) ̸= 0.
We assume that these edges are in contact with the same heat bath, and require that the
entropy per the Boltzmann constant kB produced in the heat bath during the transition
x → y is given by ln(kf (x, y)/kb(y, x)). The fluctuating entropy production associated with
the paired edges (f, b) is then obtained by taking ge = ln(kf (x, y)/kb(y, x))[δe,f − δe,b]. The
requirement we impose here is called the local detailed balance condition.

Thermodynamic and kinetic uncertainty relations

If the system satisfies the local detailed balance condition, the system starts from the steady
state, and we consider the time-asymmetric currents, i.e., g(x, y) = −g(y, x), the precision
of the time-integrated current is bounded above by the entropy production

E[Jt]
2

Var[Jt]
≤ E[Σt], (2.2.2)

where Σt is the total entropy production up to the time t. This inequality, called the thermo-
dynamic uncertainty relation (TUR), is regarded as a trade-off relation between the precision
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of the current and the dissipation. We have another trade-off relation called the kinetic un-
certainty relation (KUR). The KUR claims that

E[Jt]
2

Var[Jt]
≤ E[Nt]. (2.2.3)

Here, Nt denotes the total number of jumps up to the time t and therefore the right-hand
side of the KUR quantifies a dynamical activity of the system. Although the KUR is valid
for any observables in contrast to the TUR, we consider only time-integrated currents for
simplicity. Numerical simulation for simple systems shows that while the TUR is tight near
equilibrium, the KUR gives a better bound in the regime far from equilibrium.

First passage statistics

In the above situation, we fix an observation time t and study the statistics of time-integrated
currents Jt. In this chapter, instead of studying the statistics at a fixed time, we consider
the statistics of the random time at which the time-integrated current first reaches a fixed
threshold. The first passage time (FPT) τ for the time-integrated current Jt is defined as

τ := inf{t ≥ 0 : Jt = Jth}, (2.2.4)

where Jth denotes the threshold value. The FPT is obviously a stochastic variable and
accompanies fluctuations. The first time for the system to reach the specific state z can be
represented in this form by taking ge(x, y) = δy,z and Jth ∈ (0, 1). Methods to analyze the
statistics of the FPTs in the class are well established [Red01, vK07]. Our concern here is
the precision of the FPT quantified by the ratio of the squared mean FPT to the variance,
E[τ ]2/Var[τ ].

Main result

Garrahan [Gar17] derived the kinetic uncertainty relation on the first passage time (2.1.1)
via the large deviation theory. By using a similar method, Gingrich and Horowitz obtained
the thermodynamic uncertainty relation on the first passage time. Their argument is based
on the asymptotic behavior in the large threshold limit J → ∞. Therefore, the same method
cannot be straightforwardly applied to first passage times with finite thresholds. Since there
are problems that concern the first passage times with finite thresholds, e.g., the escape rate
from metastable states and searching problem, it is desired to develop a method to study
trade-off relations on first passage times with finite thresholds.

Our main result is the kinetic uncertainty relation that is valid for any finite threshold.
We suppose that the mean and variance of τ are finite. We find that the precision of the
FPT is bounded from above by the mean dynamical activity, which is quantified by the mean
number of jumps:

Ex0 [τ ]2

Varx0 [τ ]
≤ Ex0 [Nτ ], (2.2.5)
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where Nτ is the total number of jumps up to the first passage time τ and Ex0 [·] denotes
the expectation value conditioned on the initial configuration X0 = x0. This activity bound
(2.2.5) is the main result of this chapter. The inequality (2.2.5) implies that the reduction
in the number of jumps up to the time for the system to passage the threshold inevitably
accompanies the worsening of the optimal precision of the FPT.

We make several remarks on our result.

• First, our result holds for any finite threshold Jth in contrast to the inequality (2.1.1)
in [Gar17]. For a sufficiently large threshold Jth and ergodic Markov process, we expect
that E[Nτ ] nearly equals nE[τ ] because in that situation the jump number per time
is well approximated over a sufficiently large time interval by the stationary value
n. Hence the inequality (2.1.1) is recovered in this asymptotic limit from our result.
Although the precision of the FPT for the integrated current is also bounded from above
by the mean entropy production, the thermodynamic bound of the form in [GH17] is
guaranteed only in this asymptotic limit. We illustrate the violation of the TUR with
examples in the next section.

• Second, we should notice that the KUR (2.2.5) can be applied to the case that the
system starts from a specific initial state x0. In addition, the inequality (2.2.5) is still
valid if we replace the conditional expectation Ex0 by the expectation value Eρ with
respect to the arbitrary initial distribution ρ.

• Third, the thermodynamic bound is tighter than the activity bound around equilibrium
because in the regime close to equilibrium the mean entropy production tends to zero
but the mean number of jumps remains finite. In contrast, even when the mean entropy
production goes to infinity in the regime far from equilibrium, the mean activity up to
the first passage time may be finite due to a nonequilibrium force driving the system
to the threshold. In that case, the KUR provides a tighter bound than the TUR.

• Forth, the KUR is applicable even if the Markov chain is not ergodic or does not satisfy
the reversibility condition, i.e., k(x, y) ̸= 0 iff k(y, x) ̸= 0. Examples of stochastic
processes violating the reversibility condition are models including absorbing states in
the population dynamics and stochastic resetting systems [EMS20].

• Fifth, we note that the mean and variance of the FPT may diverge; in such circum-
stances, the KUR (2.2.5) may be violated. For instance, when the accumulated current
has a positive drift, the FPT for a negative threshold takes infinite value with positive
probability. However, the modified KUR still holds in the following form,

Ẽx0 [τ ]2

Ṽarx0 [τ ]
≤ Ẽx0 [Nτ ]. (2.2.6)

We note that if the probability that the first passage time is infinite is positive, the
modified probability distribution is unnormalized, Ẽ[1] = Prob(τ <∞) < 1.
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2.3 Examples

Before going to the derivation of main result, we examine the KUR (2.2.5) in two paradigmatic
examples.

2.3.1 Biased Random Walk

The first example is the biased random walk Xt on Z starting from X0 = 0. The transition
rates between neighboring sites are set to k± := k(x, x± 1) = ae±ϵ/2 and other transitions do
not occur. Here a > 0 and ϵ > 0 are positive constants. Suppose that this system describes
a colloid under an external driving force f in a channel having a periodic structure of length
l and filled with water in equilibrium at temperature T (Fig. 2.1(a)). According to the local
detailed balance condition, ϵ = fl/kBT = ln(k+/k−) is the entropy per kB produced in the
water by the one forward jump. We consider the random time τx = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt = x} at
which the colloid first reaches the site x > 0.

The entropy production along the path X[0,t] is given by Σt := ϵXt and therefore the sta-
tionary entropy production is σ := E[Σt]/t = 2ϵ sinh(ϵ/2). We easily find that the precision of
τx is given by E[τx]

2/Var[τx] = x tanh(ϵ/2) and the TUR [GH17], E[τx]
2/Var[τx] ≤ σE[τx]/2,

is directly verified for any thresholds [GRJ20]. In addition, the mean dynamical activity is
given by E[Nτx ] = x coth(ϵ/2) and is in agreement with the KUR, E[τx]

2/Var[τx] ≤ E[Nτx ].

In Fig. 2.1(b), we see that while the TUR is tighter near the equilibrium ϵ ≲ 1, the KUR
becomes relevant as the nonequilibrium driving force increases. We remark that the TUR
may be violated in general for finite thresholds. As an example, we consider a random walk
with a reflecting boundary condition at the origin, i.e., k(0,−1) = 0 and a precision of the
FPT for the threshold x = 1. The distribution of τ1 is the exponential distribution with the
decay rate k+ and therefore E[τ1]

2/Var[τ1] = 1 = E[Nτ1 ] for any ϵ, whereas the upper bound
of the TUR, σE[τ1] = ϵ/2, becomes less than 1 for sufficiently small ϵ.

2.3.2 Two Level System

The second example is a two-level system in contact with two heat baths at different tem-
peratures (Fig. 2.2(a)). The lower (resp. higher) energy level is coded by 0 (resp. 1) and
the energy gap is set to ∆ > 0. The transition rate from x ∈ {0, 1} to y(̸= x) associated
with the heat bath at the inverse temperature βe is given by ke(x, y) > 0 for e ∈ {h, c}.
We assume that βh < βc and define β := (βc + βh)/2. The local detailed balance condition
imposes ke(1, 0)/ke(0, 1) = eβe∆ for each bath e. We observe the heat produced in the cold
bath e = c and measure the accumulated heat current per βc∆ from the system into the cold
bath Jt :=

∑Nt

i=1[δxi−1,1δxi,0 − δxi−1,0δxi,1]δei,c. Our interest is the variation in precision of the
first passage time τm = inf{t ≥ 0 : Jt = m} (m ∈ Z) along with the temperature difference,
which quantifies a distance from equilibrium in this model. To measure the degree by which
temperatures differ, we introduce a dimensionless parameter ϵ := (βc − βh)/β ∈ [0, 2]. We
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k+
<latexit sha1_base64="aAGHJuWX/p2YkgJiiymIt9hzfWE=">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</latexit>

k�

<latexit sha1_base64="6GP/dAxzEBgSunfiK6XAZS3Kc6Y=">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</latexit>

f
<latexit sha1_base64="CfTEmWi6OOOk6ruSpCGSEJpaww8=">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</latexit>

l

<latexit sha1_base64="xtPWyD18zxNZ67brU6BKJFu/k1I=">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</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="Tl9+xT6TTsZlCcf6y/QC0ItaBj8=">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</latexit>�1

<latexit sha1_base64="FThN+PfGNT2wAm1Yueirrkpragk=">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</latexit>

+1

<latexit sha1_base64="OHSWehGuW98vYz5gsgIsh4Uo9N0=">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</latexit>

(a)

<latexit sha1_base64="qoCNL+suH/9RNJpF/CY+xk7iPUA=">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</latexit>

(b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Schematics of a colloid being driven by an external force f in a periodic channel
filled with water at temperature T and 1D biased random walk describing the dynamics of the
colloid. (b) Plots showing the precision E[τx]

2/(xVar[τx]) (blue solid line), the TUR bound
σE[τx]/(2x) (red dash line), and the KUR bound E[Nτx ]/x (green dash-dot line) as functions
of ϵ. The dimensionless parameter ϵ = fl/kBT measures a distance from equilibrium in this
model.
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<latexit sha1_base64="O4RGL/GZ2zqOweejjeCk8GOIC+g=">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</latexit>

kc(0, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="6ENb8rCK3XhaEzzFiDa/yuwB1ZA=">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</latexit>

kc(1, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="spetUQVnIud5kFocgD7J2kvZ4MA=">AAACa3ichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVTeiLsRSqSDlRhTFVdGNS199QC0liaOGpklI0kIt/oBLNy7qRkFE/Aw3/oALP0HElYIbF96mAdGi3jCZM2fuuXPmjmobuusRPYakjs6u7p5wb6Svf2BwKDo8knGtiqOJtGYZlpNTFVcYuinSnu4ZImc7QimrhsiqpbXmfrYqHFe3zB2vZotCWTkw9X1dUzymcqXiYUKeo9liNEZJ8mOqHcgBiCGIDSt6jV3swYKGCsoQMOExNqDA5S8PGQSbuQLqzDmMdH9f4BgR1lY4S3CGwmyJ/we8ygesyetmTddXa3yKwcNh5RTi9EA39Er3dEtP9PFrrbpfo+mlxrPa0gq7OHQytv3+r6rMs4fDL9Wfnj3sY9n3qrN322eat9Ba+urR2ev2yla8PkOX9Mz+L+iR7vgGZvVNu9oUWw1E+AHkn+1uB5n5pLyYpM2FWGo1eIowJjCNBPd7CSmsYwNpv8+naOA89CKNSuPSZCtVCgWaUXwLKf4JNp2L2g==</latexit>

kh(1, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="TbVGPRxp4y+Z9LC0D3IB45SDCOU=">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</latexit>

kh(0, 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="oQslw1b4slOQlDyzH9UUPNimRAg=">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</latexit>

�c
<latexit sha1_base64="CDgBe0+F2z7uzkLKOPIlXbVN83A=">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</latexit>

�h
<latexit sha1_base64="J3x3NH+JHVMK/ODk2Ktis5jqD3Q=">AAACa3ichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qquhF1USwVQSi3oiiuRF24rK3Vgi2SxKmGpklIpoVa/AGXblzoRkFE/Aw3/oALP0HEVQU3LrxNA6Ki3jCZM2fuuXPmjuaYhieJHkNKW3tHZ1d3T7i3r39gMDI0vOXZFVcXWd02bTenqZ4wDUtkpSFNkXNcoZY1U2xrpdXm/nZVuJ5hW5uy5ohCWd23jKKhq5Kp3Ew0vyZMqe5GYpQgP6I/QTIAMQSRsiPXyGMPNnRUUIaABcnYhAqPvx0kQXCYK6DOnMvI8PcFjhBmbYWzBGeozJb4v8+rnYC1eN2s6flqnU8xebisjCJOD3RDDbqnW3qi919r1f0aTS81nrWWVji7g8ejmbd/VWWeJQ4+VX96lihi0fdqsHfHZ5q30Fv66uFpI7OUjten6JKe2f8FPdId38CqvupXGyJ9hjA/QPJ7u3+CrdlEcj5BG3Ox5ZXgKboxjklMc78XsIx1pJD1+3yCM5yHXpQRZUyZaKUqoUAzgi+hxD8ANwaMWw==</latexit>

+�

<latexit sha1_base64="J3x3NH+JHVMK/ODk2Ktis5jqD3Q=">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</latexit>

+�
<latexit sha1_base64="rRXMd5LQszcIYv/QbmN/eGtkdDs=">AAACa3ichVFNLwNRFD0d3/VVbASLRlOx0dwKIVaChWW1ShNtZGa8Mul0ZjLz2qQaf8DSxoINiYj4GTb+gIWfIGJViY2F2+kkguBO3rzzzrvnvvPu0xzT8CTRY0hpa+/o7OruCff29Q8MRoaGtzy74uoiq9um7eY01ROmYYmsNKQpco4r1LJmim2ttNrc364K1zNsa1PWHFEoq/uWUTR0VTKVm4nm14Qp1d1IjBLkR/QnSAYghiBSduQaeezBho4KyhCwIBmbUOHxt4MkCA5zBdSZcxkZ/r7AEcKsrXCW4AyV2RL/93m1E7AWr5s1PV+t8ykmD5eVUcTpgW6oQfd0S0/0/mutul+j6aXGs9bSCmd38Hg08/avqsyzxMGn6k/PEkUs+l4N9u74TPMWektfPTxtZJbS8foUXdIz+7+gR7rjG1jVV/1qQ6TPEOYHSH5v90+wNZtIzidoYy62vBI8RTfGMYlp7vcClrGOFLJ+n09whvPQizKijCkTrVQlFGhG8CWU+Ac7FIxd</latexit>

��

<latexit sha1_base64="rRXMd5LQszcIYv/QbmN/eGtkdDs=">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</latexit>

��
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Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic of two-level system. (b) Efficiencies associated with the TUR
(red circles) and KUR (blue diamonds) obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations for 107

samples for various temperature differences. We set X0 = 0, kc(0, 1) = 1, kc(1, 0) = eβc∆,
kh(0, 1) = 1, kh(1, 0) = eβh∆, β∆ = 10, m = 1 in our simulation.

define the efficiencies associated with the TUR and KUR as

ηTUR :=
2

σ

E[τm]

Var[τm]
, ηKUR :=

1

E[Nτm ]

E[τm]2

Var[τm]
≤ 1, (2.3.1)

respectively. From the plot of the efficiencies obtained by Monte Carlo simulations (Fig.
2.2(b)), we see that although they are actually reversed as the temperature difference in-
creases, the efficiency associated with the KUR is always far from optimal.

2.4 Derivation based on Information Inequalities

2.4.1 Preliminaries

The key ingredient of the derivation of our result is the information inequality at stopping
times, which provides a uniform bound on the ratio of the response to the fluctuation. In
this section, we review the information inequality at stopping times. The readers who are
not interested in technical details can skip this section.

Re-weighting formula at stopping time

We first derive the re-weighting formula, which is useful to study the response property of
the stochastic process. We consider a family of stochastic processes over time interval [0,∞)
with path probability measures Pθ parametrized by a real parameter θ. We can imagine that
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P0 and Pθ (θ ̸= 0) are the reference process and the perturbed process, respectively, and
the parameter θ represents the amplitude of the perturbation, e.g., the external field. This
situation is mathematically modeled by the probability space (Ω,F , {Ft}t≥0, Pθ). Here Ω
denotes the space of stochastic trajectories over [0,∞), F the collection of all events that can
occur in this system, Ft(⊂ F) the collection of events that can occur up to fixed time t, and
Pθ : F → [0, 1] the map assigning events in F into probabilities. F and {Ft}t≥0 are called
the σ-algebra and filtration, respectively. We use P t

θ to denote the probability distribution
that assigns probabilities to events in Ft. More formally, P t

θ is defined as the restriction
of Pθ to Ft, i.e., P t

θ := Pθ|Ft . We assume that for any θ, θ′ and t ≥ 0, P t
θ are mutually

absolutely continuous with respect to P t
θ′ . Under this assumption, we define the likelihood

ratio function ptθ := dP t
θ/dP

t
0 for each t ≥ 0, which characterizes the response property of the

reference system θ = 0 against the perturbation. Indeed, the expectation value with respect
to the perturbed process of an observable At that depends only on the trajectory up to the
time t is written in terms of the expectation with respect to the original process and the
likelihood ratio function:

Eθ[At] =

∫
AtdPθ =

∫
At
dP t

θ

dP t
0

dP t
0 = E0[Atp

t
θ], (2.4.1)

where Eθ denotes the expectation operator with respect to the process Pθ. Thus, we can
obtain the information on the response property of the original dynamics by studying the
re-weighting factor ptθ.

The purpose of this section is to find a fundamental limitation on the statistics at stopping
times. A stopping time is a random time when the stochastic process satisfies a certain
condition first time. Formally, a random variable τ is said to be a stopping time if {τ ≤ t} ∈
Ft for each t ≥ 0, which means that the value of τ is smaller than t is determined by the
information about the trajectory up to the time t. Typical examples of stopping times are
first passage times, e.g.,

τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt ∈ R}, (2.4.2)

where R is a region. We define the σ-algebra Fτ generated by the stopping time τ as

E ∈ Fτ ⇔ (∀t ≥ 0)(E ∩ {τ ≤ t} ∈ Ft). (2.4.3)

This means that Fτ is the collection of events of which we can determine the happening before
the stopping time τ . As an example of events in Fτ , let us consider whether an observable
at the time τ is in a certain range. For an observable At that depends on the trajectory up
to time t, we define the observable Aτ at the stopping time τ as

Aτ (ω) := Aτ(ω)(ω) (2.4.4)

for trajectories ω ∈ Ω such that τ(ω) < ∞. If τ(ω) = ∞, there is no canonical way to
define Aτ (ω). In this chapter, we always study events on the set {τ < ∞} and therefore
this ambiguity does not matter. Since whether Aτ ∈ [a, a + da) or not is determined by
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the information on the trajectory up to the stopping time τ , {Aτ ∈ [a, a + da)} ∈ Fτ .
The probability distribution P τ

θ that assigns probabilities to events in Fτ is defined as the
restriction of Pθ to Fτ , i.e., P τ

θ := Pθ|Fτ . The expectation value of an observable Aτ at the
stopping time is obtained via this distribution P τ

θ : Eθ[Aτ ] =
∫
AτdP

τ
θ if Pθ(τ <∞) = 1.

Can we obtain the re-weighting formula (2.4.1) when the experiment is terminated at the

random time τ? Whether the random variable pτθ(ω) := p
τ(ω)
θ (ω) is related to the Radon-

Nikodym derivative of P τ
θ with respect to P τ

0 is a non-trivial problem because these two
objects are defined in different ways. However, we can prove that

Pθ(E ∩ {τ <∞}) =

∫
E

pτθ1{τ<∞}dP0 (2.4.5)

for any events E ∈ Fτ . By defining the modified probability distribution P̃θ[E] = Pθ[E ∩
{τ <∞}] and the corresponding expectation Ẽθ, we obtain the re-weighting formula for the
modified distributions,

Ẽθ[Aτ ] = Ẽ0[Aτp
τ
θ ] (2.4.6)

from (2.4.5). We remark that Ẽθ[1] = Pθ(τ <∞) may be less than 1, i.e., the distribution P̃θ
may be unnormalized. If Pθ(τ < ∞) = 1 for any θ, we have that P τ

θ is mutually absolutely
continuous with respect to P τ

θ′ and the Radon-Nikodym derivative is actually related to pτθ :

pτθ =
dP τ

θ

dP τ
0

. (2.4.7)

In that case, P̃θ and Ẽθ yield the normalized probability distribution and the usual expectation
operator.

A proof of (2.4.5) is as follows. First, we consider a truncated stopping time τ ∧ n :=
min{τ, n} for a fixed natural number n. Then, we have P τ∧n

0 ≪ P τ∧n
θ since Fτ∧n ⊆ Fn and

P n
0 ≪ P n

θ . Therefore, we obtain that

dP τ∧n
θ

dP τ∧n
0

= E0

[
dP n

θ

dP n
0

∣∣∣∣Fτ∧n

]
= E0 [pnθ |Fτ∧n] . (2.4.8)

Because τ ∧ n is bounded by definition and the process (pnθ )n∈N is a {Fn}-martingale with
respect to P0, we obtain from the optional stopping theorem that

pτ∧nθ = E0 [pnθ |Fτ∧n] . (2.4.9)

We now fix a natural number k ∈ N and choose E ∈ Fτ∧k. Since E ∩ {τ ≤ m} ∈ Fτ∧m for
any m ≥ k and pτθ = pτ∧mθ on the truncated set {τ ≤ m}, we obtain from Eqs. (2.4.8) and
(2.4.9) that

Pθ(E ∩ {τ ≤ m}) =

∫
E∩{τ≤m}

dPθ =

∫
E∩{τ≤m}

pτ∧mθ dP0 =

∫
E∩{τ≤m}

pτθdP0. (2.4.10)
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By taking m → ∞, we have from the monotone convergence theorem for 1E∩{τ≤m}p
τ
θ ↑

1E∩{τ<∞}p
τ
θ that

Pθ(E ∩ {τ <∞}) =

∫
E∩{τ<∞}

pτθdP0. (2.4.11)

Since

{τ <∞} ∩ Fτ = {τ <∞} ∩ σ

(
∞∪
k=1

Fτ∧k

)
, (2.4.12)

Eq. (2.4.11) is true for E ∈ Fτ as well as elements in Fτ∧k for each k ∈ N.

Information inequality at stopping time

Based on the re-weighting formula (2.4.5), we explain the information inequalities at stopping
times. For a stopping time τ , if Pθ(τ <∞) = 1 for any θ, the following inequality holds:

(∂θEθ[Aτ ])2

Varθ[Aτ ]
≤ Iτ (θ), (2.4.13)

where Iτ (θ) = Eθ[−∂2θ ln pτθ ] is called the Fisher information of the family {Pθ}θ. This
inequality is called information inequality or Cramér-Rao inequality. The linear response
property of the observable at the stopping time τ against the perturbation θ → θ + dθ is
captured by the derivative ∂θEθ[Aτ ]. Therefore, the relative amplitude of the linear response
against the fluctuation is quantified by the left-hand side of Eq. (2.4.13). Since the Fisher
information is independent of the choice of the observable, it gives a uniform upper bound
on the ratio of the linear response to the fluctuation.

We prove a modified form of Eq. (2.4.13):

(∂θẼθ[Aτ ])2

Ṽarθ[Aτ ]
≤ Ĩτ (θ), (2.4.14)

where we have defined the modified Fisher information Ĩτ (θ) := Ẽθ[−∂2θ ln pτθ ]. A crucial

assumption here is that Ẽθ[1] is independent of θ, i.e.,

∂θẼθ[1] = ∂θPθ(τ <∞) = 0. (2.4.15)

This assumption means that the probabilities that the stopping time diverges have the same
value over all parameters. Under this assumption and several regularity conditions, we obtain
the inequality,

∂θẼθ(Aτ ) = Ẽ0[p
τ
θ(∂θ ln pτθ)Aτ ]

= Ẽθ[(∂θ ln pτθ)Aτ ]

= Ẽθ[(∂θ ln pτθ)(Aτ − Ẽθ[Aτ ])]

≤
√

Ẽθ[(∂θ ln pτθ)
2]

√
Ṽarθ[Aτ ], (2.4.16)
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where we have used (2.4.6) and ∂θp
τ
θ = pτθ∂θ ln pτθ in the first line, (2.4.6) again in the second

line, Ẽθ[∂θ ln pτθ ] = Ẽ0[∂θp
τ
θ ] = ∂θẼθ[1] and the assumption (2.4.15) in the third line, and the

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the fourth line. By using a similar argument, we find that

Ẽθ[(∂θ ln pτθ)
2] = Ẽθ[−∂2θ ln pτθ ]. (2.4.17)

Hence, we have the information inequality at the stopping time, Eq. (2.4.14). If the stopping
time τ is finite with probability one for any parameter θ, the above inequality simplifies to
the form (2.4.13).

2.4.2 Application of information inequalities: the kinetic uncer-
tainty relation

Before giving a proof of (2.2.5), we explain the idea behind our derivation via the derivation
of the kinetic uncertainty relation at a fixed time [TB19]. The essential step of the derivation
is to find a perturbation, or equivalently, a family of modified processes {Pθ : θ} that satisfies
two conditions:

∂θEθ[Jt]|θ=0 = E[Jt], (2.4.18)

and

It(0) = E[Nt]. (2.4.19)

If we find such a family, by applying the information inequality (2.4.13) with τ = t and θ = 0,
we obtain the KUR (2.2.3).

According to Ref. [TB19], the time rescaled process satisfies the above two conditions.
To see this, we define the modified processes with transition rates ke,θ := (1 + θ)ke(x, y),
where θ is the real parameter. The escape rates for the modified process are given by
λθ(x) = (1 + θ)λ(x). This modification of the rate clearly corresponds to a rescaling of time
in the stochastic process. The distribution P0 = P corresponds to the original stochastic
process. Since the process {Y θ

t := X(1+θ)t : t ≥ 0} has the distribution Pθ, we have that

Jθ(t) := Eθ[Jt] = E[J(1+θ)t] =: J ((1 + θ)t). (2.4.20)

Therefore, we obtain ∂θEθ[Jt]|θ=0 = tdtJ (t). If the system starts from the steady state, this
equation becomes ∂θEθ[Jt]|θ=0 = J (t) because J (t) = tjss, where jss is the averaged current
in the steady state.

Let us calculate the Fisher information for these modified processes. The logarithm of
the likelihood ratio function ptθ = dP t

θ/dP
t
0 is given by

ln ptθ =
Nt∑
i=1

ln
kei,θ(xi−1, xi)

kei(xi−1, xi)
−
∫ t

0

[λθ(Xs) − λ(Xs)]ds

= Nt ln(1 + θ) − θ

∫ t

0

λ(Xs)ds (2.4.21)
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Therefore, we obtain that −∂2θ ln ptθ = (1+θ)−2Nt and It(θ) = (1+θ)−2Eθ[Nτ ]. Consequently,
by applying the information inequality to the time-rescaled processes, we obtain the KUR at
a fixed time (2.2.3).

2.4.3 Proof of (2.2.5)

We present a derivation of (2.2.6) via the information inequality at stopping times (2.4.14).
For a time-integrated current Jt of the form (2.2.1), we consider the first passage time τ :=
inf{t ≥ 0 : Jt > Jth} at which the accumulated current Jt first reaches a certain threshold
Jth. Similarly to the above derivation, let us find a family of modified processes that satisfies

∂θẼ[τ ]|θ=0 = Ẽ[τ ] (2.4.22)

and

Ĩτ (0) = Ẽ[Nτ ]. (2.4.23)

Recall that the Fisher information at a fixed time for the time-rescaled processes is the
dynamical activity. Therefore, we use the time-rescaled processes as modified processes.
From (2.4.21), the Fisher information at the stopping time for the time-rescaled processes is

given by Ĩτ (θ) = (1 + θ)−2Ẽθ[Nτ ]. The second condition is satisfied.
We check that the time-rescaled processes satisfies the first condition. Since the observable

Jt has the property J [(Ys := Xcs)s∈[0,c−1t]] = Jt for any c > 0, we have that

τ [(Xcs)s∈[0,∞)] = c−1τ [(Xs)s∈[0,∞)]]. (2.4.24)

This means that the first passage time for the time-integrated current scales by factor c−1

because of the rescaling of time for the stochastic trajectories Xs 7→ Xcs. Therefore, the
cumulative distribution function of τ with respect to Pθ and P0 are related through

Pθ,x0(τ ≤ t) =
∞∑
n=1

Pθ,x0(τ ≤ t ∧Nt = n)

=
∞∑
n=1

∑
(x1,e1:···:xn,en)

∫
0<t1<···<tn<t

dt1 . . . dtn 1{τ≤t}[(xs)s∈[0,t]]

× e−λθ(x0)·t1ke1,θ(x0, x1)e
−λθ(x1)·(t2−t1) . . . ken,θ(xn−1, xn)e−λθ(xn)·(t−tn)

=
∞∑
n=1

∑
(x1,e1:···:xn,en)

∫
0<t1<···<tn<t

dt1 . . . dtn 1{τ≤t}[(xs)s∈[0,t]]

× (1 + θ)ne−λ(x0)·(1+θ)t1ke1(x0, x1)e
−λ(x1)·(1+θ)(t2−t1) . . . ken(xn−1, xn)e−λ(xn)·(1+θ)(t−tn)

=
∞∑
n=1

∑
(x1,e1:···:xn,en)

∫
0<t′1<···<t′n<(1+θ)t

dt′1 . . . dt
′
n 1{τ≤(1+θ)t}[(x(1+θ)−1s)s∈[0,(1+θ)t]]

× e−λ(x0)·t
′
1ke1(x0, x1)e

−λ(x1)·(t′2−t′1) . . . ken(xn−1, xn)e−λ(xn)·((1+θ)t−t
′
n)

= Px0(τ ≤ (1 + θ)t).
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This relation implies that the unnormalized probability density function fθ(t) of τ satisfies

fθ(t) = (1 + θ)f0((1 + θ)t). Hence, we have that Ẽθ,x0 [τ ] = (1 + θ)−1Ẽx0 [τ ] and ∂θẼθ,x0 [τ ] =

−(1 + θ)−2Ẽx0 [τ ].
The rescaling of time with finite factor (1+θ) does not change the probability that the first

passage time diverges, i.e., Ẽθ[1] is independent of θ. Therefore, we can apply the information
inequality (2.4.14) to this modified processes. By taking θ = 0 in (2.4.14), we have the KUR
(2.2.6). If P (τ <∞) = 1, the KUR (2.2.5) is recovered.

2.5 Discussion

We have derived the kinetic bound (2.2.5) on the first passage time for time-integrated current
that is valid for any finite threshold. In contrast to TURs, KUR may be relevant for a system
far from equilibrium. An interesting challenge is to apply our result to biological systems
such as circadian clocks, molecular motors and enzyme kinetics, and measure the efficiency
of these systems from the perspective of the precision of the first passage time.

Refs. [GH17, Gar17] use the connection between the rate functions for current statistics
and first-passage-time statistics to derive the same type of inequality. Nevertheless, our
derivation is based on the idea given in [DS20, TB19] that finite-time TUR and KUR are
obtained from the information inequalities for virtually perturbed systems. This method
significantly simplifies the derivation and extends the range of applicability. Indeed, recently,
the uncertainty relation on the precision of the first passage time in Markovian open quantum
systems was derived based on the same technique. The extension of the uncertainty relation
on the first passage time to diffusion processes will be studied in future work.

Finally, we make a remark on the derivation of the thermodynamic uncertainty relation
from the information inequality. In Ref. [DS20], Dechant and Sasa derived the finite-time
TUR on a time-integrated current from the information inequality. Specifically, they found
a family of stationary continuous-time Markov chains {Pθ} for which Eθ[Jt] = (1 + θ)E[Jt]
and It(θ) ≤ E[Σt]/2, where Σt is the total entropy production over [0, t]. Although one
may expect that the mean first passage time for Jt has rescaling property Eθ[τ ] = (1 +
θ)−1E[τ ] for this family and the finite-threshold TUR on the FPT can be derived from
(2.4.13), it is not true. This is because the statistics of the first passage time depends on
the transition probability. Although the perturbation considered in [DS20] corresponds to
the time-rescaling of the single-time probability distribution and current, it does not have
the same property at the level of the transition probability. Nevertheless, TUR-type bounds
were derived for first passage times to reach a specific state based on more complicated
perturbations [PRR21]. The upper bounds on precisions of first passage times contains kinetic
contributions associated with absorbing states as well as the entropic contributions, which is
consistent with the conclusion in the subsection 2.3.1. More recently, Shiraishi [Shi21] found
the optimal upper bound on the precision of the time-integrated currents that is derived
from the information inequality and presented a unifying picture of the thermodynamic and
kinetic uncertainty relation. Whether the same picture can be applied to the precision of the
first passage time remains an open problem.
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Appendix 2.A Mean dynamical activity in random walk

The random walker Xt is described in the form,

Xt =
Nt∑
i=1

Zi. (2.A.1)

HereNt is the number of jumps over [0, t] and (Z1, Z2, . . . ) are random variables independently
and identically distributed according to P (Zi = ±1) = k±/(k+ + k−). Let us consider the
first passage time τx = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt = x}. Because condition Xt = x is equivalent
to
∑Nt

i=1 Zi = x, Nτx is a first passage time at which the discrete-time stochastic process
(Z1, Z2, . . . ) first reaches the threshold x. If x > 0, the expectation value of Nτx is finite.
By applying the Wald identity [GMS97, Theorem 2.4.4], we obtain E[Xτx ] = E[Nτx ] · E[Zi].
Hence,

E[Nτx ] =
E[Xτx ]

E[Zi]
=

x

tanh(ϵ/2)
. (2.A.2)



Chapter 3

Macroscopic Law for Algorithmic
Random States

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Summary of the results

In this chapter, we demonstrate with the aid of a pedagogical model how the emergence of
macroscopic irreversible laws from reversible microscopic dynamics is formulated in terms of
algorithmic randomness. We expect that the following results hold true for a wide class of
models although we investigate a specific model in this chapter.

We study a variant of the Kac ring model [Kac59, GO09, MNS09], which consists of
two kinds of degrees of freedom, particles with spin 2x(i) − 1 ∈ {−1, 1} (i ∈ Z) on a one-
dimensional infinite lattice Z and scatterers y(i) ∈ {0, 1} located between particles. At each
discrete time step, a particle at site i ∈ Z moves to site i+ 1. Then, the bit x(i) is flipped if
the scatterer at site i is present, y(i) = 1, and it remains its value if absent, y(i) = 0. This
evolution rule φ : {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z → {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z defines a discrete-time, deterministic
and reversible dynamical system on {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z. If we choose a set of macroscopic
variables m = (m0,m1) as the average magnetization mN

0 and the fraction of scatterers mN
1

over 2N+1 sites around the origin, the system exhibits deterministic and irreversible behavior
in the sense of the law of large numbers: for almost all (x, y) with respect to µ(1+m0)/2 ×µm1 ,

lim
N→∞

(mN
i ◦ φt)(x, y) = Φt

i(m) for all i ∈ {0, 1} and t ∈ {0, . . . , T}, (3.1.1)

where µp is the Bernoulli measure on {0, 1}Z with parameter p ∈ [0, 1]. φt(x, y) is the micro-
scopic state at time t starting from a microstate (x, y). Φ(m) = ((1−2m1)m0,m1) represents
a macroscopic law in the model. Our main claim of this chapter is that algorithmically ran-
dom microstates with respect to the initial probability measure satisfy the macroscopic law
in the thermodynamic limit. That is to say, for Martin-Löf random (x, y) with respect to
µ(1+m0)/2 × µm1 ,

lim
N→∞

(mN
i ◦ φt)(x, y) = Φt

i(m) for all i ∈ {0, 1} and t ∈ {0, . . . , T}. (3.1.2)

37
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This result implies the zeroth law of thermodynamics for individual random microstates.
Thus, the notion of algorithmic randomness opens the possibility of formulating macroscopic
properties such as hydrodynamic equations and the zeroth law of thermodynamics at the
level of individual microscopic states.

To quantify the irreversibility for individual trajectories, we define a quantity called the
irreversible information loss as the logarithm of the ratio of probabilities at time t of a
microscopic state φt(x, y) and the time-reversed one (π ◦ φt)(x, y) [SK00]. We prove that
the irreversible information loss is positive for any random state, which implies the difficulty
of realizing the time-reversed state of a random state in a measure-theoretic sense. The
randomness notion sheds light on another aspect of the reversibility paradox. We show
that the time-reversed state of a random microstate is not random as well as it violates the
macroscopic law.

3.1.2 Previous studies

There are a few works that have applied the theory of algorithmic randomness to statistical
physics. The basic idea of such previous studies is to employ the Kolmogorov complexity for a
microscopic state, which is the shortest program length outputting the state, and to present
a formulation combining the Shannon entropy with the Kolmogorov complexity [Ben82].
For example, a new definition of entropy for microstates was proposed to provide some
insight into Maxwell’s demon problems [Zur89b, Zur89a, Cav93]. It should be noted that
the Kolmogorov complexity is independent of the probability measure, while the Martin-Löf
randomness is defined for a probability measure. The most important relation between the
two concepts is that an infinite sequence is Martin-Löf random with respect to a probability
measure µ if and only if the Kolmogorov complexity of the sequence is not smaller than the
optimal compression length under the probability measure, − log µ, calculated from Shannon
information theory. See Theorem 3.2.4.6 for the precise statement. Therefore, the difference
of the optimal compression length from the Kolmogorov complexity, which is referred to
as the randomness deficiency [Gác, Gác94], is the most important quantity to identify the
Martin-Löf randomness. By using the randomness deficiency, we can express our statement as
“The randomness deficiency for an initial state diverges if the macroscopic behavior does not
obey a macroscopic law.” As far as we know, no statement using the Kolmogorov complexity
of initial microstates has been addressed for describing the macroscopic irreversibility.

3.1.3 Outline of the chapter

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows.
In section 3.2, we review the theory of algorithmic randomness. To explain it in a self-

contained manner, we include a brief review of computability theory and measure theory on
the binary Cantor space. In section 3.3, we first introduce a variant of the Kac ring model. We
prove the law of large numbers in a measure-theoretic sense. With this in mind, we provide
the pointwise version of the law of large numbers on the basis of algorithmic randomness.
In section 3.4, we define the Shannon and Boltzmann entropies. The pointwise law of large
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numbers leads to a pointwise version of the zeroth law of thermodynamics. In section 3.5,
we investigate the consequence of microscopic reversibility. We define a quantity called
irreversible information loss quantifying the asymmetry between a microscopic trajectory and
the time-reversed one, and prove the positivity of this quantity for random states. By using
the reversibility property of microscopic dynamics, we construct a probability measure with
respect to which the Boltzmann entropy decreases along the typical macroscopic trajectory.
Similarly, we prove the nonrandomness of time-reversed states. In section 3.6, we conclude
with open problems and related topics.

3.1.4 Notations

We use the following notations throughout this chapter.
N, Z, Q, R, Q≥0, and R≥0 denote the set of natural numbers, integers, rational numbers,

real numbers, nonnegative rational and real numbers, respectively. Let {0, 1}N denote the set
of all infinite binary sequences, which is identified the set of all functions from N to {0, 1},
{0, 1}<N the set of finite binary strings including the empty string □, |σ| the length of a string
σ ∈ {0, 1}<N, and στ the concatenation of finite string σ and finite or infinite string τ . A
subset of natural numbers A ⊆ N is identified with its characteristic function χA ∈ {0, 1}N.
For a finite string σ and finite or infinite string τ , we let σ ⊑ τ denote that σ is a prefix of τ .
For a finite or infinite string x, x(n) denotes the n-th element of x and x ↾ n or x(0 : n− 1)
its first n bits x(0)x(1) . . . x(n− 1).

3.2 Preliminaries

In this section, we review the algorithmic theory of randomness. Since this theory is based
on computability theory, we also provide a brief review of computability theory. We hope
that the chapter will be read by theoretical physicists who are unfamiliar with computability
theory. This section includes only a minimal set of concepts necessary for reading this chapter
and omits proofs of theorems. For more details of topics and proofs of theorems, see [LV08,
Nie09, DH10, Gác] for the theory of algorithmic randomness and [Coo04, Odi99a, Odi99b]
for the computability theory.

3.2.1 Computability theory

A function from a subset A ⊆ {0, 1}<N to {0, 1}<N is called a partial function on {0, 1}<N

and is denoted by f :⊆ {0, 1}<N → {0, 1}<N. The subset A is called the domain of f and is
denoted by dom(f). The range of f is denoted by range(f). If A = {0, 1}<N, f is called total
and is denoted by f : {0, 1}<N → {0, 1}<N. A central concept of computability theory is the
following.

Definition 3.2.1.1 (computable function). A partial function f :⊆ {0, 1}<N → {0, 1}<N is
computable if there exists a Turing machine M such that M computes f .
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Informally, each Turing machine M represents a computer program. A partial function f
is computable if there is a program or algorithm such that for any input string σ ∈ {0, 1}<N,
it either outputs f(σ) if f(σ) is defined, or it outputs nothing if f(σ) is not defined. If
we choose a coding function from {0, 1}<N to a countable object such as natural numbers,
finite tuples of natural numbers, integers and rational numbers, we can extend the notion
of computability of functions on {0, 1}<N to functions on the object. For instance, we can
represent a natural number n ∈ N as a binary string β(n) ∈ {0, 1}<N by using the binary
expansion. A partial function f on N is called computable if there is a partial computable
function g :⊆ {0, 1}<N → {0, 1}<N with g◦β = β◦f . Similarly, a function f :⊆ {0, 1}<N → Q
is computable if there exists computable functions δ×p×q :⊆ {0, 1}<N×{0, 1}<N×{0, 1}<N →
{0, 1} × N × N\{0} such that f(σ) = (−1)δ(σ)p(σ)/q(σ) for any σ ∈ {0, 1}<N. All functions
implemented in modern computers such as addition, multiplication, subtraction, division,
and bounded summation are computable.

A set A ⊆ {0, 1}<N is computable if its characteristic function χA : {0, 1}<N → {0, 1}
is computable. For instance, the set of all prime numbers is computable because there is
an algorithm that decides whether a given natural number is a prime number or not. To
formulate the notion of algorithmic randomness, we use a weaker notion of the computability
of sets.

Definition 3.2.1.2 (computably enumerable). A set A ⊆ {0, 1}<N is computably enumerable
(c.e.) if there exists a partial computable function f :⊆ {0, 1}<N → {0, 1}<N such that
A = range(f).

This means that there exists an algorithm enumerating or listing all the members of
the set. For example, for a polynomial p(y1, y2) with integer coefficients, D = {x ∈ N :
∃y1, y2 ∈ N p(y1, y2) = x} may not be computable but is computably enumerable. It is
easy to prove that A ⊆ {0, 1}<N is computable if and only if both A and Ā are c.e. In
particular, if A is computable, then A is c.e. Computable enumerability is a properly weaker
notion than computability because there is a set that is computably enumerable but not
computable. Examples of such sets are the halting problem of Turing machines and Hilbert’s
tenth problem.

We also define uniformly computable enumerability of sequences of sets.

Definition 3.2.1.3 (uniformly c.e.). A sequence (An)n∈N of sets An ⊆ {0, 1}<N is computably
enumerable uniformly in n if there exists a partial computable function f :⊆ {0, 1}<N×N →
{0, 1}<N such that An = range(f(·, n)) for all n ∈ N.

A Turing machine is a special-purpose machine in the sense that the machine computes
one computable function. Since we can code a program by a natural number in a computable
manner, we can construct a universal Turing machine, which is a model of present-day
computers. This is why we can now implement any program by using only one computer.

Theorem 3.2.1.4 (universal Turing machine). There is a partial computable function of two
variables g such that g(e, x) = fe(x) for any input x and any partial computable function fe
indexed by a natural number e.
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There is no coding that maps from finite strings to real numbers because the set of all real
numbers is uncountable. Therefore, we say that a real number is computable if there exists a
sequence of rationals approximating the real number from below and above in a computable
way.

Definition 3.2.1.5 (computable real, computable real-valued function). A real number x ∈
R is lower semicomputable if the set {q ∈ Q : q < x} is computably enumerable. x is
upper semicomputable if −x is lower semicomputable. x is computable if it is both lower
and upper semicomputable. Similarly, a real-valued function f : {0, 1}<N → R is lower
semicomputable if the set {(σ, q) ∈ {0, 1}<N × Q : q < f(σ)} is computably enumerable. f
is upper semicomputable if −f is lower semicomputable. f is computable if it is both lower
and upper semicomputable.

3.2.2 Topology and measure theory in Cantor space

We review the basics of topology and measure theory on the set of infinite binary sequences.
For a finite string σ ∈ 2<N, we use [σ] to denote the cylinder set, that is, the set of all infinite
binary sequences whose prefix is σ, [σ] = {στ : τ ∈ {0, 1}N}. For S ⊆ {0, 1}<N, we let
[S] =

∪
σ∈S[σ].

Definition 3.2.2.1 (c.e. open). The Cantor space is {0, 1}N equipped with the product
topology of a countable number of copies of the discrete topological space {0, 1}. The Cantor
space has a countable basis of cylinder sets {[σ] : σ ∈ {0, 1}<N}. A subset A ⊆ {0, 1}N is
open if it is the union of a subset of cylinder sets, that is,

A = [S] =
∪
σ∈S

[σ] (3.2.1)

for some subset of strings S ⊆ {0, 1}<N. If there exists a computably enumerable set S such
that A = [S], then A is called c.e. open. A sequence (An)n∈N of sets An ⊆ {0, 1}N is c.e.
open uniformly in n if there exists a sequence (Sn)n∈N of c.e. sets uniformly in n such that
An = [Sn] for all n.

Let ({0, 1}N,B) be the measurable space, where B is the Borel σ-algebra. It is known that
a probability measure on ({0, 1}N,B) can be constructed from a premeasure on {[σ] : σ ∈
{0, 1}<N} with the aid of the Carathéodory’s extension theorem. In the following, µρ denotes
the induced probability measure from a premeasure ρ and is identified with the premeasure.

Definition 3.2.2.2 (premeasure, computable measure). A probability premeasure is a func-
tion ρ : {0, 1}<N → R≥0 such that ρ(□) = 1 and ρ(σ0) + ρ(σ1) = ρ(σ) for all σ ∈ {0, 1}<N.
The induced probability measure µρ is computable if ρ is computable as a real-valued function.

Example 3.2.2.3.

(1) A premeasure ρ(σ) = 2−|σ| for σ ∈ {0, 1}<N induces the uniform measure or the
Lebesgue measure λ.
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(2) Let p be a real number such that p ∈ (0, 1). We set ρ(1) = p, ρ(0) = 1 − p, and define
a probability premeasure ρp : {0, 1}<N → R≥0 by

ρp(σ) =

|σ|−1∏
i=0

ρ(σ(i)). (3.2.2)

We call the induced measure µρp the Bernoulli measure of parameter p̄, which is denoted
simply by µp. The Bernoulli measure µp of parameter p is computable if and only if p
is a computable real. We note that the Bernoulli measure with p = 1/2 is the uniform
measure λ.

(3) Let x ∈ {0, 1}N be a sequence. The Dirac measure δx concentrated on x is induced by
the premeasure

ρx(σ) =

{
1 if σ ⊑ x

0 otherwise.
(3.2.3)

For any measurable set A ⊆ {0, 1}N,

δx(A) =

{
1 if x ∈ A

0 if x ̸∈ A.
(3.2.4)

We use the first Borel-Cantelli lemma to prove the strong form of the law of large numbers.
Additionally, Martin-Löf randomness has an alternative characterization in terms of the
effective version of the Borel-Cantelli lemma (see Definition 3.2.3.7).

Lemma 3.2.2.4 (first Borel-Cantelli lemma). Let (Cn)n∈N be a sequence of measurable sets.
If
∑∞

n=0 µ(Cn) <∞, then

µ({x : x ∈ Cn for infinitely many n}) = µ

(
∞∩
n=0

∞∪
k≥n

Ck

)
= 0 (3.2.5)

3.2.3 Martin-Löf randomness

In the probability theory, any realization of a stochastic process is assumed to occur randomly.
In an n times fair coin tossing experiment, a realization 0n = 00 . . . 0 (n zeros) has the same
probability 2−n as any other realization. There is no difference between all realizations in
this sense. Nevertheless, we believe that the relative frequencies of heads and tails approach
asymptotically to 1/2 as n → ∞ under this experiment. This belief is represented by the
strong law of large numbers in the probability theory. Although 0N = 00 . . . (infinitely
many zeros) is a realizable outcome, it is not random in that it does not satisfy the law of
large numbers. Thus, it is possible to distinguish between random sequences and nonrandom
ones according to the statistical laws that have the probability one. In other words, the
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notion of random sequences generated by a stochastic process is defined as ones having
typical properties, or equivalently, having no exceptional properties. However, it is not clear
what class of typical properties or exceptional properties we should choose to define random
sequences. For instance, although (01)N = 010101 . . . satisfies the law of large numbers,
our intuition tells us that it is not a typical sequence generated by a fair coin tossing and
therefore should not be random. Even if we require that the law of large numbers should
hold for subsequences selected from a whole sequence by countable rules, there is a sequence
satisfying the requirement but violating the law of the iterated logarithm, which is known
as Ville’s counterexample [Vil39] (see also Theorem 6.5.1 in [DH10]). Hence, just the law of
large numbers is not enough to characterize randomness. One naive idea is to consider all
exceptional properties. We then define a set describing an exceptional property.

Definition 3.2.3.1 (null set). A set N ⊆ {0, 1}N is a null set with respect to a probability
measure µ if there is a sequence (Un)n∈N of open sets such that N ⊆

∩
n∈N Un and µ(Un) ≤

2−n.

Example 3.2.3.2.

(1) For x ∈ {0, 1}N, the one-element set {x} is a null set with respect to λ. Indeed,
{x} =

∩
n∈N Un, where Un = [x ↾ n] with λ(Un) = 2−n.

(2) N = {x ∈ {0, 1}N : x(2n) = 1 for all n ∈ N} is a null set with respect to λ. Indeed,
N =

∩
n∈N Un, where Un = {x ∈ {0, 1}N : x(2k) = 1, 0 ≤ k < n} with λ(Un) = 2−n.

Example 3.2.3.2 (1) shows that the naive idea fails because there is no sequence not
contained in all null sets. To obtain a meaningful definition of random sequences, we have
to restrict the class of null sets. The definition must satisfy the following two requirements
at least.

1. The set of random sequences is typical in measure-theoretic sense, that is, it has prob-
ability one.

2. Sequences generated by some simple rule such as (01)N are not random with respect to
λ.

We should note that a countable union of null sets is also a null set.

Proposition 3.2.3.3. Let (Ne)e∈N be a sequence of null sets with respect to a probability
measure µ. The countable union

∪
e∈NNe of the sequence is a null set.

Therefore, if we choose a countable family of null sets to define random sequences, the first
condition is automatically satisfied. We should also impose some computability conditions on
the null sets if we interpret the generation by simple rules as listing elements in an algorithmic
manner. The above argument motivates the following definition.
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Definition 3.2.3.4 (Martin-Löf random [ML66]). Let µ be a computable probability measure
on {0, 1}N. A Martin-Löf test with respect to the measure µ (ML µ-test) is a sequence (Un)n∈N
of c.e. open sets uniformly in n such that µ(Un) ≤ 2−n for all n ∈ N. A set N ⊆ {0, 1}N
is called a Martin-Löf null set with respect to µ (ML µ-null set) if there is a Martin-Löf
test (Un)n∈N such that N ⊆

∩
n∈N Un. A sequence x ∈ {0, 1}N is Martin-Löf random with

respect to µ (ML µ-random) if {x} is not a Martin-Löf null set. MLRµ denotes the set of ML
µ-random sequences.

Martin-Löf randomness satisfies the first requirement. Indeed, there are only countably
many ML tests because there are only countably many c.e. sets. Since the union of all ML
µ-null sets is a null set with respect to µ from Proposition 3.2.3.3, µ-almost every sequence
is ML µ-random.

Theorem 3.2.3.5. µ(MLRµ) = 1.

We present an interpretation of Definition 3.2.3.4 from the viewpoint of the hypothesis
testing. In a casino, a gambler Skeptic and a dealer Reality are about to play a game using
an unbiased coin. However, the coin is prepared by Reality and Skeptic doubts whether or
not the coin is really unbiased. Skeptic needs to make sure of the unbiasedness of the coin in
some way. One simple way to check this is to toss the coin many times and to test whether
or not the generated sequence ω ∈ {0, 1}N is random. To this end, we apply the idea in
hypothesis testing. Skeptic prepare a subset C ⊆ {0, 1}N consisting of the sequences that are
clearly non-random. As an example, we here consider the set of sequences whose 2k-th bits
are 1,

C = {η ∈ {0, 1}N : (∀k ∈ N)(η(2k) = 1)}. (3.2.6)

We remark that this subset consists of non-random sequences although it does not cover whole
non-random sequences. On the one hand, since Reality claims that the coin is unbiased, the
null hypothesis H0 is expressed as

H0 : ω ̸∈ C.

On the other hand, since Skeptic doubts the claim H0, the alternative hypothesis H1 is
expressed as

H1 : ω ∈ C.

To judge H0 or H1, Skeptic observes the sequence ω up to the 2(n− 1)-th bits. If there is a
bit k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} such that ω(2k) = 0, Skeptic accept H0 and judge ω ̸∈ C. If ω(2k) = 1
for all k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, Skeptic reject H0 and judge ω ∈ C. This means that Skeptic take

Cn = {η ∈ {0, 1}N : (∀k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1})(η(2k) = 1)} (3.2.7)

as a rejection region. In this testing procedure, although the probability of the type II error is
zero, the probability of the type I error is given by λ(Cn) = 2−n. Therefore, if n is sufficiently
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large, the type I error probability is extremely small. Definition 3.2.3.4 applies the idea that
a sequence of rejection regions whose probabilities decay to zero defines a test for random
sequences.

As we mentioned above, a single test {Un} does not cover whole non-random sequences.
To determine whether a given sequence is random or not, we have to implement a countable
number of ML tests. However, the existence of a universal Turing machine implies that the
union of all ML µ-tests is also a ML µ-test. Such a test is called universal Martin-Löf µ-test.

Theorem 3.2.3.6 (universal Martin-Löf test). There exists a Martin-Löf test {Un}n∈N with
respect to µ such that for any ML µ-test {Vn}n∈N,

∩
n∈N Vn ⊆

∩
n∈N Un.

Proof. See Fact 3.2.4 in [Nie09] or Theorem 6.2.5 in [DH10]

ML randomness also satisfies the second requirement. If x ∈ {0, 1}N is computable, then
x is not ML λ-random because (Un)n∈N = ([x ↾ n])n∈N is a ML λ-test. We remark that even
z = 0N is ML random with respect to the Dirac measure δz concentrated on z.

The notion of randomness can be extended to objects in {0, 1}Z and {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N.
We fix a bijective coding ι : {0, 1}Z → {0, 1}N in the following. We assign a two-sided infinite
binary sequence x = . . . x(−1)x(0)x(1) · · · ∈ {0, 1}Z to a one-sided infinite binary sequence

ι(x) = x(0)x(−1)x(1)x(−2)x(2) · · · ∈ {0, 1}N. (3.2.8)

We let µ be a computable probability measure on {0, 1}Z. We say that x ∈ {0, 1}Z is Martin-
Löf random with respect to µ if ι(x) is ML random with respect to µ ◦ ι−1. Similarly, we
define a coding function from {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N to {0, 1}N as

κ(x, y) = x(0)y(0)x(1)y(1) · · · ∈ {0, 1}N for (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N. (3.2.9)

For a computable probability measure µ on {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N, (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N is
called Martin-Löf random with respect to µ if κ(x, y) is ML random with respect to µ ◦ κ−1.

There is an alternative characterization of Martin-Löf randomness in term of Solovay
tests. We use this equivalence to prove the effective law of large numbers.

Definition 3.2.3.7 (Solovay random). Let µ be a computable probability measure. A Solo-
vay test is a sequence (Sn)n∈N of c.e. open sets uniformly in n such that

∑
n µ(Sn) < ∞.

x ∈ {0, 1}N is Solovay µ-random if x is in only finitely many Sn.

Proposition 3.2.3.8. An element x ∈ {0, 1}N is Martin-Löf µ-random iff it is Solovay µ-
random.

Proof. See Proposition 3.2.19 in [Nie09] or Theorem 6.2.8 in [DH10].
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3.2.4 Robustness of Martin-Löf randomness

Conservation of ML randomness

The definition of Martin-Löf randomness refers to an underlying probability measure. There-
fore, even if a sequence x ∈ {0, 1}N is ML µ-random, it may not be random with respect to
another measure ν. A trivial example is a sequence that is λ-random but not random with
respect to the Bernoulli measure µ1/3. However, ML randomness is a robust notion in the
sense that it is preserved by simple transformations. Here a simple transformation means a
computable function from {0, 1}N to {0, 1}N, which is defined through a partial computable
monotone function on {0, 1}<N.

Definition 3.2.4.1. A partial function f :⊆ {0, 1}<N → {0, 1}<N is monotone if

σ ⊑ τ ⇒ f(σ) ⊑ f(τ) (3.2.10)

holds for all σ, τ ∈ dom(f). For a partial monotone function f :⊆ {0, 1}<N → {0, 1}<N, we
define a partial function f̂ :⊆ {0, 1}N → {0, 1}N as

f̂(x) =

{∪
σ⊑x f(σ) if sup{|σ| : σ ⊑ x, σ ∈ dom(f)} = ∞

undefined otherwise
(3.2.11)

for x ∈ {0, 1}N. A partial function F :⊆ {0, 1}N → {0, 1}N is computable if there ex-
ists a partial computable monotone function f :⊆ {0, 1}<N → {0, 1}<N with F = f̂ . If
dom(F ) = {0, 1}N, the function F is called total. Hereafter, we consider only total (com-
putable) functions on {0, 1}N.

We define an image measure µF−1 of µ under a function F : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}N as

(µF−1)(A) = µ
(
F−1(A)

)
(3.2.12)

for any measurable set A ∈ B. Then, computable functions on {0, 1}N preserve the com-
putability of probability measures and the ML randomness.

Proposition 3.2.4.2. Let µ be a measure on {0, 1}N and F : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}N be a total
computable function. If µ is computable, µF−1 is computable.

Proof. See Lemma 2.6 in [BP12].

Theorem 3.2.4.3 (conservation of ML randomness). Let µ be a computable probability
measure on {0, 1}N and F : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}N a total computable function. If x ∈ {0, 1}N is
ML µ-random, then F (x) is ML µF−1-random.

Proof. See Theorem 3.2 in [BP12].

Other characterization of ML randomness

Martin-Löf randomness has robustness in another sense. It has other characterizations in
terms of incompressibility and unpredictability.
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Incompressibility approach Let us consider a sequence. If the sequence has a simple
structure, it can be compressed into a shorter length one by using an algorithm. For instance,
(01)100000 can be transformed to the shorter program “output one hundred thousand 01s ”.
Conversely, if the sequence is “random”, there is no simple description of it. This considera-
tion leads to the idea of the Kolmogorov complexity [Sol64a, Sol64b, Kol65]. Here we use a
prefix-free version of the Kolmogorov complexity for technical reasons.

Definition 3.2.4.4 (prefix-free computable function). A set of strings A ⊆ {0, 1}<N is called
prefix-free if for any two distinct elements σ and τ in A, σ is not a prefix of τ . A partial
computable function f :⊆ {0, 1}<N → {0, 1}<N is prefix-free if dom(f) is prefix-free.

The Kolmogorov complexity of a string σ ∈ {0, 1}<N with respect to a prefix-free com-
putable function f is defined as the length of a shortest program (string) τ ∈ {0, 1}<N with
f(τ) = σ. That is,

Kf (σ) = min{|τ | : f(τ) = σ}, (3.2.13)

where the minimum is taken to be ∞ if the set after the “min” is empty. The Kolmogorov
complexity of a string σ depends on the underlying prefix-free computable function f . How-
ever, there exists an optimal prefix-free computable function U in the sense that if for any
partial computable function f :⊆ {0, 1}<N → {0, 1}<N, there is a positive constant cf < ∞
such that for all σ ∈ {0, 1}<N,

KU(σ) ≤ Kf (σ) + cf . (3.2.14)

Thus, if a string can hardly be compressed by an optimal function, then the string cannot
be compressed by any computable function. In other words, the Kolmogorov complexity is
an intrinsic property of strings.

Definition 3.2.4.5 (prefix-free Kolmogorov complexity). We fix an optimal prefix-free com-
putable function U and define the prefix-free Kolmogorov complexity K(σ) of a string σ ∈
{0, 1}<N as K(σ) = KU(σ).

According to the following theorem, the Kolmogorov complexity provides a characteri-
zation of randomness in terms of incompressibility. That is to say, the measure-theoretic
typicalness of a sequence is equivalent to the incompressibility of it in the sense of the Kol-
mogorov complexity.

Theorem 3.2.4.6 (equivalence between ML randomness and complexity randomness). Let
µ be a computable probability measure. A binary sequence x ∈ {0, 1}N is Martin-Löf random
with respect to µ if and only if there exists a positive constant c such that for all n

K(x ↾ n) > − log µ([x ↾ n]) − c. (3.2.15)

Proof. See Theorem 6.2.3 in [DH10] for the case of the uniform measure. The extension to
an arbitrary computable measure is straightforward.
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Unpredictability approach There is another characterization by unpredictability. If a
sequence is random, the knowledge of the first n bits of the sequence provides no useful
information on the (n + 1)-th bit. Therefore, if we bet on the future bits by utilizing the
knowledge of the previous bits of the random sequence, there is no betting strategy by which
we are able to make much money. A betting strategy is represented mathematically by
a martingale, which is a crucial concept in the theory of stochastic process [Doo53]. See
[Nie09, DH10] for more details in the context of the theory of algorithmic randomness.

3.3 Kac infinite chain model

We aim to understand how deterministic and irreversible macroscopic laws emerge from
deterministic and reversible microscopic dynamics. The Kac ring model has often been used
as an instructive model to demonstrate the macroscopic law as the law of large numbers
[Kac59, GO09, MNS09]. The model is also suitable as an example of an application of the
randomness notion because the dynamical system is defined on infinite binary sequences.

3.3.1 Model

Let us consider the one-dimensional lattice Z. For each site i ∈ Z, there is one particle
having a spin variable η(i) ∈ {−1, 1} and at most one scatterer. The occupation number of
the scatterer at site i is denoted by y(i) ∈ {0, 1}. For convenience, we set x(i) = (1+η(i))/2 ∈
{0, 1} for all i ∈ Z and think of them as dynamical variables. Then, a microscopic state of
our model is represented by (x, y) = (x(i), y(i))i∈Z and the state space is {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z.
A discrete-time deterministic dynamical system on {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z is defined by a function
φ : {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z → {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z with

φ(x, y)(i) = (x(i− 1) + y(i− 1) − 2x(i− 1)y(i− 1), y(i)). (3.3.1)

By using (3.3.1), we obtain the time evolution of the spin variables, η(x, y)(i) = 2x(i)− 1, as

(η ◦ φt)(x, y)(i) = [1 − 2y(i− 1)] . . . [1 − 2y(i− t)](2x(i− t) − 1). (3.3.2)

Thus, this dynamical system has the following interpretation. Let us prepare an initial
configuration of spins and scatterers. For each time step, the configuration of scatterers
remains unchanged and the particle at site i jumps to the neighbor site i+ 1. Then, the spin
η(i) of the particle is flipped if the scatterer at site i is present, y(i) = 1, or it keeps its value
if absent, y(i) = 0.

The dynamical system is deterministic and invertible. In fact, the map

φ−1(x, y)(i) = (x(i+ 1) + y(i) − 2x(i+ 1)y(i), y(i)) (3.3.3)

is the inverse of φ. Obviously, this dynamics corresponds to jumps of particles to the left
site. We discuss the details of the microscopic reversibility in section 3.4.
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The dynamical system on {0, 1}Z×{0, 1}Z can be regarded as that on {0, 1}N×{0, 1}N and
{0, 1}N by the encoding function ι and κ. Hereafter, (x, y) (resp. φ) represents an element
of {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z, {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N, or {0, 1}N (resp. the function on {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z,
{0, 1}N × {0, 1}N, or {0, 1}N) interchangeably. It is easy to show that if we think φ as a
function from {0, 1}N to {0, 1}N, φ is a total computable function on {0, 1}N.

Remark 3.3.1.1. Our model is a variant of the Kac ring model [Kac59]. The original model
is defined on the ring of size N . We use the infinite chain model in this chapter because
the randomness notion in section 3.2 is sharply defined for infinite sequences. Therefore,
Zermelo’s recurrence paradox, which is a characteristic of finite systems, does not occur.

The model can be thought to be a dynamical system that consists of spin degrees of
freedom with quenched scatterers because the configuration of scatterers does not change in
time. In this chapter, we include the scatterers in state variables for simplicity. See Remark
3.3.3.2

3.3.2 Measure-theoretic approach

Let us imagine the situation we observe the system macroscopically. We introduce the fol-
lowing two macroscopic variables over 2N + 1 sites for a microscopic state (x, y):

mN
0 (x, y) =

1

2N + 1

N∑
i=−N

(2x(i) − 1), mN
1 (x, y) =

1

2N + 1

N∑
i=−N

y(i). (3.3.4)

If we observe the time evolution of the macroscopic variables m(t) = (m0(t),m1(t)), the
variables obey a macroscopic law and relax to the equilibrium values. In fact, at each time
step t, we assume that the up or down spins are scattered at a rate m1(t) for sufficiently
large N . Then, the fraction of the up or down spins changes from (1 ± m0(t))/2 to [1 ±
(1 − 2m1(t))m0(t)]/2. Therefore, the average magnetization changes from m0(t) to (1 −
2m1(t))m0(t). Because the average density of the scatterers is constant, the macroscopic law
has the form m(t) = Φt(m(0)) with Φ(m) = ([1 − 2m1]m0,m1).

This “molecular chaos” argument provides the form of the macroscopic law that the
system should obey on average. However, the hydrodynamic equations for fluids predict the
macroscopic behavior of a single experiment, not just the ensemble average. The same holds
true for this model. Suppose that initial microscopic states are sampled according to an
initial probability measure corresponding to a nonequilibrium state. Then, the macroscopic
law is understood as typical behavior with respect to the initial probability measure. This
scenario is represented mathematically by the law of large numbers.

In statistical mechanics, if we have information on only the values of relevant macroscopic
variables at the initial time, then one natural choice of an initial probability measure is the
Gibbs measure corresponding to the initial macroscopic state [ZMR96, ZMR97]. In the
case of the Kac infinite chain model, the relevant macroscopic variables are the average
magnetization m0 and the average density of scatterers m1. Then, the Gibbs measure in this
case is the product of the Bernoulli measures µ(1+m0)/2 × µm1 on {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z, where
m = (m0,m1) ∈ [−1, 1] × [0, 1] is an initial nonequilibrium state.
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Under the above settings, the weak and strong laws of large numbers hold. Although the
facts are widely known, we give complete proofs of the theorems in the following. Henceforth,
we write µm = µ(1+m0)/2 × µm1 for notational simplicity and E[X] denotes the expectation
value of a random variable X with respect to µm. For instance,

E[2x(i) − 1] = m0, E[y(i)] = m1 for i ∈ Z. (3.3.5)

Theorem 3.3.2.1 (weak law of large numbers [Kac59, GO09, MNS09]). For any T ∈ N and
any δ > 0,

lim
N→∞

µm

 T∪
t=0

∪
i∈{0,1}

{
(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z : |(mN

i ◦ φt)(x, y) − Φt
i(m)| > δ

} = 0.

(3.3.6)

Proof. Fix T ∈ N and δ > 0. By the subadditivity of measures, it is enough to show that for
any t ∈ {0, . . . , T} and any i ∈ {0, 1},

lim
N→∞

µm
(
|(mN

i ◦ φt)(x, y) − Φt
i(m)| > δ

)
= 0. (3.3.7)

First, we show that

E[(mN
i ◦ φt)(x, y)] = Φt

i(m). (3.3.8)

By using (3.3.2), (3.3.4), (3.3.5) and statistical independence of x(i) and y(j), we have

E[(mN
0 ◦ φt)(x, y)] =

1

2N + 1

N∑
i=−N

E[(1 − 2y(i− 1)) . . . (1 − 2y(i− t))(2x(i− t) − 1)]

=
1

2N + 1

N∑
i=−N

E[1 − 2y(i− 1)] . . .E[1 − 2y(i− t)]E[2x(i− t) − 1]

= (1 − 2m1)
tm0 = Φt

0(m). (3.3.9)

E[(mN
1 ◦ φt)(x, y)] = m1 = Φt

1(m) is obvious. Next, we evaluate the second moments of
(mN

i ◦ φt)(x, y).

E
[(

(mN
0 ◦ φt)(x, y)

)2]
=

1

(2N + 1)2

N∑
i,j=−N

E[(1 − 2y(i− 1)) . . . (1 − 2y(i− t))

× (1 − 2y(j − 1)) . . . (1 − 2y(j − t))] · E[(2x(i− t) − 1)(2x(j − t) − 1)]

=
1

(2N + 1)2

2N∑
k=−2N

(2N + 1 − |k|) E[(1 − 2y(0)) . . . (1 − 2y(t− 1))

× (1 − 2y(k)) . . . (1 − 2y(k + t− 1))] · E[(2x(0) − 1)(2x(k) − 1)]

=
1

(2N + 1)2

[
(2N + 1) + 2m2

0

2N∑
k=1

(2N + 1 − k)(1 − 2m1)
2min{t,k}

]
.

(3.3.10)
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We have used the translation invariance of µm and statistical independence of random vari-
ables at different sites. We take N such that T ≤ 2N . Then, we have

2N∑
k=1

(2N + 1 − k)(1 − 2m1)
2min{t,k} =

t∑
k=1

(2N + 1 − k)(1 − 2m1)
2k +

2N∑
k=t+1

(2N + 1 − k)(1 − 2m1)
2t

≤ (2N + 1)t+
1

2
(1 − 2m1)

2t(2N + 1)2. (3.3.11)

Therefore,

Var[(mN
0 ◦ φt)(x, y)] ≤ 1 + 2m2

0t

2N + 1
(3.3.12)

for t ∈ {0, . . . , T} and T ≤ 2N . Additionally, we obtain the variance of mN
1 ,

Var[(mN
1 ◦ φt)(x, y)] =

1 −m2
1

2N + 1
. (3.3.13)

By using Chebyshev’s inequality, we have

µm
(
|(mN

i ◦ φt)(x, y) − Φt
i(m)| > δ

)
≤ Var[(mN

i ◦ φt)(x, y)]

δ2
≤ C

δ2(2N + 1)
(3.3.14)

with a constant C independent of N , which implies (3.3.7).

We have the strong form of the law of large numbers from the inequality (3.3.14) and the
first Borel-Cantelli lemma (Theorem 3.2.2.4).

Theorem 3.3.2.2 (strong law of large numbers). For any natural number T ∈ N,

µm

(
lim
N→∞

(mN
i ◦ φt)(x, y) = Φt

i(m) for all i ∈ {0, 1} and t ∈ {0, . . . , T}
)

= 1. (3.3.15)

Proof. For k ∈ N>0, we set

CN,k =
T∪
t=0

∪
i∈{0,1}

{
(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z : |(mN

i ◦ φt)(x, y) − Φt
i(m)| > 1

k

}
. (3.3.16)

From (3.3.14), we have

µm(CN2,k) ≤
2(T + 1)Ck2

2N2 + 1
(3.3.17)

for N satisfying T ≤ 2N . Therefore,

∞∑
N=0

µm(CN2,k) ≤
⌈T/2⌉∑
N=0

µm(CN2,k) +
∞∑

N=⌈T/2⌉

2(T + 1)Ck2

(2N2 + 1)
<∞. (3.3.18)
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By the first Borel-Cantelli lemma (Theorem 3.2.2.4) and Proposition 3.2.3.3, we have

µm

 ∪
k∈N>0

∩
N∈N

∪
M≥N

CM2,k

 = 0. (3.3.19)

This means that for µm-almost all configuration (x, y), the subsequence ((mN2

i ◦φt)(x, y))N∈N
converges to Φt

i(m) for t ∈ {0, . . . , T} and i ∈ {0, 1}
Next, we show the convergence of the whole sequence. For any natural numbers L,M

and a real number p with p ≤ (2L+ 1)/(2M + 1) ≤ 1, we have

(mL
0 ◦ φt)(x, y) − (mM

0 ◦ φt)(x, y) =

(
1 − 2L+ 1

2M + 1

)
(mL

0 ◦ φt)(x, y)

− 1

2M + 1

(
−L−1∑
i=−M

(2x(i) − 1) +
M∑

i=L+1

(2x(i) − 1)

)

≤ 1 − p+
2(M − L)

2M + 1
≤ 2(1 − p), (3.3.20)

where we have used mL
0 ∈ [−1, 1] and 2x(i) − 1 ∈ {−1, 1}. We consider a natural number K

such that N2 ≤ K ≤ (N + 1)2. If we take L = N2, M = K and p = pN = (2N2 + 1)/(2(N +
1)2 + 1) first and take L = K, M = (N + 1)2 and p = pN second, the inequality (3.3.20) gives

(mN2

0 ◦ φt)(x, y) − 2(1 − pN) ≤ (mK
0 ◦ φt)(x, y) ≤ (m

(N+1)2

0 ◦ φt)(x, y) + 2(1 − pN).
(3.3.21)

These inequalities also hold for (mK
1 ◦ φt)(x, y). Since pN → 1 as N → ∞, for µm-almost

all (x, y), the whole sequence ((mN
i ◦ φt)(x, y))N∈N converges to Φt

i(m) for i ∈ {0, 1} and
t ∈ {0, . . . , T}.

Remark 3.3.2.3. A similar analysis leads to the weak and strong law of large numbers
for the microscopic dynamics φ−1 and positive integers T > 0. This is a consequence of
the microscopic reversibility and the statistical property of the initial measure. If an initial
configuration has no correlation between sites, whether the microscopic dynamics is φ or φ−1,
which corresponds to the direction of movement of the spins, is irrelevant to the validity of
the macroscopic relaxation.

3.3.3 Algorithmic randomness approach

We reformulate the law of large numbers associated with the macroscopic law as properties of
individual microscopic states. The concept of algorithmic randomness introduced in section
3.2 helps us to do that. By using the randomness notion, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3.3.1 (effective strong law of large numbers). Let m = (m0,m1) be computable
reals and T ∈ N. If (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z is Martin-Löf random with respect to µm,

lim
N→∞

(mN
i ◦ φt)(x, y) = Φt

i(m) (3.3.22)

for all i ∈ {0, 1} and t ∈ {0, . . . , T}.
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Proof. Fix T ∈ N. Since Φt
i(m) are computable reals, (CN2,k)N∈N is c.e. open uniformly in

N . By (3.3.18), it is a Solovay test. Therefore, if (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}Z×{0, 1}Z is ML random with
respect to µm, then (x, y) ∈

∪
N∈N

∩
M≥N(CN2,k)

c. Because k is arbitrary, the subsequence

((mN
i ◦ φt)(x, y))N∈N converges to Φt

i(m) for any i ∈ {0, 1} and t ∈ {0, . . . , T}. The proof of
the convergence of the whole sequence is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.3.2.2.

According to Theorem 3.3.3.1, the algorithmic randomness of a microscopic state is a
sufficient condition that the microstate obeys the macroscopic relaxation law. Since the set
of all ML random microstates has measure one (see Theorem 3.2.3.5), this sufficient condition
is not too strong from a viewpoint of measure-theoretic typicality. In particular, the strong
law of large numbers (Theorem 3.3.2.2) follows from the effective law. We stress that the
effective law of large numbers holds for a wide class of models. We discuss the generality of
our result in ??.

Remark 3.3.3.2. Van Lambalgen’s theorem [vL87] implies that (x, y) is ML µm-random if
and only if y is ML µm1-random and x is ML µ(1+m0)/2-random with oracle y. Therefore,
Theorem 3.3.3.1 insists that for a given ML µm1-random configuration of quenched scatterers
y, µ(1+m0)/2-random microstates with oracle y satisfy the macroscopic law. We note that for
a µ(1+m0)/2-random element x and µm1-random element y, the pair (x, y) does not necessarily
obey the macroscopic law. For instance, if (1+m0)/2 = m1 and x is µ(1+m0)/2-random, (x, x)
violates the law.

3.4 Entropy and the zeroth law of thermodynamics

Entropy is a fundamental concept in various fields such as thermodynamics, statistical
physics, information theory and dynamical systems theory. Each type of entropy has a dif-
ferent role. We investigate the Boltzmann entropy quantifying irreversibility on transitions
between macroscopic states.

3.4.1 Shannon entropy

Before considering the Boltzmann entropy, we review basic properties of the Shannon en-
tropy for convenience, which is an information-theoretic quantity characterizing the optimal
compression rate in the information source coding problem [CT12].

Remark 3.4.1.1. In this subsection, the configurations (x, y), the probability measures
and the microscopic dynamics φ are regarded as ones defined on {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N, not on
{0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z, by the encoding function ι in section 3.2.3.

Definition 3.4.1.2 (Shannon entropy rate, self-entropy rate). The Shannon entropy rate of
the joint probability measure µ on {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N is defined as

H̄(µ) = lim sup
n→∞

− 1

n

∑
(σ,τ)∈2n×2n

µ([σ] × [τ ]) lnµ([σ] × [τ ]). (3.4.1)
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The self-entropy rate of (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N with respect to µ is defined as

H̄µ(x, y) = lim sup
n→∞

− 1

n
lnµ([x ↾ n] × [y ↾ n]). (3.4.2)

A straightforward calculation provides

H̄(µm) = h

(
1 +m0

2

)
+ h(m1), (3.4.3)

where h(p) = −p ln p − (1 − p) ln(1 − p) (p ∈ [0, 1]) is the binary entropy function. For x ∈
{0, 1}N and n ∈ N, set N(x, n) = |{i : x(i) = 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}|. If (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N
satisfies

lim
n→∞

N(x, n)

n
= px, lim

n→∞

N(y, n)

n
= py, (3.4.4)

the self-entropy rate of (x, y) with respect to µm is given by

H̄µm(x, y) = − px ln

(
1 +m0

2

)
− (1 − px) ln

(
1 −m0

2

)
− py lnm1 − (1 − py) ln(1 −m1).

(3.4.5)

In particular, for any random element (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N with respect to µm,

H̄µm(x, y) = H̄(µm), (3.4.6)

because px = (1 +m0)/2 and py = m1. This type of statement is referred to as the effective
version of the asymptotic equipartition property.

For deterministic and reversible dynamical systems, the Shannon entropy of the probabil-
ity measure describing the system does not provide useful information on irreversibility. If we
define the probability measure at time t starting from the initial measure µm as µm,t = µmφ

−t,
the Shannon entropy rate is invariant under the time evolution, that is, H̄(µm) = H̄(µm,t).
This invariance remains true for random elements. In fact, since the initial segment of the
first and second components of φt(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N, xt ↾ n and yt ↾ n, depend only
on x ↾ n + 2t and y ↾ n + 2t (the factor 2 comes from the way of encoding ι from {0, 1}Z to
{0, 1}N), the inclusion relation

[x ↾ n+ 2t] × [y ↾ n+ 2t] ⊆ φ−t([xt ↾ n] × [yt ↾ n]) ⊆ [x ↾ n− 2t] × [y ↾ n− 2t] (3.4.7)

holds. Then,

− 1

n
lnµm([x ↾ n+ 2t] × [y ↾ n+ 2t]) ≤ − 1

n
lnµm,t([xt ↾ n] × [yt ↾ n])

≤ − 1

n
lnµm([x ↾ n− 2t] × [y ↾ n− 2t]). (3.4.8)

For any random element (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}N×{0, 1}N, the terms on the left- and right-hand sides
converge to H̄(µm). Therefore, the self-entropy rate of φt(x, y) with respect to µm,t exists
and equals that of (x, y) with respect to µm:

H̄µm,t(φ
t(x, y)) = lim

n→∞
− 1

n
lnµm,t([xt ↾ n] × [yt ↾ n]) = H̄(µm) = H̄(µm,t). (3.4.9)
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3.4.2 Boltzmann entropy and the zeroth law of thermodynamics

Because the Shannon entropy does not change in time in reversible dynamical systems, we
need another quantity to characterize the macroscopic irreversibility. According to Boltz-
mann’s idea, the asymmetry of the direction of time in the macroscopic behavior emerges
from the large differences between the number of microstates consistent with macrostates.
Since the number of microstates corresponding to a macrostate is proportional to the proba-
bility of the macrostate under the uniform measure λ and different macrostates usually have
exponentially different probabilities, it is reasonable to introduce the rate function in the
large deviation theory as the Boltzmann entropy.

Definition 3.4.2.1 (Boltzmann entropy). The Boltzmann entropy of a macroscopic state
m = (m0,m1) is defined as

SB(m) = lim
δ↓0

lim
N↑∞

1

2N + 1
lnλ× λ

(
{(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z : |mN

0 (x) −m0| ≤ δ, |mN
1 (x) −m1| ≤ δ}

)
,

(3.4.10)

where λ is the uniform measure on {0, 1}Z.

The following scenario is well-known [Leb93]: An initial microstate in a nonequilibrium
macrostate with low Boltzmann entropy evolves typically toward macrostates with higher
entropy and finally reaches the equilibrium state with the maximum entropy.

Although at first sight, it explains the macroscopic irreversibility qualitatively, it should
be noted that we must suppose an initial probability measure in order to argue the typical
macroscopic behavior. The above scenario is certainly true if we assume that initial mi-
crostates are chosen according to the microcanonical measure or the Gibbs measure. In fact,
by Stirling’s formula, we have

SB(m) = −2 ln 2 + H̄(µm). (3.4.11)

If we prepare initial microstates according to the Gibbs measure µm, then the initial macrostate
is m and the macrostate evolves according to the law Φ with probability one according to
Theorem 3.3.2.2. Then, the Boltzmann entropy difference is typically positive:

SB(Φt(m)) − SB(m) = H̄(µΦt(m)) − H̄(µm) > 0 for t > 0. (3.4.12)

We can reformulate the argument from a viewpoint of randomness. If an initial state (x, y) ∈
{0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z is ML µm-random, the macrostate at the initial time is m and at time t is
Φt(m) (see Theorem 3.3.3.1). Then, the Boltzmann entropy increases over time. This is the
zeroth law of thermodynamics for algorithmic random microstates.
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3.5 Microscopic reversibility and anti-Boltzmann be-

havior

3.5.1 Microscopic reversibility

The microscopic dynamics φ : {0, 1}Z×{0, 1}Z → {0, 1}Z×{0, 1}Z is invertible. This property
is referred to as microscopic reversibility. Let us define a time-reversal transformation π :
{0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z → {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z by

(π(x, y))(i) = (x(−i), y(−i− 1)). (3.5.1)

The time-reversal transformation is an involution π2 = 1 and is totally computable. The
microscopic reversibility is represented by π ◦ φ = φ−1 ◦ π. We note that mN

0 (π(x, y)) =
mN

0 (x, y) and mN
1 (π(x, y)) = mN

1 (x,Σ−1(y)). Here, Σ(x)(i) = x(i + 1) is the shift map on
{0, 1}Z. In particular, the time-reversal transformation does not affect the macrostate.

3.5.2 Irreversible information loss

If there is a microscopic trajectory (φt(x, y))t∈{0,1,...,T} whose macroscopic trajectory is (Φt(m))t∈{0,1,...,T},
then the time-reversed one ((φt◦π◦φT )(x, y))t∈{0,1,...,T} = ((π◦φT−t)(x, y))t∈{0,1,...,T} is macro-
scopically observed as (ΦT−t(m))t∈{0,1,...,T}. Loschmidt inquired how the above consequence of
the microscopic reversibility is consistent with the macroscopic irreversibility. This question
is called the reversibility paradox problem.

Sasa and Komatsu introduced the irreversible information loss quantifying the asymmetry
between the trajectory (φt(x, y))t∈{0,1,...,T} and the time-reversed one ((π◦φT−t)(x, y))t∈{0,1,...,T},
and investigated the relation to the Boltzmann entropy change [SK00]. Following this idea,
we define the rate of irreversible information loss as

Iµm,t(x, y) = lim sup
n→∞

− 1

n
ln
µm,t(π([xt ↾ n] × [yt ↾ n]))

µm,t([xt ↾ n] × [yt ↾ n])
, (3.5.2)

where the dynamical system is regarded as one on {0, 1}N × {0, 1}N. The positivity of the
irreversible information loss of a microstate (x, y) implies the exponential difference between
the probabilities at time t of the microstate φt(x, y) and the time-reversed one (π ◦φt)(x, y).
Then, it explains how difficult it is to prepare the time-reversed state (π ◦ φt)(x, y) relative
to the state φt(x, y) in the measure-theoretic sense. We note that this argument is different
from the standard one on the reversibility paradox indicating the practical impossibility of
the time-reverse transformation.

We can easily calculate the above quantity for random states (x, y) as follows. The
microscopic reversibility implies that φ−t ◦ π ◦ φt = π ◦ φ2t. If (x, y) is ML µm-random, by
Theorem 3.3.3.1, we have

lim
n→∞

N(x2t, n)

n
=

1 + Φ2t
0 (m)

2
, lim

n→∞

N(y2t, n)

n
= Φ2t

1 (m). (3.5.3)
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The same type of inclusion relation as (3.4.7) implies

lim
n→∞

− 1

n
lnµm,t(π([xt ↾ n] × [yt ↾ n])) = − 1 + Φ2t

0 (m)

2
ln

(
1 +m0

2

)
− 1 − Φ2t

0 (m)

2
ln

(
1 −m0

2

)
− Φ2t

1 (m) lnm1 − (1 − Φ2t
1 (m)) ln(1 −m1). (3.5.4)

Therefore, the rate of the irreversible information loss of a random element (x, y) is given by

Iµm,t(x, y) =
m0 − Φ2t

0 (m)

4
ln

1 +m0

1 −m0

=
1 − (1 − 2m1)

2t

4
m0 ln

1 +m0

1 −m0

. (3.5.5)

If m0 ̸= 0, m1 ̸= 1/2, and t > 0, then Iµm,t(x, y) > 0. This result implies the measure-
theoretic difficulty of preparing the time-reversed state relative to the random state. More-
over, by explicit calculation, we have

Iµm,t(x, y) − (SB(Φt(m)) − SB(m)) ≥ 0. (3.5.6)

The above equality holds for m0 = 0, m1 ∈ {0, 1/2}, or t = 0. That is, the degree of difficulty
is greater than the Boltzmann entropy change in this case.

3.5.3 Violation of the macroscopic law and nonrandomness of time-
reversed states

Suppose that an initial probability measure is µm and (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z is ML
µm-random. By the conservation of ML randomness (see Theorem 3.2.4.3), φt(x, y) is ML
random with respect to the probability measure at time t, µm,t. That is, the randomness of
the initial microstate is preserved under the dynamics. An intriguing question is whether the
time-reversed state (π ◦ φt)(x, y) is ML µm,t-random or not. The microscopic reversibility
implies that the macroscopic evolution starting from the state (π ◦ φt)(x, y) does not obey
the macroscopic law Φ. Therefore, (π ◦ φt)(x, y) is not µm,t-random.

Theorem 3.5.3.1 (non-randomness of time-reversed state). Let m = (m0,m1) be com-
putable reals and m0 ̸= 0, m1 ̸∈ {0, 1/2}. For any µm-random element (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}Z ×
{0, 1}Z and t ∈ N\{0}, (π ◦ φt)(x, y) is not ML µm,t-random.

Proof. Assume (π ◦ φt)(x, y) is ML µm,t-random for t ∈ N\{0}. By the conservation of ML
randomness (Theorem 3.2.4.3), (u, v) = (φ−t◦π◦φt)(x, y) = (π◦φ2t)(x, y) is ML µm-random.
From Theorem 3.3.3.1, for s ∈ {0, . . . , 2t},

mN
i (φs(u, v)) = mN

i ((φs ◦ π ◦ φ2t)(x, y))

= mN
i ((π ◦ φ2t−s)(x, y))

→ Φ2t−s
i (m) as N → ∞. (3.5.7)

Since m0 ≠ 0, m1 ̸∈ {0, 1/2} and t ̸= 0, there exists s ∈ {0, . . . , 2t} such that Φ2t−s
0 (m) ̸=

Φs
0(m) (take s(̸= t)). This is a contradiction.
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This consideration leads to the following argument. (u, v) = (φ−T ◦ π ◦ φT )(x, y) =
(π ◦φ2T )(x, y) is ML µm,2Tπ-random if and only if (x, y) = (π ◦φ2T )(u, v) is ML µm-random.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.5.3.1,

lim
N→∞

mN
i (φt(u, v)) = Φ2T−t

i (m) (3.5.8)

for t ∈ {0, . . . , 2T} and ML µm,2Tπ-random element (u, v) ∈ {0, 1}Z × {0, 1}Z. Therefore, if
we observe the macroscopic time evolution starting from a random microscopic state with
respect to the initial probability measure µm,2Tπ, the system exhibits the time-reversed
behavior of the original macroscopic law Φt. In particular, the Boltzmann entropy along the
typical macroscopic trajectory decreases monotonically:

SB(Φ2T−t(m)) − SB(Φ2T (m)) < 0 for 0 < t ≤ 2T. (3.5.9)

Thus, typical macroscopic behavior depends on the choice of an initial probability measure.
Even if an initial macroscopic state is given, the initial probability measure representing the
state is not unique. Therefore, we have to demonstrate why we regard the Gibbs measure as
important. See 3.6 for further discussion.

3.6 Concluding remarks

3.6.1 Remarks

Natural choice of initial measure We need to choose an initial probability measure to
state a probabilistic law of large numbers for an irreversible macroscopic law. In this chapter,
we have chosen the Gibbs measure because it works well in many examples in statistical
physics. Then, the system evolves typically so that the entropy increases monotonically to
equilibrium. In contrast, as shown in 3.5.3, if we choose another initial measure carefully, the
entropy decreases along the typical macroscopic evolution with respect to the measure. To
elucidate the origin of macroscopic irreversibility, we have to clarify the difference between
these two measures and to demonstrate why the measures under which the entropy increases
are realized in our world. The problem also occurs when we discuss the effective law of large
numbers since the notion of randomness formalizes typical states under a given probability
measure.

Nonrandom states satisfying the macroscopic law We have shown that random mi-
crostates satisfy the macroscopic law. However, the reverse is not generally true because the
condition on the violation of the macroscopic law is just a part of Martin-Löf tests. That is
to say, there are microscopic states satisfying the macroscopic law but not passing another
ML test. Little is known about the physical meaning of such ML tests, and therefore also of
nonrandom microstates satisfying the macroscopic law.
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Relevant randomness test In the theory of algorithmic randomness, there are various
classes of randomness according to the level of computability imposed on null sets in addition
to the Martin-Löf randomness (see Chapter 7 of [DH10] for example). In any case, we take
into account all effective null sets or corresponding statistical tests. However, all these tests
are not necessarily realizable in physical experiments. Therefore, one may say that the theory
of algorithmic randomness is unnecessary for the foundation of statistical physics. A critical
problem here is to identify the class of null sets associated with macroscopic properties. To
consider the problem, let us recall the argument in 3.2.3 motivating the definition of the
Martin-Löf randomness. We have seen that the law of large numbers does not provide a
sufficient characterization of randomness. Even if we add another law such as the law of the
iterated logarithm to the requirement of randomness, we may find other probabilistic laws
having probability one and the requirement may turn out to be insufficient. Avoiding these
difficulties, the theory of algorithmic randomness considers all effective statistical laws and
as a result clarifies a rich structure of randomness such as the equivalence between measure-
theoretic typicalness, incompressibility and unpredictability. When we attempt to specify
statistical laws involved with macroscopic properties, the above idea may be useful and there
may be a deep connection between algorithmic randomness and statistical physics.

Applications to other models In this chapter, we have shown that the algorithmic ran-
domness of microscopic states is a sufficient condition of macroscopic relaxation in the Kac
chain model. We expect to extend the theorem to a wider class of models. To prove the
effective law of large numbers, we need the upper bound on the probability of the sequence
of sets involved with the violation of the macroscopic law that tends to zero in the thermody-
namic limit and the computable enumerability of the sequence. The former condition follows
from a purely measure-theoretic argument. As long as we focus on macroscopic properties,
the latter condition is also expected to be satisfied. For instance, there are deterministic and
reversible dynamical systems with particle conservation that exhibit diffusive behavior in the
sense of the law of large numbers [Lef13, Lef15]. It is possible to extend our results to these
models.

The models we refer above are cellular automata, that is, the dynamical systems on
infinite lattices with local rules. The Martin-Löf randomness in 3.2.3 is defined on {0, 1}N
and can be applied to only the dynamical systems on discrete state spaces. Recently, the
notion of randomness has been generalized to computable metric spaces [Gác05, HR09] and
applied to the dynamical system theory [GHR10, GHR11]. Applying the theory to statistical
physics is an important problem.

Quantum randomness Another direction of future study is to generalize the notion of
randomness to quantum systems. As in classical settings, the quantum Kolmogorov com-
plexity of a quantum state is defined as the length of the shortest program outputting the
description of the state [Gác01, Vit01]. The notion of Martin-Löf random quantum state
and the relation to the quantum Kolmogorov complexity has been investigated only re-
cently [NS19]. In either case, the algorithmic randomness theory of quantum systems has
not yet been sufficiently studied compared to the case of classical systems. An example
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of the application of quantum randomness is the typicality of thermal equilibrium states
[Tas16, GLTZ06, PSW06, Sug07, Rei07]. Although there are various mathematical formula-
tions of the typicality of thermal equilibrium in quantum systems, they all state that almost
all quantum pure states in a Hilbert space spanned by a set of the energy eigenstates repre-
sent thermal equilibrium. With the analogy to the argument in classical systems, we expect
that random quantum states represent thermal equilibrium. A more challenging theoretical
issue in this context is the relation between the algorithmic randomness and the eigenstate
thermalization hypothesis (ETH). The ETH insist that all the energy eigenstates in an en-
ergy shell represent thermal equilibrium with the energy [RDO08]. The ETH is regarded as a
plausible sufficient condition of thermalization in isolated quantum systems. The thermody-
namic structure such as the fluctuation theorem and second law of thermodynamics that has
been studied on the basis of the Gibbs state is being re-examined for the energy eigenstates
[IKT17, KIT19]. We anticipate that it is important to study the ETH from a viewpoint of
algorithmic randomness.

Martingale and thermodynamics Finally, we comment on the unpredictability aspect
of algorithmic randomness associated with thermodynamics and statistical physics. The
proofs and arguments in this chapter are based on the measure-theoretic typicalness aspect
of randomness. However, as explained in section 3.2.4, the randomness notion has several
characterizations such as incompressibility and unpredictability. We should further develop
these aspects of statistical physics. For instance, the notion of martingale, which captures
the unpredictability aspect of randomness, has not been well studied in statistical physics.
Recently, the martingale property of exponentiated entropy production in stochastic thermo-
dynamics has been investigated [CG11, NRJ17]. A more challenging task is to investigate the
fundamental assumption of statistical physic such as the principle of equal a priori probability
from the viewpoint of the martingale property. For instance, the game-theoretic probability
theory [SV01, SV19] provides a new formulation of limit theorems in probability theory such
as the law of large numbers and the central limit theorem by utilizing only the betting game
without the probabilistic structure. The idea in the game-theoretic probability theory that
the probability emerges from the martingale property may be useful to study this problem.
We will study this approach in Chapter 4.



Chapter 4

The Second Law implies the Gibbs
Distribution

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Elementary Example: Single-Particle Ideal-Gas Engine

Before going to main results, we consider a single-particle ideal-gas engine as an elementary
example to clarify the problem. A single particle is confined in a box of volume V = L3 and
in contact with a heat bath having a temperature T . An external agent attempts to extract
work from the system. The agent inserts a barrier at the center of the box, x = L/2, and
moves the barrier quasi-statically to x = (1−µ)L, where µ ∈ (0, 1) specifies the final position
of the barrier. When the particle is on the left side (resp. right side), we set ω = 0 (resp.
ω = 1). Since the volume of the region in which the particle is confined after the operation
is µω(1 − µ)1−ωV , the work extracted in this process is given by

W µ(ω) =

∫ µω(1−µ)1−ωV

V/2

kBT

V
dV = kBT ln 2µω(1 − µ)1−ω, (4.1.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and we have used the equation of state P (T, V,N) =
NkBT/V for the ideal gas. Finally, the agent removes the barrier and the system returns
to the initial state such that the overall process becomes cyclic. According to the second
law of thermodynamics, the mechanical work extracted by any cyclic operations is always
non-positive. Eq. (4.1.1), however, becomes positive for some µ and ω, e.g., µ = 1/4 and
ω = 0. In statistical mechanics and stochastic thermodynamics, this apparent inconsistency
is considered to arise from the fluctuations in small systems. To resolve the inconsistency,
we assume that ω is a random variable obeying the equilibrium distribution P1/2({ω = 0}) =
P1/2({ω = 1}) = 1/2. Then, although the second law is violated with positive probability
for µ ̸= 1/2, P1/2(W

µ > 0) = 1/2 > 0, due to the fluctuation, the expectation value of the
extracted work W µ is non-positive for any operations µ, EP1/2

[W µ] = kBT ln 4µ(1 − µ) ≤ 0,
and the second law of thermodynamics remains true on average. Moreover, the second law

61
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conversely characterizes the equilibrium distribution. To prove this statement, we assume
that the initial distribution of ω is given by Pρ({ω = 0}) = 1 − ρ and Pρ({ω = 1}) = ρ,
where ρ ∈ (0, 1) quantifies the inhomogeneity of the particle distribution. The expectation
value of the extracted work is given by EPρ [W µ] = kBT (D(Pρ∥P1/2) − D(Pρ∥Pµ)). Here
D(Pρ∥Pµ) := ρ ln(ρ/µ)+(1−ρ) ln[(1−ρ)/(1−µ)] is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
the Bernoulli distributions Pρ and Pµ. If the initial distribution is not uniform, i.e., ρ ̸= 1/2,
we have that EPρ [W ρ] = kBTD(Pρ∥P1/2) > 0 by choosing µ = ρ. Therefore, the condition
that EPµ [W µ] ≤ 0 for any µ ∈ (0, 1) implies ρ = 1/2. In summary, the non-positivity of the
averaged work is equivalent to the equilibrium condition for the initial distribution in this
example.

We stress again that the extracted work W µ(ω) is positive for some initial state ω and
operation µ. Therefore, when we speak of the validity of the second law of thermodynamics in
small systems, we have to consider a situation that we prepare microscopic states and extract
work many times. Moreover, if the empirical frequency of the initial microscopic states is
biased from the equilibrium distribution, the second law may be violated, as suggested by
the argument in the previous paragraph. In this sense, the second law in small systems may
require the stochastic behavior of the initial microscopic states in addition to the equilibrium
condition for the probability distribution characterizing its stochasticity. In this chapter, we
ask how can we formulate mathematically the emergence of stochasticity from the second
law of thermodynamics. To answer the question, we investigate two issues in this subsection.

First, we provide a mathematical definition of “stochastic behavior of the initial micro-
scopic states”. In this chapter, we consider the situation that the agent repeats the cyclic
operations infinitely many times and ask whether an infinite sequence ω1ω2 · · · ∈ {0, 1}N+ of
initial microscopic states in the experiments is a random sequence or not with respect to the
equilibrium distribution P1/2. Here N+ = {1, 2, . . . } denotes the set of positive integers and
ωn ∈ {0, 1} denotes the initial position of the particle in the n-th cycle. An example of non-
random sequence is 00000 . . . , which corresponds to the situation that the particle is always
in the left side of the box. Although the theory of algorithmic randomness [Nie09, DH10]
provides a reasonable and rigorous definition of randomness for individual sequences, we pay
attention to only the convergence of the empirical distribution and empirical mean in this
chapter. For the single-particle ideal-gas engine, we regard an infinite sequence ω1ω2 . . .
representing the positions of the particle as a random sequence if the sequence satisfies the
strong law of large numbers (SLLN),

lim
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

ωi =
1

2
. (4.1.2)

We discuss the relation to the algorithmic randomness in Section 4.5.
Second, we formulate the second law of thermodynamics without probability measures.

Since our purpose is to clarify the emergence of the probabilistic description, we cannot
suppose the underlying probability distribution at the starting point of the discussion and use
the standard definition of the second law E[W µ] ≤ 0. To remove the probability distribution
and expectation value from the description, we consider again the situation that the agent
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repeats the cyclic operations infinitely many times (Fig. 4.1). In contrast to averaging
the extracted work for a single cyclic operation, in repeated cyclic operations, we allow the
agent to choose a different operation in each cycle. A critical problem here is to specify the
information that the agent can use when he decides the cyclic operation in each cycle. In this
chapter, we apply the prequential scheme [Daw84], where the agent determines the volume
fraction µn ∈ (0, 1) in the n-th cycle depending on only the past history ω1, . . . , ωn−1 of the
initial positions up to the (n−1)-th cycle 1). In other words, the agent predicts the position of
the particle in the n-th cycle from the past results ω1 . . . ωn−1 and performs a cyclic operation
based on the prediction. An assignment ω1 . . . ωn−1 7→ µn for each n = 1, 2, . . . represents a
prediction scheme called a strategy for the agent and denoted by µ̂. For a given strategy µ̂
for the agent, the accumulation of the extracted work W µ̂ is given by

W µ̂(ω1 . . . ωn) :=
n∑
i=1

kBT ln 2µωi
t (1 − µt)

1−ωi . (4.1.3)

We define the violation of the second law in terms of the asymptotic behavior of W µ̂. We
say that an infinite sequence ω1ω2 · · · ∈ {0, 1}N+ of initial positions of the particle violates
the second law of thermodynamics under the strategy µ̂ if the total amount of the extracted
work from the heat engine diverges to infinity, i.e.,

lim
n→∞

W µ̂(ω1 . . . ωn) = ∞. (4.1.4)

This means that the agent can extract work from such a sequence as much as he wants by
repeating the cyclic operations sufficiently many times. For example, if the agent chooses
µt = 1/4 for any t ∈ N+, the infinite sequence 0000 . . . violates the second law because
W µ̂(ω1 . . . ωn) = nkBT ln(3/2) diverges to infinity as n → ∞. We adopt this definition as
the second law in our study because it refers to no probability measure. We note that this
definition is consistent with equilibrium statistical mechanics. In fact, if we assume that
ω1, ω2, . . . are independent and identically distributed random variables obeying the product
distribution P

⊗N+

1/2 ({ωn = 0}) = P
⊗N+

1/2 ({ωn = 1}) = 1/2, the probability that the second law
is violated is zero,

P
⊗N+

1/2

{
lim
n→∞

W µ̂
n = ∞

}
= 0, (4.1.5)

where we have defined a random variable W µ̂
n (ξ) := W µ̂(ω1 . . . ωn) for ξ = ω1ω2 · · · ∈

{0, 1}N+2).

1)The protocol should not be confused with that in Szilard’s engine [Szi64]. Imagine that positions of the
particle are prepared independently and identically according to the uniform distribution P1/2. The mutual
information between the positions up to the (n − 1)-th cycle and the position in the n-th cycle is zero due
to the statistical independency. Therefore, even if the agent can use the information on the past history, the
expectation value of the extracted work in the n-th cycle is always non-positive.

2)We can prove a stronger statement P{supn W µ̂
n = ∞} = 0. First, we note that P{supn W µ̂

n = ∞} =

P{supn eβW
µ̂
n = ∞}. eβW µ̂

n is a positive martingale and bounded in L1 because EP (e
βW µ̂

n ) = 1 for any n. We

have from the martingale convergence theorem that eβW
µ̂
∞ := limn→∞ eβW

µ̂
n exists and is a finite non-negative

value almost surely. Hence, P{supn W µ̂
n = ∞} = 0.
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L <latexit sha1_base64="f4Q/9LPHUs/FXMCIJaC4beJWbQY=">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</latexit>

L/2

<latexit sha1_base64="t/f/ZT4AZSN79q1Q3wcXgzvKZFQ=">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</latexit>

T
<latexit sha1_base64="t/f/ZT4AZSN79q1Q3wcXgzvKZFQ=">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</latexit>

T

<latexit sha1_base64="t/f/ZT4AZSN79q1Q3wcXgzvKZFQ=">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</latexit>

T

<latexit sha1_base64="r8N0PQbwiyZ/QKaaWK1O1Dirm94=">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</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="f4Q/9LPHUs/FXMCIJaC4beJWbQY=">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</latexit>

L/2

<latexit sha1_base64="wHLIa2W99q5bzSF3Lv9Ul1oLZKE=">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</latexit>

(1� µn�1)L
<latexit sha1_base64="ONRFWqSLdXjJtpO6/YGOHeceYm4=">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</latexit>

µn�1L
<latexit sha1_base64="Wi7ks0PBYbrPY03/F1yvJkqXrKM=">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</latexit>

µnL
<latexit sha1_base64="Gv9ru2G70xxdnk87Jgn1HP4Dpuo=">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</latexit>

(1� µn)L

<latexit sha1_base64="tjcHu5fptwksglsCgGNdSP0r59Q=">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</latexit>

!n�1 = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="Fbrr3Se7vONI9m33YMhJHv+/fn0=">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</latexit>

!n = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="q6iEqLqciRpxMRatjmEsvaqy4rA=">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</latexit>

Skeptic
<latexit sha1_base64="d49ClAYzdE8zeNll8IPgJn6tqcI=">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</latexit>

Reality<latexit sha1_base64="pBoV+QCBJEpL6tnxFL2K50cHcPs=">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</latexit>µn�1
<latexit sha1_base64="v+OMrh6a1ArWOXeeSS2+sLYlAto=">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</latexit>µn

<latexit sha1_base64="Djz4GZd4A8XEfX/TxW8bwEmaAe8=">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</latexit>. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="Djz4GZd4A8XEfX/TxW8bwEmaAe8=">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</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="f4Q/9LPHUs/FXMCIJaC4beJWbQY=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the protocol. (1) An agent named Skeptic announces the position of
the barrier µn ∈ (0, 1) depending on the past history ω1 . . . ωn−1 of positions of the particle.
(2) Another agent named Reality announces the position of the particle ωn in the n-th cycle.
(3) Skeptic moves the barrier from x = L/2 to x = (1 − µn)L and remove it. (4) Go back to
(1).

Based on the above two arguments, our question is formulated as follows. Instead of
assuming that ωn is a random variable and introducing a probability measure from the
beginning, we ask which sequences can be realized under the second law of thermodynamics
and what statistical properties such sequences have commonly. As we noted before, in this
chapter, we consider the strong law of large numbers (4.1.2) as a relevant statistical property.
The SLLN is formulated in probability theory as

P
⊗N+

1/2

{
lim
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

ωi =
1

2

}
= 1. (4.1.6)

This statement means that the relative frequencies of positions of particle becomes one half
almost surely. However, we give a different formulation of the SLLN in our setting because
no probability measure enters the setting. According to the excellent book “Probability and
Finance: It’s Only a Game!” by Shafer and Vovk [SV01], there exists a strategy µ̂SLLN for
the agent such that if an infinite sequence ω1ω2 · · · ∈ {0, 1}N+ of positions of the particle does
not satisfy the SLLN (4.1.2), the second law of thermodynamics is then violated, i.e., (4.1.4)
holds for the sequence. Equivalently, if the sequence retains the second law under the strategy
µ̂SLLN, the positions of the particle necessarily obey the SLLN (4.1.2). This implies that even
though no probability measure is assumed, the empirical distribution for positions of the
particle must be consistent with the equilibrium distribution due to the constraint by the
second law. From the viewpoint of statistical mechanics, the second law of thermodynamics
is a consequence of the equilibrium distribution and equilibrium statistical mechanics gives
a microscopic foundation for the second law. However, according to the theorem by Shafer
and Vovk, the second law of thermodynamics (4.1.4) under some strategy requires that the
sequence must be random in the sense that it satisfies the SLLN (4.1.2), and leads to the
equilibrium distribution in this sense. Our purpose of the chapter is to investigate this novel
aspect of the relationship between equilibrium statistical mechanics and the second law of
thermodynamics for generic small systems.
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4.1.2 Summary of the results

The argument in subsection 4.1.1 suggests that statistical properties of equilibrium states are
characterized by the second law of thermodynamics. In this chapter, we extend the above
example to a system with a generic Hamiltonian on a finite state space. First, we consider
the situation that the external agent has an ability to prepare arbitrary Hamiltonians during
cyclic operations. We show that there exists a strategy for the agent such that the empirical
distribution for a sequence satisfying the second law of thermodynamics necessarily converges
to the Gibbs distribution of the initial Hamiltonian (Theorem 4.2.3.1). As in the case of
the single-particle ideal-gas engine, this result can be interpreted as a statement that the
empirical statistics must be consistent with the assumption of statistical mechanics, i.e., the
Gibbs distribution, due to the second law.

Second, we study the empirical statistics in the same manner when we restrict the ability
of the agent. The assumption that the agent can prepare arbitrary Hamiltonians is too
demanding for his ability because we control only a small number of parameters in the
Hamiltonian, such as the magnetic field, in many physical situations. The main aim of the
present chapter is to propose a protocol corresponding to such a restricted situation and to
determine what statistical properties are observed in that situation. This restriction weakens
the ability of the agent, and we thus expect that the statistical property the second law
imposes also weakens. We find that the Gibbs distributions for Hamiltonians having a small
number of parameters linearly coupled to conjugate variables form an exponential family
and propose a new protocol where the agent has to construct his strategy by changing only
these parameters. Our main contribution is that in the protocol there exists a strategy such
that the empirical mean of the conjugate variable with respect to the control parameter for
sequence satisfying the second law converges to the equilibrium value (Theorem 4.3.2.1). This
result suggests that there is a hierarchy of statistical properties observed under the second
law according to his ability.

4.1.3 Related Studies

Several studies shares the same mathematical structures and techniques with our work, al-
though our motivation and formalism in this chapter is quite different from the usual one
in statistical mechanics and stochastic thermodynamics. We review related studies in this
subsection.

First, an important property of the exponential of the accumulation of the extracted
work is martingality, which is a fundamental concept in the theory of stochastic processes
[Wil91, Doo53]. The martingale property is useful to investigate the statistics at stop-
ping times and extreme value statistics. In the context of nonequilibrium thermodynam-
ics, the novel statistical properties of stochastic entropy production were recently studied
[CG11, NRJ17, Ner20, MSM+21] based on this property of martingales and the fact that the
exponentiated negative entropy production or its modification is a martingale. Although our
results are also based on the fact that the exponential of the accumulation of the extracted
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work is a martingale3), we use another property that was first found by Jean Ville [Vil39], the
characterization of almost sure properties in terms of martingales. See subsection 4.2.4. As
other interesting study concerning the martingale property in physical systems, see [MS20]
for example.

Second, we use universal coding theory [Grü07] to construct a strategy for the agent.
The prediction strategy in universal coding is useful for proving our main result because our
problem is similar to the coding or prediction of the outcomes ωn in the n-th cycle from
the past sample data ω1 . . . ωn−1 where the performance of the prediction is measured by
the log-loss function. The analogy between gambling and source coding problems was first
discussed by Kelly [Kel56]. See also Chapter 6 of [CT12]. In addition, the analogy with
information thermodynamics was pointed out in [VPM16, Ito16, TMMR20]. Specifically,
Refs. [TMMR20] applies universal coding theory to information thermodynamics to construct
an optimal work extraction protocol. A crucial difference of our work from this study is that
we analyze the asymptotic behavior of extracted work for individual sequences [VPM16,
KG11] and attempt to find statistical properties shared by sequences satisfying the second
law.

Finally, we stress that our studies are based on an analogy between the work extraction
in thermodynamics and betting in game-theoretic probability theory [SV01, SV19]. Game-
theoretic probability theory is a mathematical formulation of probability theory alternative
to the conventional measure-theoretic one. In game-theoretic probability theory, a gambler
named Skeptic bets money on head or tail of a coin and a dealer named Reality choose the
outcome. By repeating this gamble infinitely many times and imposing the duty that Reality
must chooses a sequence of outcomes such that Skeptic cannot make infinitely much money,
we study what statistical behavior is observed. For instance, as mentioned in subsection 4.1.1,
it is possible to construct an explicit strategy such that Skeptic’s capital grows infinitely as
long as the sequence violates the law of large numbers. The work extraction we proposed
in this chapter can be regarded as a game played between two players, Skeptic and Reality.
The external agent who attempts to extract work from the heat engine as much as possible
corresponds to the gambler Skeptic and the world who prepares the particle to retain the
second law of thermodynamics corresponds to the dealer Reality. Although the first main
result of this chapter in Section 4.2 is a straightforward extension of the theorem proved
by Shafer and Vovk, the possibility of analogous analysis of thermodynamics and the novel
aspect of the relationship between statistical mechanics and the second law are new findings
of this chapter as long as the author knows.

3)In externally driven systems, the exponentiated negative entropy production in a time interval is not
martingale in general [CG11, Ner20, MSM+21]. In this chapter, however, we do not consider the stochastic
time evolution of the system explicitly and concentrate our interest on the sum of the extracted work obtained
from statistically independent experiments. Therefore, the exponentiated negative entropy production in this
chapter is indeed a martingale. See subsection 4.2.4.
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4.1.4 Outline of the chapter

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we formulate the work
extraction in a similar manner to the single-particle ideal-gas engine in subsection 4.1.1 and
give the first main result. We also discuss the mathematical backgrounds, Ville’s theorem,
behind our result. In Section 4.3, we propose another protocol where the ability of the agent
is restricted, and prove the second main result. In Section 4.4, we discuss a game-theoretic
interpretation of our protocols. We end our chapter with concluding remarks in Section 4.5.

4.1.5 Notations

This subsection summarize notations we use throughout this chapter. Since the author
explain notations when they are first used, the readers can skip this subsection.

Let N+ = {1, 2, . . . } be the set of positive integers. We use Ω to denote a finite set
representing a microscopic state space. Ω∗ := {□} ∪ (∪∞

n=1Ω
n) denotes the set of finite

strings over Ω, where □ is the empty string. A string over Ω with length n is written as
ωn = ω1 . . . ωn ∈ Ω∗, ωi ∈ Ω. We use ξ = ω1ω2 · · · ∈ ΩN+ to denote an infinite sequence on Ω.
A real-valued function H : Ω → R defines a Hamiltonian on the state space Ω. For a positive
real number β > 0, the Gibbs distribution for the Hamiltonian H at the inverse temperature
β is defined as a probability distribution on Ω with density gβH(ω) := e−β(H(ω)−Fβ(H)) with
respect to the counting measure, where Fβ(H) := −β−1 ln

∑
ω∈Ω e

−βH(ω) is the free energy.

4.2 Analysis of Generic Hamiltonians

4.2.1 Setup

Let us consider a physical system whose state space is given by a finite set Ω. The thermo-
dynamic property of the system in contact with the heat bath is described by a Hamiltonian
H : Ω → R and an inverse temperature β of the bath. According to Kelvin’s principle, which
is one of the representation of the second law of thermodynamics, the positive amount of work
cannot be extracted by any cyclic operations. Here an operation is said to be cyclic if the
initial and final Hamiltonians coincide. This principle leads to the absence of the perpetual
motion machine of the second kind. However, the second law of thermodynamics may be
violated for some individual initial state and cyclic operation in the finite system. Therefore,
the second law in small systems is usually formulated as a statement on the non-positivity of
the expectation value of the extracted work assuming the underlying probability distribution.
In this subsection, we review the usual formulation of the second law of thermodynamics in
terms of the expectation value.

Let us consider the following type of cyclic process [EVdB11] to avoid taking the dynam-
ical evolution of the system into consideration:

(P1) The agent quenches the Hamiltonian adiabatically from the initial Hamiltonian H to
another one H ′.
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(P2) The agent equilibrates the system with the inverse temperature β.

(P3) The agent resets the system quasi-statically and isothermally

Let ω be an initial state of the system. We suppose that the microscopic state ω does not
change during the adiabatic quenching process (P1). Under this assumption, the extracted
work in the process (P1) is given by the decrease in internal energy H(ω) − H ′(ω). In the
process (P2), the agent touches the system with the heat bath having the inverse temperature
β and the system relaxes to the new equilibrium state for the quenched Hamiltonian H ′. This
equilibration process obviously requires no mechanical work. In the process (P3), the agent
changes the Hamiltonian from the quenched one H ′ to the initial one H quasi-statically to
make the whole process cyclic. Moreover, we crucially assume that the work extracted in
the quasi-static isothermal process is equal to the decrease in free energy4). This assumption
implies that the extracted work in the process (P3) is given by Fβ(H ′) − Fβ(H). Here the
free energy for the Hamiltonian H at the inverse temperature β is defined as Fβ(H) :=
−β−1 ln

∑
ω∈Ω e

−βH(ω). Therefore, the total amount of work extracted in this cyclic process
is given by W (ω1) := H(ω) −H ′(ω) + Fβ(H ′) − Fβ(H).

Now we suppose that the initial state is sampled according to an initial density ρ. The
expectation value of the work extracted during the above cyclic process is given by

Eρ[W ] =
∑
ω∈Ω

ρ(ω) [H(ω) −H ′(ω) + Fβ(H ′) − Fβ(H)] = D(ρ∥gβH) −D(ρ∥gβH′). (4.2.1)

Here gβH(ω) := e−β(H(ω)−Fβ(H)) is the Gibbs density function for the Hamiltonian with the
inverse temperature β and D(p∥q) :=

∑
ω∈Ω p(ω) ln(p(ω)/q(ω)) is the Kullback-Leibler diver-

gence between two densities p and q. From this expression, we have the following equivalence
between the second law of thermodynamics and the Gibbs distribution.

Theorem 4.2.1.1. For a probability density ρ, Eρ[W ] ≤ 0 if and only if ρ = gβH .

Proof. If the initial distribution is the Gibbs distribution for the initial Hamiltonian, the first
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.2.1) vanishes and therefore the expectation value of the
extracted work is non-positive for any quenched HamiltonianH ′, i.e., Eρ[W ] = −D(ρ∥gβH′) ≤
0. Conversely, if ρ ̸= gβH , the value Eρ[W ] can be positive. Indeed, by choosing H ′ such that
ρ = gβH′ , we have that Eρ[W ] = D(ρ∥gβH) > 0.

Therefore, the second law of thermodynamics expressed in the form of the expectation
value during the cyclic process (P1)-(P3) is equivalent to that the initial distribution is the
Gibbs distribution for the initial Hamiltonian.

Finally, we remark that the single-particle ideal-gas engine in subsection 4.1.1 is formally
considered to be an example of the above setup.

Example 4.2.1.2 (Single-particle ideal-gas engine). Let Ω = {0, 1} be a state space. Each
state ω ∈ {0, 1} codes the position of the particle in the box. The effective Hamiltonian for

4)We discuss the status of this assumption after Theorem 4.2.3.1 and Section 4.5.
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the single-particle ideal gas is defined as Hµ(ω) = −β−1 lnµω(1 − µ)1−ωV , where V is the
total volume of the box and the parameter µ ∈ (0, 1) indicates the position of the barrier.
The free energy for the Hamiltonian is given by Fβ(Hµ) = −β−1 lnV . If the initial and
quenched parameters are 1/2 and µ, respectively, the extracted work is written as

W (ω) = H1/2(ω) −Hµ(ω) + Fβ(Hµ) − Fβ(H1/2) = β−1 ln 2µω(1 − µ)1−ω, (4.2.2)

which is identical to Eq. (4.1.1).

4.2.2 Prequential formulation

The purpose of the present chapter is to investigate the emergence of equilibrium statisti-
cal mechanics from the second law of thermodynamics without referring to any probability
measure. Hence we have to remove the probability measure from the definition of the second
law. In this subsection, as such a formulation, we give a prequential definition of the second
law.

To remove the probability distribution, we consider the situation that the agent repeats
cyclic processes (P1)-(P3) infinitely many times. First, the agent performs a cyclic process
according to the protocol (P1)-(P3). Let ω1 be an initial state andH1 a quenched Hamiltonian
in this process. After the first cycle, the agent determines a quenched Hamiltonian H2 in the
second cycle depending on the initial state ω1 in the first cycle and performs the cyclic process
(P1)-(P3) again. In general, we suppose that the agent chooses a quenched Hamiltonian in
the n-th cycle depending on the past history ω1 . . . ωn−1 ∈ Ωn−1 up to the (n − 1)-th cycle.
The assignment of a quenched Hamiltonian in the n-th cycle to each past history ω1 . . . ωn−1

specifies a strategy for the agent to extract work. Therefore, we call a function Ĥ : Ω∗ → RΩ

strategy in this chapter. Here Ω∗ denotes the set of finite strings over Ω including the empty
string □. For a strategy Ĥ, Ĥ(·|□) : Ω → R represents a quenched Hamiltonian in the
first cycle and Ĥ(·|ω1 . . . ωn−1) : Ω → R represents a quenched Hamiltonian in the n-th
cycle when the initial states up to the (n − 1)-th cycle are ω1 . . . ωn−1. This scheme in
which the agent decides his action based on the past history of outcomes is called prequential
in statistics [Daw84] and causal or nonanticipating in information theory of gambling and
portfolio theory [CT12].

The accumulation of the extracted work up to the n-th cycle is given by the sum of the
extracted work in each cycle. For a strategy Ĥ, we define the function W Ĥ : Ω∗ → R as
W Ĥ(□) = 0 and

W Ĥ(ωn) :=
n∑
i=1

[
H(ωi) − Ĥ(ωi|ωi−1) + Fβ(Ĥ(·|ωi−1)) − Fβ(H)

]
(4.2.3)

for ωn := ω1 . . . ωn ∈ Ωn. From the definition, W Ĥ(ωn) gives the accumulation of the work
up to the n-th cycle under the strategy Ĥ when the initial states up to the n-th cycle are
ω1 . . . ωn.

Now we provide a prequential definition of the second law of thermodynamics.
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Definition 4.2.2.1. Let ξ = ω1ω2 · · · ∈ ΩN+ be an infinite sequence over Ω and Ĥ be a
strategy for the agent. We say that

(1) ξ violates weakly the second law of thermodynamics under the strategy Ĥ if

sup
n
W Ĥ(ω1 . . . ωn) = ∞, (4.2.4)

(2) ξ violates the second law of thermodynamics under the strategy Ĥ if

lim
n→∞

W Ĥ(ω1 . . . ωn) = ∞. (4.2.5)

Definition 4.2.2.1 is regarded as a definition of the perpetual motion machine of the second
kind for individual sequences of states. Let ω1 be an initial microscopic state of the engine
in the first cycle. By performing the cyclic process (P1)-(P3) for the initial state, the agent

extract work from the engine by W Ĥ(ω1). The engine cannot be regarded as a perpetual

motion machine of the second kind only because the value W Ĥ(ω1) is positive. To say that
the engine violates the second law, we require that for any given positive value W0 > 0,
the agent should extract an amount of work larger than W0 by repeating cyclic processes as
many times as he needs. Therefore, we define the second law for infinite sequences of initial
microscopic states of the engine as indicated in Definition 4.2.2.1. We note that while in the
above definition the violation of the second law depends on both a strategy the agent applies
and an infinite sequences of microscopic states, the definition needs no underlying probability
measure.

4.2.3 Convergence of empirical distribution to Gibbs distribution

Instead of introducing probability distributions, we consider which sequences satisfies the
second law of thermodynamics and what statistical properties are shared among these se-
quences. In general, a statistical property is described by a subset of infinite sequences
E ⊆ ΩN+ . In this chapter, as a relevant statistical property, we focus on only the strong law
of large numbers, i.e.,

SLLN =

{
ξ = ω1ω2 · · · ∈ ΩN+ : lim

n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ω}(ωi) = gβH(ω) for all ω ∈ Ω

}
. (4.2.6)

Here the quantity
∑n

i=1 1{ω}(ωi)/n is the empirical density for the string ωn quantifying
the relative frequency of ω in ωn = ω1 . . . ωn. If the sequence ξ = ω1ω2 . . . are sampled
identically and independently according to the Gibbs distribution, the SLLN (4.2.6) happens
almost surely. In this sense, the SLLN (4.2.6) is a statistical property observed in equilibrium.
Our purpose is to find a strategy Ĥ such that any sequences ξ ∈ ΩN+ satisfying the second
law of thermodynamics under the strategy Ĥ in the sense of Definition 4.2.2.1 necessarily
obey the SLLN, i.e., ξ ∈ SLLN. The existence of such strategy implies that the empirical
statistics of the sequences of initial states observed under the constraint by the second law
must be consistent with equilibrium statistical mechanics. Based on the above reasoning, we
provide the following theorem:
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Theorem 4.2.3.1. Let gβH(ω) = e−βH(ω)+βFβ(H) be the Gibbs density function for the initial

Hamiltonian H at the inverse temperature β. There exists a strategy Ĥ such that if an
infinite sequences ξ ∈ ΩN+ of initial states does not satisfy the SLLN, i.e., ξ ̸∈ SLLN, then
the sequence ξ violates the second law of thermodynamics under the strategy.

This is the first main result of this chapter. We make several remarks on Theorem
4.2.3.1. First, we stress again that no probability measure for initial microscopic states are
assumed. One may find that the Gibbs distribution is implicitly inserted in the definition of
the extracted work (4.2.3) through the assumption that the work extracted in the quasi-static
isothermal process is equal to the decrease in free energy. Although this reasoning is actually
true as we will see in subsection 4.2.4, the assumption on the form of the extracted work does
not immediately leads to the stochastic behavior of initial states and the content of Theorem
4.2.3.1 remains highly non-trivial. Second, we stress the difference from the argument in the
end of subsection 4.2.1. There, if the initial distribution deviates from the Gibbs distribution
for the initial Hamiltonian, we have to choose the quenched Hamiltonian depending on the
deviation in order to extract a positive amount of work. In contrast, Theorem 4.2.3.1 claims
the existence of a single universal strategy under which the second law is automatically
violated for the sequence whose empirical statistics deviate from the Gibbs distribution even
if we do not know the deviation.

We explain in subsection 4.2.4 the reason why the Gibbs distribution appears in Theorem
4.2.3.1 although no probability measure is assumed in our setting. We remark that Theorem
4.2.3.1 is just a straightforward extension of the case of single-particle ideal-gas engine in
subsection 4.1.1 and it is nothing new mathematically. In addition to the proof in textbooks
of Shafer and Vovk [SV01, SV19], there are several proofs of Theorem 4.2.3.1 such as Ref.
[KT08] based on the maximum likelihood strategy and Ref. [KTT08] based on the Bayesian
strategy. Nevertheless we prove Theorem 4.2.3.1 as a special case of Theorem 4.3.2.1.

Hereafter, we say that a strategy forces (resp. weakly forces) an event E ⊆ ΩN+ if
infinite sequences over Ω that do not satisfy E violate (resp. weakly violate) the second
of thermodynamics under strategy. According to this terminology, Theorem 4.2.3.1 claims
the existence of a strategy that forces the strong law of large numbers for the empirical
distribution.

Finally, we present a proof based on Refs. [SV01, SV19].

Proof of Theorem 4.2.3.1. First, we prove two lemmas.

Lemma 4.2.3.2. For any ω ∈ Ω and any sufficiently small positive real ϵ > 0, there exists
a strategy that weakly forces

lim sup
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ω}(ωi) ≤ gβH(ω) + ϵ. (4.2.7)

Similarly, for any ω ∈ Ω and any sufficiently small positive real ϵ > 0, there exists a strategy
that weakly forces

lim inf
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ω}(ωi) ≥ gβH(ω) − ϵ. (4.2.8)
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Proof. Fix an element ω ∈ Ω. We define Rω := min{1/gβH(ω), 1/(1 − gβH(ω))} ∈ (0, 1) and
choose a real number ϵ ∈ (0, Rω/2). Consider a strategy

Ĥ(ωn|ω1 . . . ωn−1) = H+,ω,ϵ(ωn) := H(ωn) − β−1 ln[1 + ϵ(1{ω}(ωn) − gβH(ω))] (4.2.9)

=

{
H(ω) − β−1 ln[1 + ϵ(1 − gβH(ω))] if ωn = ω

H(ω) − β−1 ln[1 − ϵgβH(ω)] if ωn ̸= ω.
(4.2.10)

We remark that the free energy of H+,ω,ϵ is equal to Fβ(H) because∑
η

e−βH
+,ω,ϵ(η) =

∑
η

e−βH(η)(1 + ϵ(1{ω}(η) − gβH(ω)))

=
∑
η

e−βH(η) + ϵ

[
e−βH(ω) −

(∑
η

e−βH(η)

)
gβH(ω)

]
= e−βFβ(H).

Under this strategy, the accumulation of the extracted work is given by

W Ĥ(ωn) =
n∑
i=1

[H(ωi) −H+,ω,ϵ(ωi)]

= β−1

n∑
i=1

ln[1 + ϵ(1{ω}(ωi) − gβH(ω))]. (4.2.11)

Since ϵ < Rω/2, ϵ(1{ω}(ωi) − gβH(ω)) < 1/2. By using the inequality ln(1 + t) ≥ t − t2 for
|t| ≤ 1/2, we have that

W Ĥ(ωn) ≥ β−1

n∑
i=1

[
ϵ
(
1{ω}(ωi) − gβH(ω)

)
− ϵ2

(
1{ω}(ωi) − gβH(ω)

)2]
≥ β−1

n∑
i=1

[
ϵ
(
1{ω}(ωi) − gβH(ω)

)
− ϵ2

]
= ϵnβ−1

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ω}(ωi) − gβH(ω) − ϵ

]
(4.2.12)

In the second line, we have used
(
1{ω}(ωi) − gβH(ω)

)2 ≤ 1. For a given sequence ξ = ω1ω2 . . . ,

if supnW
Ĥ(ωn) < ∞, there exists a real number Cξ such that W Ĥ(ωn) ≤ Cξ for all n. We

then obtain that

1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ω}(ωi) ≤ gβH(ω) + ϵ+
Cξ

ϵnβ−1
(4.2.13)

for all n, which leads to

lim sup
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ω}(ωi) ≤ gβH(ω) + ϵ. (4.2.14)
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This means that the strategy (4.2.9) weakly forces (4.2.7). By a similar argument, we find
that the strategy

Ĥ(ωn|ω1 . . . ωn−1) = H−,ω,ϵ(ωn) := H(ωn) − β−1 ln[1 − ϵ(1{ω}(ωn) − gβH(ω))] (4.2.15)

weakly forces (4.2.8).

Lemma 4.2.3.3. Let Ĥk (k = 1, 2, . . . ,) be a strategy that weakly forces Ek ⊆ ΩN+ . There
exists a strategy that weakly forces

∩∞
k=1Ek.

Proof. Let Ĥk be a strategy that weakly forces Ek ⊆ ΩN+ . We define a strategy Ĥ∗ as

Ĥ∗(ωn|ωn−1) := H(ωn) − β−1

[
ln

(
∞∑
k=1

2−keβW
Ĥk (ωn)

)
− ln

(
∞∑
k=1

2−keβW
Ĥk (ωn−1)

)]
.

(4.2.16)

We remark that
∑∞

k=1 2−keβW
Ĥk (ωn) is well-defined. We can prove this fact by induction. If

n = 0,
∑∞

k=1 2−keβW
Ĥk (□) = 1 since W Ĥk(□) = 0. Let us assume that

∑∞
k=1 2−keβW

Ĥk(ωn)
<

∞. Since
∑

η e
βW Ĥk(ωnη)

gβH(η) = eβW
Ĥk(ωn)

, we obtain that
∑

η

∑∞
k=1 2−keβW

Ĥk(ωnη)
gβH(ω) <

∞, which implies
∑∞

k=1 2−keβW
Ĥk(ωn+1)

<∞ for any ωn+1.

The free energy of the Hamiltonian Ĥ∗(·|ωn−1) is equal to Fβ(H) because

∑
η

e−βH∗(η|ωn−1) =
∑
η

e−βH(η)

∑∞
k=1 2−keβW

Ĥk (ωn−1η)∑∞
k=1 2−keβW

Ĥk (ωn−1)

=
∑
η

∑∞
k=1 2−keβW

Ĥk (ωn−1)−βĤk(η|ωn−1)+βFβ(Ĥk(·|ωn−1))−βFβ(H)∑∞
k=1 2−keβW

Ĥk (ωn−1)

=

∑∞
k=1 2−keβW

Ĥk (ωn−1)
∑

η e
−βĤk(η|ωn−1)+βFβ(Ĥk(·|ωn−1))e−βFβ(H)∑∞

k=1 2−keβW
Ĥk (ωn−1)

=

∑∞
k=1 2−keβW

Ĥk (ωn−1)e−βFβ(H)∑∞
k=1 2−keβW

Ĥk (ωn−1)
= e−βFβ(H).

Under this strategy, the accumulation of the extracted work is given by

W Ĥ∗(ωn) =
n∑
i=1

[H(ωi) − Ĥ∗(ωi|ωi−1)]

= β−1

n∑
i=1

[
ln

(
∞∑
k=1

2−keβW
Ĥk (ωi)

)
− ln

(
∞∑
k=1

2−keβW
Ĥk (ωi−1)

)]

= β−1 ln

(
∞∑
k=1

2−keβW
Ĥk (ωn)

)
. (4.2.17)
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We now assume that supnW
Ĥ∗(ωn) < ∞. From the expression (4.2.17), we conclude that

supnW
Ĥk(ωn) < ∞ for all k = 1, 2, . . . . This implies that the strategy Ĥ∗ weakly forces∩∞

k=1Ek.

We consider the set of strategies{
Hσ,ω,2−k

: σ ∈ {−,+}, ω ∈ Ω, k ≥ k0, 2
−k0 < min

ω∈Ω
Rω/2

}
. (4.2.18)

By Lemma 4.2.3.2, the strategy H+,ω,2−k
weakly forces

lim sup
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ω}(ωi) ≤ gβH(ω) + 2−k, (4.2.19)

and the strategy H−,ω,2−k
weakly forces

lim inf
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ω}(ωi) ≥ gβH(ω) − 2−k. (4.2.20)

By Lemma 4.2.3.3, the strategy H∗ defined in the proof of Lemma 4.2.3.3 weakly forces

gβH(ω) − 2−k ≤ lim inf
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ω}(ωi) ≤ lim sup
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ω}(ωi) ≤ gβH(ω) + 2−k (4.2.21)

for all ω ∈ Ω and sufficiently large k. This implies that the strategy H∗ weakly forces

lim
n→∞

1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ω}(ωi) = gβH(ω) (4.2.22)

for all ω ∈ Ω. By Lemma 4.3.3.1, it is possible to construct a strategy that forces (4.2.22).

4.2.4 Martingale and Ville’s theorem

We clarify a general structure behind Theorem 4.2.3.1. Although we construct explicitly a
strategy that make the empirical distribution converge the Gibbs distribution in subsection
4.3.3, Theorem 4.2.3.1 follows from a more general theorem proved by Ville [Vil39]. The
essence of Ville’s theorem is some kind of equivalence between the asymptotic behavior of
martingales and almost sure properties.

To see this, we first clarify the martingale property of the exponentiated work. The
accumulation of the extracted work (4.2.3) can be written as the logarithmic likelihood ratio
function for Gibbs distributions:

βW Ĥ(ωn) = ln
q̂(ωn)

gnβH(ωn)
, (4.2.23)
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where gnβH(ωn) :=
∏n

i=1 gβH(ωi) and

q̂(ωn) :=
n∏
i=1

gβĤ(·|ωi−1)(ωi). (4.2.24)

Since gβĤ(·|ωi−1) specifies the conditional probability density conditioned on the past history

ωi−1, the function (4.2.24) gives a probability density on Ωn. Conversely, a stochastic process
on ΩN+ with strictly positive probability densities q̂ specifies a strategy for the agent in
our setting through the relation gβĤ(·|ωn−1)(ωn) = q̂(ωn|ωn−1). Therefore, a strategy Ĥ is
identified with a stochastic process having strictly positive densities.

Let us consider a discrete time stochastic process M : Ω∗ → R. We say that M is a
martingale with respect to a probability measure P on ΩN+ if EP [Mn|ωn−1] = M(ωn−1) for
any ωn−1 ∈ Ω∗ [Wil91]. Here Mn(ω1ω2 . . . ) := M(ωn) and EP [ · |ωn] denotes the conditional
expectation conditioned on the past history ωn. For a fixed strategy Ĥ, it is easy to see that

the exponential of the accumulation of the extracted work eβW
Ĥ

is a positive martingale with
respect to the infinite product of Gibbs distributions g

N+

βH ,

E
g
N+
βH

[eβW
Ĥ
n | ωn−1] = eβW

Ĥ(ωn−1),

In particular, E
g
N+
βH

[eβW
Ĥ
n ] = eβW

Ĥ(□) = 1. In fact,

EgβH [eβW
Ĥ
n |ωn−1] =

∑
ωn∈Ω

q̂(ωn)

gnβH(ωn)
gβH(ωn) =

∑
ωn∈Ω

q̂(ωn−1ωn)

gn−1
βH (ωn−1)

=
q̂(ωn−1)

gn−1
βH (ωn−1)

= eβW
Ĥ(ωn−1),

where we have used
∑

ωn∈Ω q̂(ω
n−1ωn) = q̂(ωn−1) in the last line. Conversely, for a given

positive martingale M with respect to g
N+

βH starting from M(□) = 1, there exists a strategy

Ĥ such that eβW
Ĥ(ωn) = M(ωn) for any ωn ∈ Ω∗. To prove this, we notice that q̂(ωn|ωn−1) :=

gβH(ωn)M(ωn−1ωn)/M(ωn−1) is a positive probability density on Ω. Indeed, the positivity
of M leads to q̂(ωn|ωn−1) > 0 and the martingale property of M implies that∑

ωn∈Ω

q̂(ωn|ωn−1) =
1

M(ωn−1)

∑
ωn∈Ω

gβH(ωn)M(ωn−1ωn) =
M(ωn−1)

M(ωn−1)
= 1.

By defining the strategy Ĥ through the relation gβĤ(·|ωn−1)(ωn) = q̂(ωn|ωn−1), we have that

eβW
Ĥ(ωn) = M(ωn) for any ωn ∈ Ω∗ including the case ωn = □. Thus, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between the processes of the exponentiated extracted work and the positive
martingales with respect to the Gibbs distribution.

Ville’s theorem [Vil39, SV01, SV19] in our setting claims that a measurable set E ⊆ ΩN+

has probability one with respect to g
N+

βH if and only if there exists a positive martingale M :
Ω∗ → R+ with respect to the same probability measure such that limn→∞Mn(ξ) = ∞ for any
ξ ̸∈ E. Using the equivalence between positive martingales and strategies mentioned above,
we rephrase Ville’s theorem as follows.
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Theorem 4.2.4.1 ([Vil39, SV01, SV19]). Let E ⊆ ΩN+ be a measurable set. The property E

happens almost surely with respect to g
N+

βH if and only if there exists a strategy Ĥ : Ω∗ → RΩ

that forces E.

Ville’s theorem clarifies the reason why the convergence to the Gibbs distribution occurs
under the second law in spite that no probability measure comes into our setting. Let us
consider the experiment that we sample initial microscopic states infinitely many times in-
dependently and identically according to the Gibbs distribution gβH . We take a statistical
property E ⊆ ΩN+ with probability one in the experiment such as the SLLN (4.2.6). Accord-
ing to Ville’s theorem, there exists a strategy Ĥ such that any sequences violate the second
law under the strategy if they do not have the property E. In other words, whether a statis-
tical property is consistent with equilibrium statistical mechanics or not is characterized in
terms of the violation of the second law of thermodynamics. In addition, our definition of the
second law (Definition 4.2.2.1) needs no probability measure. This is an essential structure
that makes it possible to argue the emergence of equilibrium statistical mechanics from the
second law without referring to any probability measures.

4.3 Analysis of Parametric Hamiltonian

In the setting in Section 4.2, the agent is assumed to have an ability to prepare any com-
plicated Hamiltonian containing non-local and many-body interactions. As a more physical
situation, it is natural to restrict the possible operations into changing a small number of
parameters in a certain class of Hamiltonians. In this section, we investigate such situation.

4.3.1 Preliminaries: exponential family

We focus on the Hamiltonians on Ω with a certain number of externally controllable param-
eters. We assume that the Hamiltonians have the form βHθ(ω) := −θ · ϕ(ω) − h(ω), where
the parameter θ corresponds to the control parameters taking values in the parameter space
Θ ⊆ Rk, ϕ : Ω → Rk is the conjugate variable with respect to θ, the dot “ · ” denotes the
usual inner product in Rk and h : Ω → R is the remaining part of the Hamiltonian. Θ is
assumed to be an open and convex subset of Rk. Moreover, we suppose that the representa-
tion of the Hamiltonians is minimal, i.e., both {θi : i = 1, . . . , k} and {ϕi : i = 1, . . . , k} are
affinely independent.

The Gibbs distribution for these Hamiltonians forms a minimal canonical exponential
family [BN78] P(Θ, ϕ, h), which is a family of distributions Pθ on Ω with densities pθ(ω) :=
gβHθ

(ω) = eθ·ϕ(ω)+h(ω)−ψ(θ). The function ψ(θ) := ln
∑

ω∈Ω e
θ·ϕ(ω)+h(ω) is the Massieu func-

tion, which is related to the free energy Fβ(Hθ) through Fβ(Hθ) = −β−1ψ(θ). The func-
tion ψ(θ) is differentiable infinitely many times and strictly convex on Θ. The expectation
value and covariance matrix of ϕ are respectively given by Eθ(ϕ) = ∇θψ(θ) =: µ(θ) and
Covθ(ϕ) = ∇θ∇θψ(θ) = Eθ[−∇θ∇θ lnPθ] =: I(θ). I(θ) is the Fisher information at θ for the
family P(Θ, ϕ, h) and positive definite over Θ. In the language of statistical physics, I(θ) is
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the isothermal susceptibility matrix and the relation Covθ(ϕ) = I(θ) gives the fluctuation-
response relation for a static isothermal response. The strict convexity of ψ implies that the
map θ 7→ µ(θ) is invertible and that the elements of P(Θ, ϕ, h) can be reparametrized by the
mapping µ 7→ Pθ. θ(µ) denotes the inverse and Ξ := µ(Θ) the conjugate parameter space.
We note that ∇µθ(µ) = I(µ) gives the Fisher information in µ-parametrization and is equals
to Cov−1

µ (ϕ). The Kullback-Leibler divergence between Pθ and Pθ′ is given by

D(Pθ∥Pθ′) = (θ − θ′) · µ(θ) − ψ(θ) + ψ(θ′). (4.3.1)

The class of Hamiltonians having the above form describes a variety class of models that
appears in statistical physics. We give two examples belonging to the above class.

Example 4.3.1.1 (One-dimensional Ising model). The first example is a one-dimensional
Ising model. Let N be a positive integer. The state space of N Ising spins on one-dimensional
chain is Ω = {−1, 1}N and a state is described by ω = (σ1, . . . , σN), where σi ∈ {−1, 1} de-
notes the state of spin at the site i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. The Ising model under a homogeneous mag-
netic field is described by the Hamiltonian βHθ = −βhex

∑N
i=1 σi − βJ

∑N−1
i=1 σiσi+1, where

hex is the external field and J is the coupling constant. If the agent changes only the magnetic
field uniformly, the parameter is chosen as θ = βhex ∈ Θ := R, the conjugate variable as
the total magnetization ϕ(ω) =

∑N
i=1 σi, and the remaining part as h(ω) = βJ

∑N−1
i=1 σiσi+1.

In this case, the expectation of ϕ is the average magnetization µ(θ) =
∑n

i=1 Pθ(σi) and the
Fisher information is I(θ) = β−1χ, where χ is the magnetic susceptibility. If the agent
changes the coupling constant J in addition to the magnetic field, the parameter becomes
two-dimensional vector θ = (βhex, βJ), the conjugate variable ϕ = (

∑n
i=1 σi,

∑n−1
i=1 σiσi+1)

and the remaining part h = 0. The parametrization for a given physical model is thus not
unique in general.

Example 4.3.1.2 (Positive distribution). The second example is positive distributions on
a general finite state space. This case corresponds to that we argued in Section 4.2. Let
Ω = {0, 1, 2, . . . , k} be a finite set. Putting Θ = {(ln(pi/p0))

k
i=1 ∈ Rk : 0 < pi < 1,

∑k
j=1 pj <

1, p0 = 1 −
∑k

i=1 pi}, θi = ln(pi/p0), ϕi = 1{i}, h = 0, ψ(θ) = − ln(1 −
∑k

i=1 pi) = − ln p0, we
have that

pθ(i) = exp

{
k∑
j=1

θjϕj(i) − ψ(θ)

}
= pi (4.3.2)

for every i ∈ Ω. The exponential family is therefore the family of strictly positive distributions
on Ω. The empirical mean of ϕ is identified with the empirical density and the expectation
µi(θ) is given by pi for i = 1, . . . , k.

4.3.2 Setup and Result

The protocol we study in this subsection is almost the same as that in Section 4.2. A crucial
difference is that the agent cannot prepare an arbitrary Hamiltonian in general and he has
to construct a strategy by tuning only a small number of control parameters.
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We assume that the initial Hamiltonian has the form βHθ = −θ · ϕ− h for some θ ∈ Θ.
A strategy the agent applies is characterized by a function θ̂ : Ω∗ → Θ. The operation in the
n-th cycle is performed according to the following protocol:

(P1) The agent quenches the Hamiltonian adiabatically from the initial Hamiltonian Hθ

to another one Hθ̂(ωn−1) when the initial states up to the (n− 1)-th cycle are ωn−1 =
ω1 . . . ωn−1.

(P2) The agent equilibrates the system with the inverse temperature β.

(P3) The agent resets the system quasi-statically and isothermally.

The accumulation of extracted work W θ̂ := WHθ̂ in this protocol under the strategy θ̂ is
given by

βW θ̂(ωn) =
n∑
i=1

[
(θ̂(ωi−1) − θ) · ϕ(ωi) − ψ(θ̂(ωi−1)) + ψ(θ)

]
. (4.3.3)

Let E ⊆ ΩN+ be an almost sure property under the infinite product of the Gibbs distributions
p
N+

θ = g
N+

βHθ
. Although there exists a strategy Ĥ that forces E according to Ville’s theorem

(Theorem 4.2.4.1), the strategy Ĥ may not be realizable within the above protocol. In
general, the decrease in the number of possible strategies the agent can apply leads to the
decrease in the variety of almost sure properties forced by the second law. The question we
study in this section is what statistical properties are forced when we restrict the ability of
the agent.

We expect from the expression (4.3.3) that such properties are restricted to the statistics
of the conjugate variable ϕ with respect to the control parameter θ. Indeed, we find that
there exists a strategy in the restricted protocol that forces the strong law of large numbers
for the conjugate variable.

Theorem 4.3.2.1. Let ϕn be the empirical mean of ϕ defined by

ϕn(ωn) :=
1

n

n∑
i=1

ϕ(ωi). (4.3.4)

There exists a strategy θ̂ : Ω∗ → Θ that forces

lim
n→∞

ϕn = µ(θ). (4.3.5)

This is the second main result of the present chapter. Theorem 4.2.3.1 is a special case of
Theorem 4.3.2.1 because the empirical mean of ϕ in Example 4.3.1.2 can be identified with
the empirical density.

Since µ(θ) is the equilibrium value of the conjugate variable, Theorem 4.3.2.1 implies that
the infinite sequences satisfying the second law are indistinguishable from random sequences
sampled from the equilibrium distribution as long as we observe the conjugate variable. In
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contrast to Theorem 4.2.3.1, the relative frequencies of initial microscopic states may not
converge to the Gibbs distribution under the strategy. For instance, when the agent controls
the homogeneous magnetic field on the free spin system, the average magnetization should
converge to the equilibrium value but the relative frequencies of spin configurations having
the same magnetization may not be controlled. Thus the statistical properties the agent can
force under the second law depend on what kind of physical operations are allowed for the
agent.

4.3.3 Proof of Theorem 4.3.2.1

We present a proof of Theorem 4.3.2.1. By the following lemma, it is sufficient to prove the
existence of a strategy that weakly forces (4.3.5) and takes values in a compact set containing
the initial parameter θ as an interior point. It is proved in the same way as Lemma 3.1 in
[SV01].

Lemma 4.3.3.1. Let E ⊆ ΩN be an event and Θ0 ⊂ Θ a compact convex subset with
θ ∈ intΘ0. If there exists a strategy that weakly forces E and takes values in Θ0, then there
is also a strategy that forces E and takes values in the same set Θ0.

Proof. For a given strategy θ̂ : Ω∗ → Θ0 and a positive real number C > 0, we define the
“stopped strategy” θ̂(C) as

θ̂(C)(ωn) =

{
θ̂(ωn) if βW θ̂(ωm) < C for all m ≤ n

θ otherwise.
(4.3.6)

Let θ̂ be a strategy that weakly forces E and θ̂(C) its stopped strategy for C > 0. Consider
the countable number of stopped strategies θ̂(2

i) for i = 1, 2, . . . . Since θ̂(2
i)(ωn) ∈ Θ0 and Θ0

is compact, θ̂∗(ωn) :=
∑∞

i=1 2−iθ̂(2
i)(ωn) exists for any ωn ∈ Ω∗. The closedness and convexity

of Θ0 lead to θ̂∗(ωn) ∈ Θ0. Hence, the function θ̂∗ : Ω∗ → Θ0 defines a strategy taking values
in Θ0. We obtain from the convexity of ψ and Jensen’s inequality that

W θ̂∗(ωn) ≥
∞∑
i=1

2−iW θ̂(2
i)

(ωn). (4.3.7)

For ω∞ ∈ Ec, the limit limn βW
θ̂(C)

(ωn) exists and is larger than or equal to C because

supnW
θ̂(ωn) = ∞. Since limn βW

θ̂(2
i)

(ωn) ≥ 2i for ω∞ ∈ Ec, limnW
θ̂∗(ωn) diverges to

infinity for ω∞ ∈ Ec.

Our method of the proof is based on the maximum likelihood strategy. If the agent applies
a constant strategy, i.e., θ̂ = θ′, the accumulation of extracted work up to the n-th cycle is
given by

βW θ̂(ωn) = ln
pnθ′(ω

n)

pnθ (ωn)
. (4.3.8)
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The maximum likelihood strategy is defined as the maximizer of (4.3.8) for each ωn. Because
the maximizer of (4.3.8) over the open set Θ may not exist, we restrict the range of the
strategy to a compact set Θ0 containing the initial parameter θ as an interior point. The
maximum likelihood estimator θ̂ML : Ω∗ → Θ0 with respect to Θ0 is defined as

θ̂ML(ωn) := arg max
θ′∈Θ0

ln pnθ′(ω
n). (4.3.9)

We define the corresponding conjugate parameter space Ξ0 := µ(Θ0), which is also a compact
convex subset of Ξ. We set µ̂ML(ωn) = µ(θ̂ML(ωn)). Because ∇θ ln pθ(ω) = ϕ(ω) − µ(θ), the
maximum likelihood estimator θ̂ML and µ̂ML are given as the solution of the equation

1

n

n∑
i=1

ϕ(ωi) = Pθ̂ML(ωn)(ϕ) = µ̂ML(ωn) (4.3.10)

if and only if ϕn ∈ Ξ0, which does not always hold.
We summarize the basic properties of the maximum likelihood estimator. The convexity

of − ln pnθ (ωn) with respect to θ implies that

(θ − θ̂ML(ωn)) · (µ̂ML(ωn) − ϕn) ≥ 0 (4.3.11)

for all θ ∈ Θ0. In fact, assume that it does not hold for some θ ∈ Θ0. Consider the
continuous path s(t) := tθ + (1 − t)θ̂ML(ωn) for t ∈ [0, 1]. The convexity of Θ0 implies that
s(t) ∈ Θ0 for all t ∈ [0, 1]. From the assumption, we obtain that ∂t[− ln pns(t)(ω

n)]|t=0 =

n(µ̂ML(ωn) − ϕ(ωn)) · (θ − θ̂ML(ωn)) < 0, and thus − ln pns(t)(ω
n) < − ln pn

θ̂ML(ωn)
(ωn) for a

sufficiently small t ∈ [0, 1]. This contradicts the minimality of θ̂ML(ωn) on Θ0. We have from
the condition (4.3.11) that if θ̂ML(ωn) ∈ intΘ0, then ϕn ∈ Ξ0 and therefore µ̂ML(ωn) = ϕn.
Otherwise, (µ̂ML(ωn)−ϕn) · (θ− θ̂ML(ωn)) < 0 for some θ ∈ Θ0 in a neighborhood of θ̂ML(ωn),
which contradicts (4.3.11).

The maximum likelihood strategy was originally studied in the context of universal coding
and sequential prediction. Kot lowski and Grünwald obtained the following lower bound in
[KG11]:

Lemma 4.3.3.2 ([KG11]).

n∑
i=1

[
ln pθ̂ML(ωi−1)(ωi) − ln pθ̂ML(ωn)(ωi)

]
≥ −IΞ0(B + CΞ0)

2

2
lnn+O(1), (4.3.12)

where B := maxω∈Ω |ϕ(ω)|, CΞ0
:= maxµ∈Ξ0 ∥µ∥ and IΞ0

:= maxµ∈Ξ0 ∥I(µ)∥.

We note that these constants are all finite due to the compactness of Ω and Ξ0. By using
Lemma 4.3.3.2, we obtain Theorem 4.3.2.1 immediately.

Proof of Theorem 4.3.2.1. For any strategy θ̂, βW θ̂
n can be decomposed into two parts:

βW θ̂(ωn) =
n∑
i=1

[
ln pθ̂(ωn)(ωi) − ln pθ(ωi)

]
+

n∑
i=1

[
ln pθ̂(ωi−1)(ωi) − ln pθ̂(ωn)(ωi)

]
. (4.3.13)
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First, we investigate the first part for θ̂ML. We have from (4.3.1) and (4.3.11) that

n∑
i=1

[
ln pθ̂ML(ωn)(ωi) − ln pθ(ωi)

]
= nD(Pθ̂ML(ωn)∥Pθ) + n(θ̂ML(ωn) − θ) · (ϕn − µ̂ML(ωn))

≥ nD(Pθ̂ML(ωn)∥Pθ). (4.3.14)

Combining Lemma 4.3.3.2 with the above inequality (4.3.14), we have that

βW θ̂ML(ωn) ≥ n

[
D(Pθ̂ML(ωn)∥Pθ) −

IΞ0(B + CΞ0)
2

2

lnn

n

]
+O(1). (4.3.15)

Suppose that supnW
θ̂ML
n (ξ) < ∞ for ξ = ω1ω2 . . . . Then, there exists a real number Cξ ∈ R

such that W θ̂ML(ωn) ≤ Cξ for all n ∈ N+. From the inequality (4.3.15), we have that

D(Pθ̂ML(ωn)∥Pθ) ≤
Cξ
n

+
IΞ0(B + CΞ0)

2

2

lnn

n
+O(n−1). (4.3.16)

Since Cξ is independent of n, we obtain that D(Pθ̂ML(ωn)∥Pθ) → 0 as n → ∞. This implies

that pθ̂ML(ωn)(ω) converges to pθ(ω) for any ω ∈ Ω, and therefore µ̂ML(ωn) → µ(θ). For

ξ ∈ ΩN+ such that µ̂ML → µ(θ) ∈ intΞ0, ϕn ∈ Ξ0 and µ̂ML(ωn) = ϕn for sufficiently large n,
and therefore ϕn → µ(θ).

We have several remarks before ending the subsection.

(1) The lower bound (4.3.15) has much information on the asymptotic behavior. If the

second law is weakly valid, i.e., supnW
θ̂ML < ∞, then Pθ̂ML

converges to Pθ with

respect to the Kullback-Leibler distance with the convergence rate O(
√

lnn/n) and the

convergence factor
√
IΞ0(B + CΞ0)

2/2. We also note that if the convergence (4.3.5) does
not hold, the accumulation of the extracted work grows at least linearly. Specifically,
the extracted work per cycle becomes positive infinitely many times,

lim sup
n→∞

W θ̂
n

n
> 0, (4.3.17)

for sequences violating the strong law of large numbers (4.3.5). For instance, if θ̂ML(ωn) →
θ′( ̸= θ) as n→ ∞, the rate of the extracted work is given by the Kullback-Leibler dis-
tance between Pθ′ and Pθ. This implies that our results (Theorem 4.2.3.1 and 4.3.2.1)
are valid even if we apply (4.3.17) as a definition of the violation of the second law.

(2) The maximum likelihood estimator θ̂ML(ωn) defined by (4.3.9) depends on ωn through
only ϕn because the conjugate variable ϕ is the sufficient statistic for the exponential
family P(Θ, ϕ, h). Therefore, even if only the information on the past history of ϕ is
given to the agent, he can perform the maximum likelihood strategy and can forces the
strong law of large numbers for the conjugate variable.
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4.3.4 Numerical Demonstration

We illustrate the validity of the maximum likelihood strategy numerically for the Ising Hamil-
tonian under the homogeneous magnetic field for two spins, βHθ(σ1, σ2) = −σ1σ2−θ(σ1+σ2).
We consider the situation that the agent changes the magnetic field with fixed coupling
constant. We set βJ = 1 for simplicity and write θ := βhex. The initial parameter
is set to be θ = 0. The average magnetization µ(θ) = Eθ[σ1 + σ2] is given by µ(θ) =
2(e2θ + e−2θ)/(e2θ + e−2θ + 2e−2). The maximum likelihood estimator for θ with respect to a
compact set Θ0 = [− ln 2, ln 2] is given by

θ̂ML(ωn) =


− ln 2 if ϕ̄n < µ(− ln 2)

θ(ϕ̄n) if ϕ̄n ∈ [µ(− ln 2), µ(ln 2)]

ln 2 if ϕ̄n > µ(ln 2),

(4.3.18)

where

θ(µ) =
1

2
ln

(
µe−2 +

√
4 + (e−4 − 1)µ2

2 − µ

)
(4.3.19)

is the inverse of θ 7→ µ(θ). If a sequence is generated by the Gibbs distribution with θ ̸= 0,
the empirical mean for the sequence converges to µ(θ) but it is different from µ(0). In Fig
4.2, we plot the accumulations of extracted work for sequences generated from the Gibbs
distribution with θ = 0,±0.1,±0.2. The figure shows that while the accumulations for
parameters θ = ±0.1,±0.2 diverge to infinity and the second law is violated, the accumulation
for θ = 0 remains finite. The linear growth of the accumulation of extracted work is consistent
with the lower bound (4.3.15).

4.4 Game-theoretic Interpretation

We discuss a game-theoretic interpretation of the protocol of this chapter. The interpretation
is based on the analogy with game-theoretic probability theory [SV01, SV19].

We interpret the work extraction as a game played between two players, Skeptic and
Reality. The player Skeptic doubts that the statistical property of the heat engine is described
by equilibrium statistical mechanics, particularly the Gibbs distribution. He attempts to
test the hypothesis of equilibrium statistical mechanics by actually extracting work from
the engine many times and observing whether the second law of thermodynamics holds or
not. If the accumulation of the extracted work diverges to infinity, i.e., the second law is
violated, then Skeptic rejects the hypothesis. On the other hand, the player Reality decides
initial microscopic states of the heat engine. The duty of Reality is to prevent Skeptic from
extracting the infinite amount of work and to make the second law of thermodynamics valid
in our world.

The algorithm of the game corresponding to the protocol we discussed in Section 4.2 is
as follows.
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Figure 4.2: The accumulations of the extracted work for sequences generated by the Gibbs
distributions with various parameters versus the number of cycles. The top (resp. bottom)
dotted line indicates the Kullback-Leibler distance between Pθ=±0.2 (resp. Pθ=±0.1) and Pθ=0.

Protocol 4.4.0.1 (Generic Hamiltonian).
Parameter:

an initial Hamiltonian H : Ω → R,
an inverse temperature β > 0.

Players: Skeptic, Reality.
Protocol:
W (□) = 0.
FOR n = 1, 2, . . . :
Skeptic announces Hn

Reality announces ωn ∈ Ω
Wn := Wn−1 +H(ωn) −Hn(ωn) + Fβ(Hn) − Fβ(H)

END FOR

In Protocol 4.4.0.1, Hn := Ĥ(·|ωn−1) denotes the quenched Hamiltonian in the n-th cycle

and Wn = W Ĥ(ωn) the accumulation of extracted work up to the n-th cycle. We remark
that Reality can decides an initial microscopic state ωn after the announcement by Skeptic.
Therefore, we allow Reality to move strategically in Protocol 4.4.0.1. Nevertheless, Theorem
4.2.3.1 is still valid even if Reality decides microscopic states strategically because whether
a strategy forces a property or not is independent of the strategy Reality applies. Theorem
4.2.3.1 implies that there exists a strategy for Skeptic such that Reality has to converge the
empirical distribution to the Gibbs distribution. In other words, Reality is forced to act
probabilistically in a manner consistent with equilibrium statistical mechanics due to the
second law.

As an application of Theorem 4.2.3.1, we consider a testing procedure of random number
generator. Let us suppose that Reality claims that she finds an algorithm to generate random
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numbers with respect to the Gibbs distribution. Skeptic doubts her claim and attempts
to test it. Although there are several criteria that the random numbers should satisfy, we
consider the strong law of large numbers (4.2.6) for the empirical distribution as a criterion
here. If the random number obtained from Reality’s generator does not satisfy the SLLN,
Skeptic rejects her claim and concludes that the random number generator does not work well.
According to Theorem 4.3.2.1, Skeptic can confirm the validity of the SLLN by performing
cyclic operations for microscopic states prepared by the generator. In other words, the second
law of thermodynamics can be used as a test for the random number generators.

Similarly, the algorithm of the protocol in Section 4.3 is as follows.

Protocol 4.4.0.2 (Parametric Hamiltonian).

Parameter:

a control parameter space Θ,

a conjugate variable ϕ : Ω → Rk,

a remaining Hamiltonian h : Ω → R,

an initial parameter θ ∈ Θ,

an inverse temperature β > 0.

Players: Skeptic, Reality.

Protocol:

W (□) = 0.

FOR n = 1, 2, . . . :

Skeptic announces θn ∈ Θ.

Reality announces ωn ∈ Ω

Wn := Wn−1 +Hθ(ωn) −Hθn(ωn) + Fβ(Hθn) − Fβ(Hθ)

END FOR

Theorem 4.3.2.1 can be interpreted game-theoretically in a similar way to the case of
Theorem 4.2.3.1.

4.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we provided a novel formulation of the second law of thermodynamics and
showed that there exist strategies for the agent that force statistical properties consistent
with equilibrium statistical mechanics, i.e., the strong law of large numbers for the empirical
distribution and empirical mean. In the protocol where the agent is able to prepare arbitrary
Hamiltonians, the empirical distribution must converge to the Gibbs distribution for the
initial Hamiltonian under some strategy. In the protocol where the agent can change a small
number of parameters in the Hamiltonian, the maximum likelihood strategy forces the strong
law of large numbers for the conjugate variable. Before ending the chapter, we discuss future
directions of the study.
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Extension to other situations We considered the simple settings where initial micro-
scopic states are prepared independently and identically. It is important to study in the
same spirit more complicated settings such as stochastic thermodynamics [Sei12, Sek98], in-
formation thermodynamics [SU10], and quantum systems [PW78, Len78]. In particular, it is
a future subject to treat the stochastic evolution of microscopic state in our framework and
to connect it with thermodynamic quantities. The extension to the quantum settings might
be more difficult because the quantum theory has a probabilistic structure different from the
classical one. See the chapter 10.6 in [SV19] for game-theoretic formulations for Born’s rule
and quantum computation.

Assumption on quasi-static isothermal work We assume in our settings that the work
extracted in the quasi-static isothermal process is equal to the decrease in free energy defined
by Fβ(H) = −β−1 ln

∑
ω∈Ω e

−βH(ω). This assumption allows us to connect the work extracted
in the quasi-static isothermal process with the microscopic Hamiltonian, without explicitly
referring to the time evolution of the system. However, we should remove it to clarify the
emergence of the probabilistic structure from thermodynamics. Although one way to do so
is to replace the difference in free energy, Fβ(Ĥ)−Fβ(H), in Protocol 4.4.0.1 by the work in
the quasi-static process defined only in terms of mechanics, it is a challenging task because
we have to take the dynamical properties of the system into account explicitly.

Macroscopic systems We investigated the asymptotic behavior of the work extracted
from a finite system as the number of cycles n goes to infinity. While our results are valid
for small systems as with stochastic thermodynamics, the second law of thermodynamics is
believed to hold almost surely for macroscopic systems without repeating the operations.
Developing our formulation for macroscopic thermodynamics is a future direction of the
study.

Coarse-grained information We assumed in our protocol that the agent can use the
information about microscopic states in the past. However, this assumption may be too
demanding when the size of the system is large. In a more realistic situation, the agent can
measure only the value of extracted work. It is important to study statistical properties
forced by strategies under such situation.

Classification of probabilistic laws The approach based on the prequential form allows
us to classify the statistical property of the equilibrium state according to the ability of
the agent. In the usual formulation of statistical mechanics, the law of large numbers for
the empirical distribution and for the empirical mean of the conjugate variable are both
formulated as the events with probability one. In this sense, there is no distinction between
these probabilistic laws. However, in the prequential approach, what kind of probabilistic laws
can be observed depends on our ability. It is interesting to provide a detailed classification
of the probabilistic laws of equilibrium states according to the ability of the agent to operate
the system.
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Algorithmic randomness We mention the probabilistic feature of infinite sequences. Al-
though the empirical distribution for the simple binary sequence 01010101 . . . converges to
the uniform distribution on {0, 1}, it is not sufficiently random according to our intuition.
However, Theorems 4.2.3.1 and 4.3.2.1 refer to only the empirical distribution and mean.
To say that an infinite sequence is random with respect to a probability distribution, we
have to require stronger conditions on the empirical statistics. The algorithmic theory of
randomness provides an idealized notion of randomness on the basis of computability theory
and martingale theory [Nie09, DH10]. A class of randomness is defined as the intersection of
sets that are weakly forced by strategies with some computability condition. For instance,
computable strategies specify the class of randomness called computable random. Although
there exists no universal computable strategy, i.e., the computable randomness cannot be
forced by a single strategy, to investigate such class in the context of thermodynamics may
be interesting. We hope that the present study provides an insight into studying thermody-
namics from the viewpoints of the martingale structure and computability of strategies. As
a study in the same spirit, see Chapter 3 showing the relevance of algorithmic randomness
to thermodynamic irreversibility.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have studied several problems in statistical physics with a game-theoretic
approach. Throughout this thesis, we have seen that the concept of “martingale” is useful
to investigate two aspects of stochastic processes. On the one hand, martingale theory was
applied to the stopping time problem in stochastic thermodynamics. In Chapter 2, we have
studied along this line and derived the kinetic uncertainty relation on first passage time
for time-integrated currents via the information inequality at stopping time. On the other
hand, martingale processes are used to characterize the randomness in stochastic processes.
In Chapter 3 and 4, we have studied along this line. In Chapter 3, by using the theory of
algorithmic randomness, we have shown that the random configurations of a macroscopic
system exhibit irreversible relaxation behavior. In Chapter 4, we have identified processes
of exponentiated extracted work with positive martingale process with respect to the Gibbs
distribution and have proved that the second law of thermodynamics implies the Gibbs
distribution. Although the former aspect has already been studied in the context of stochastic
thermodynamics, the latter aspect in statistical physics was first proposed by the author and
should be studied in future works.

Before ending this thesis, we make some speculative remarks.

• In Chapter 2, we have used the information inequality at stopping time, which pro-
vides an upper bound on the relative fluctuations of the first passage time in terms
of the Fisher information. We recall that the Fisher information has been studied as
a geometric object, i.e., Riemannian metric, in the context of information geometry.
It is natural to expect that there may be a geometrical understanding of stochastic
thermodynamics and thermodynamic inequalities. Recently, the idea along this line
has been studied and there is room for further development. Is there a counterpart of
this problem in stopping time statistics? For example, consider the following transport
problem: for a given initial probability distribution p and final distribution q, find a
stopping time τ such that X0 ∼ p, Xτ ∼ q, and it minimizes some cost function, e.g.,
the entropy production. Is there a concise characterization of such optimal stopping
time? Does the optimal stopping time allow a geometrical understanding? Is it use-
ful to control the thermodynamic system? Is it relevant to the efficiency of biological
systems?

87
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• In Chapter 3 and 4, we have discussed the randomness of microscopic states. The same
idea can be applied to equilibrium statistical mechanics for large systems. Consider
a classical spin system on a lattice with a Hamiltonian H. According to the Birkhoff
theorem, for a spatially ergodic Gibbs measure µ, the spatial average of a local quan-
tity f converges to the equilibrium value Eµ(f) as the averaged region grows with
probability one. It is known that the Birkhoff theorem can be “effectivized”. That is
to say, for a spatially ergodic computable Gibbs measure, the spatial average of any
lower semicomputable function f converges to the equilibrium value if and only if the
spin configuration is Martin-Löf random with respect to the Gibbs measure. If we
define the “equilibrium state” as the set of all configurations whose spatial average of
any “effective” quantity converges to the equilibrium value, this theorem claims that
the equilibrium state is completely characterized in terms of Martin-Löf randomness.
Moreover, the Kolmogorov complexity density of a Martin-Löf random configuration
converges to the thermodynamic entropy density in the thermodynamic limit, despite
that the thermodynamic entropy is not usually considered as a function of microscopic
states. With this in mind, it would be a challenging task to formulate the second law
of thermodynamics for macroscopic systems in terms of (algorithmic) randomness.
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